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Abstract 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is one example of a multicarrier 
modulation scheme in which high-speed data are transmitted via multiple overlapping 
subcarriers. Although the subcarriers are overlapped, they axe orthogonal to each other 
without intercarrier interference. The OFDM system is robust in multipath fading 
environment and is now widely used in high-speed wireless communication. 
However, OFDM is sensitive to synchronization defects. Performance degradation due 
to synchronization defects, including symbol timing offset, phase offset, frequency offset 
and digital sampling clock error are studied here. 

Two coarse frequency offset estimators with reference to the pilots subcarriers axe 
proposed. The first one, pilots-power-detection algorithm, is derived based on the 
maximum likelihood principle and the received instantaneous power of subcarriers. Its 
performance, which is measured with reference to a statistical distance, depends on the 
pilots pattern, the total number of pilots and the transmission power of subcarriers. 
In addition, a comparison study between the performance of the proposed algorithm, 
the guard-band power detection algorithm and the maximum correlation algorithm is 
presented. 
Secondly, a low-complexity coarse frequency estimator for the frame-based OFDM sys- 
tem is proposed. Data are differentially encoded on even subcarriers between the sym- 
bols of a new two-symbol frame header. The odd subcarriers are modulated with zero 
to facilitate the symbol timing estimation. 
Finally, a case study in the DVB-T system is given which shows that the original pilots 
pattern is not well designed for the proposed pilots power detection algorithm. New 
pilots patterns with better performance are presented. 

Key words: coarse frequency offset, differential modulation, DVB-T, OFDM, syn- 
chronization, pilots pattern, pilots-power detection 
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Summary 

Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a multicarrier modulation 

schemes. High-speed data axe multiplexed onto a number of frequency carriers effi- 

ciently using Inverse Fast Fourier IYansform (IFFT). Similarly, the de-multiplexing 

and data recovery from carriers axe carried out using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) at 
the receivers. Although subcarriers in OFDM axe overlapped, there are no intercarrier 

interference and the subcarriers are orthogonal to each other. Each OFDM symbol is 

composed of a guard interval and an useful part. By appending a guard interval in 
front of each symbol, OFDM is robust in multipath fading environment. The system 
is now widely used in high-speed wireless communication applications such as Digital 
Audio Broadcasting (DAB) and Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB). 

However, OFDM is sensitive to synchronization defects such as the symbol timing error, 

sampling clock error and frequency offset. The frequency offset error normalized by the 

Bubcarrier frequency spacing consists of an integer part (coarse frequency offset) and a 
fractional part (fine frequency offset). This thesis mainly works in the area of coarse 
frequency offset estimation. 

The symbol timing error is due to the errors in locating the starting positions of the 

useful parts. The length of the guard interval must be longer than that of the channel 
impulse response in order to avoid intersymbol interference. The difference in length 

between the guard interval and the channel impulse response sets the maximum limit 

of the symbol timing error. If the symbol timing error is within this limit, there will 

be only an additional phase rotation on the demodulated data without intersymbol 

interference. On the other hand, the digital sampling clock error, phase offset and 

the fine frequency offset also causes phase rotation to the demodulated data. The 

xxi 
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amount of phase rotation due to the symbol timing error and the sampling clock error 
increases linearly with the corresponding frequency index, while those due to the phase 

offset and the fine frequency error is the same to all subcarriers. Fine frequency offset 

not only affects the orthogonality between carriers leading to intercarrier interference, 

but also reduces amplitude of the received signal. Similarly, the sampling clock error 

causes intercarrier interference and attenuates the magnitude of the demodulated data. 

However, the coarse frequency offset only shifts the entire frequency spectrum of the 

demodulated data either up or down without causing other degradation. 

Some carriers in an OFDM symbol are modulated with reference information whose 

transmitted values are known to the receiver and axe referred as pilot subcarriers, or 

simply pilots. With reference to these pilots, a pilots-power-detection algorithm for 

coarse frequency synchronization is proposed. A test statistic based on the maximum 

likelihood principle and noncoherent signal processing of the received signals is derived 

in a Rayleigh fading channel model. It is assumed that symbol timing error and fine 

frequency offset have been corrected, but the channel transfer function and hence the 

effects of fading is still unknown to the receiver. Magnitude and phase errors are ex- 

pected to occur at all frequencies. Therefore, phase modulation of pilots is disregarded 

and only their power is exploited for noncoherent detection. The test statistic is equal 

to the sum of instantaneous power of a number of frequency carriers, whose frequency 

indices are generated by shifting the pilots pattern. The test statistic has a X2 dis- 

tribution and can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution for a large number of 

carriers. The estimation process is equivalent to sliding the known pilots pattern along 

all carriers. When the sliding window is at the correct position, only the pilot carriers 

will be selected and the test statistic will achieve the maximum value. 

Alternatively, the process can be viewed as multiple binary hypotheses testing in which 

we want to discriminate the target hypothesis from the others. A decision has to be 

made that whether all carriers selected to compute the test statistic are pilots (HI), or 

a combination of pilot carriers and data carriers (Ho). A statistical distance between 

H, and HO is defined. It corresponds to the geometric distance between the conditional 

means when the conditional standard deviations axe used as the units of length. The 

sidelobe level ratio is defined as the number of pilots that are selected to calculate the 
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test statistic, divided by the total number of pilots available. In addition, pilots are 

usually transmitted at a higher power level than that of data carriers. The ratio of the 

average transmission power of pilots to data carriers is defined as the boosted power 

ratio. It has been shown that the distance decreases with increasing sidelobe level ratio 

and increases with boosted power ratio. However, the distance is upper bounded by the 

total number of pilots available and cannot be improved indefinitely by boosting the 

power of pilot carriers. A simple design rule on the minimum number of pilot carriers 

is proposed. As a rule of thumb, the total number of pilot carriers should be more than 

ten. 

During the deviation of the coarse frequency offset estimator, it is assumed that the fine 

frequency offset has been estimated and corrected. It has been shown that whenever the 

boosted power ratio is larger than about 1.6, the amount of the residue fine frequency 

offset can be as large as 20% of the maximum range. This value should be larger than 

the residue error of any practical fine frequency estimators. In other words, the design 

constraint to the fine frequency offset estimator is loose. 

As shown ny computer simulations in a highly frequency selective fading channel, the 

performance of the proposed pilots-power-detection algorithm is better than that of 
the maximum correlation methods and the guard-band power detection algorithm. On 

the other hand, the complexity of the proposed algorithm is similar to that of the 

guard-band power detection algorithm while the maximum correlation algorithm has 

the highest complexity. The major drawback of the proposed algorithm is a possible 
degradation of the system throughput because pilots subcarriers axe not used for data 

transmission. However, if boosted pilots have already been used as in the DVB-T 

system, the application of the estimator has no effect on the data throughput. 

The coarse frequency offset can also be estimated by exploiting the phase of the pilot 

carriers. A low-complexity coarse frequency offiet estimator for a frame-based OFDM 

system has been proposed. The coarse frequency offset is determined by locating the 

maximum of the cross-correlation between the known pilots sequence and the recovered 

data. The data is recovered by taking differential demodulation on pairs of subcarriers 

between the two adjacent symbols in a new two-symbol frame header. Compared with 
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the conventional frame header, there is an additional guard interval between the useful 

parts of the two symbols. 

As seen from computer simulations in two-path fading channels, the proposed algo- 

rithm is robust against the selection of the pseudo-random sequence used to generate 

the frame header. The performance of the new estimator is simil to those used in 

the conventional system. With the expenses of a minor reduction in the effective data 

rate and a slightly increase in the system response time, the additional guard inter- 

val improves the performance of the coarse frequency estimator. Since all symbols 
in the proposed OFDM system have identical structure, the complexity in hardware 

implementation is reduced. Another major reduction in the complexity is due to the 

introduction of a mapping function which convert the phase difference from a real num- 

ber into a two-level integer, either 1 or -1. Then the correlation can be carried out using 

a combination of exclusive-nor logic gates and a simple binary adder without the needs 

of complex multiplier and accumulator. A block diagram illustrating the hardware 

architecture of the estimator is given. 

The "DVB-T" is the standard for terrestrial broadcasting of digital television. It uses 

OFDM modulation in the physical layer definition. With different definition in the total 

number of subcarriers, a DVB-T can operate in either 2k mode or 8k mode. A case study 

in the assignment of the continual pilots in DVB-T 2k mode is presented. The continual 

pilots are transmitted at boosted power and are not used for data transmission. It has 

been shown that the frequency indices of the existing pilots pattern have a common 

factor three, and hence the autocorrelation function of the pilots pattern has many 

sidelobes and the magnitude of the sidelobes is substantially larger than unity. Due to 

its poor autocorrelation property, the continual pilots pattern defined in the DVB-T 

standard is not well designed for incoherent processing of the signals to estimate the 

coaxse frequency offset. New pilots patterns are proposedL 

On the other hand, we have also shown that the robustness of the system can be 

improved by using one-sided trimming to remove the strong tonal interference. An 

algorithm has been proposed to verify the correctness of the coarse frequency offset 

estimator after all synchronization errors have been removed. 



Summary 

The thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 1, an introduction of OFDM is given. A 

brief account on the historical and recent development of OFDM, its principle, proper- 

ties and a brief literature review for both the symbol timing and fine frequency estima- 

tion are presented. In Chapter 2, the effects of synchronization defects are studied. In 

Chapter 3, the pilots-power-detection coarse frequency estimator is derived using the 

maximum likelihood principle. Its properties are compared with those of the estima- 

tors using the guard-band power detection and the maximum correlation algorithms. 
A low-complexity coarse frequency estimator using pilots phase is proposed in Chap- 

ter 4. In Chapter 5, we will discuss the properties of the pilots pattern. Finally, the 

conclusions and some suggestions on future works are given in Chapter 6. 



Chapter I 

Background 

1.1 Introduction 

The Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is one example of a mul- 

ticarrier modulation scheme based on the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). Unlike 

single carrier system, data axe multiplexed and transmitted on multiple overlapping 

radio frequency carriers instead of just one. It makes efficient use of frequency spec- 

trum by allowing carriers to overlap and yet to remain orthogonal to each other. It is 

robust against multipath echoes due to its long symbol time and frequency interleaving 

capability. Therefore, it is being used to combat frequency selective fading in wire- 

less applications and is widely. used nowadays in high-speed wireless communication 

applications. However, this modulation scheme is sensitive to synchronization defects. 

We will describe our proposals to combat this problems in this thesis. First of all, in 

this chapter we will give an introduction of the OFDM and describe some conventional 

synchronization methods found in the literatures. 

This chapter is arranged as follows. At first, we give a brief account of the historical 

development and recent applications of OFDM in the wireless communication standards 

including DVB-T, DAB, IEEE 802.11a and Hiperlan/2. Then the basic principles, 

advantages and disadvantages of the OFDM systems axe discussed. Finally, we give a 

review of the conventional methods in the synchronization of OFDM systems. 

I 
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1.2 Historical and Recent Development 

The early applications and developments of wireless transmission using multicarriers 

can be dated back to 60's. 

Early 60's - Frequency-division multiplexing systems have already been employed 
in military applications [8,111). 

1966 - The work on orthogonal multiplexing is pioneered by Chang [15]. He 

presented a principle of transmitting bandIimited orthogonal signals 
through a linear bandlimited channel without interchannel and in- 

tersymbol, interferences. A general method for synthesizing the ban- 

dlimited orthogonal time functions in a limited frequency band was 

given. 
1970 -A US patent was filed and issued in January, 1970 [80]. 

1971 - Weinstein and Ebert [1021 suggested the usage of discrete Fourier 

transform as part of the modulation and demodulation processes to 

replace the banks of sinusoidal generators and demodulators. 

1980 - Peled and Ruiz [811 solved the orthogonality problem over dispersive 

channels by filling the empty guard space with a cyclic extension of 

the OFDM symbol. This effectively simulates a channel performing 

cyclic convolution. 

1985 - Cimini [131 provided the early results on the performance analysis of 

OFDM modems in mobile communication channels. 

The basic idea of OFDM is to split a high-speed data stream into multiple low-speed 

subchannels. For a large number of subehannels, the arrays of sinusoidal generators and 

coherent demodulators required in a parallel system become unreasonably expensive 

and complex. Although the contribution by Weinstein [102] greatly reduced the system 

complexity and provided the basic structure of OFDM transceivers being used today, 

the computational requirement for real-time processing of OFDM signals was still too 

high for its wide acceptance in 80's. 

Owing to the recent advances of digital signal processing and very large scale integrated 
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circuit (VLSI) technologies, the initial obstacles of OFDM implementation, such as 

massive complex computation and high speed memory do not exist anymore. After 

more than thirty years of research and development, OFDM has been widely adopted 

now as the standard modulation scheme to transmit high-speed data over wireless 

media. 

It is currently used in the standards of European Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB), 

Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), High Performance Radio Local Area Network (111PER- 

LAN/2) and Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Services (ADSL). In a wired environment 

such as ADSL, the term discmte multitone (DMT) is more commonly used. It is 

a technology used to transmit high speed data over the existing twisted-pair copper 

telephone networks. The expected huge demand from the domestic markets in digital 

radios for the DAB systems and digital television sets for the DVB-T systems will drive 

the implementation of OFDM cost effective. 

More recently, OFDM is also being studied to transmit data on powerline networks 
[53] and wireless asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks in the range of 60GHz 

to deliver data rates up to 155 Mbit/s [103,104]. 

1.2.1 Digital Audio Broadcasting, DAB 

This is the standard to broadcast digital radio. In presence of interference and multi- 

path, only some of the carriers will be affected at any one time. Redundancy in form 

of channel coding can be added to correct errors arising from carriers that suffer from 

interference or multipath. OFDM systems that incorporate channel coding are termed 

Coded OFDM (COFDM) systems. DAB uses COMM in the physical layer. 

Early in the 80's, the research center Rance Telecom group CCETT (Centre Commun 

d'Etudes en U16diffusion et T616communication) initiated the work on COMM. This 

was developed later into the new digital audio broadcasting standard by a collaborative 

project, Eureka 147. The DAB standard was published in 1994 [21]. 
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1.2.2 Digital Video Broadcasting, DVB 

Digital terrestrial television has been the subject of a number of national and European 

cooperative research projects including [12,66,86,112]: 

- dTTb (! jigital Terrestrial Television broadcasting) by RACE (R&D in Advanced 

Communications Technologies in Europe) 

HD-Divine (Dietal video narrowband emission) by Nordic countries 
HDTVT (IDerarchical Iligital TV Transmission) in Germany 

These three projects, together with a number of other projects, have contributed to the 

group called DTTV-SA (Digital Terrestrial Television - Service Aspects), which was 

established by the DVB Technical Module (DVB-TM) in January 1994. In late 1994, 

the DVB User Requirements for digital terrestrial television were approved. 

The original proposal was based on 6785-carrier OFDM. Because of its high complex- 

ity, an alternative system using 1696-carrier OFDM was proposed. In late 1995, the 

standard was finally standardized on a dual-mode system that consists of either 6817 

carriers or lM5 carriers. These two operating modes are usually referred as "Sk" mode 

or "2k" mode respectively. 

In an OFDM system, the symbol duration must be the reciprocal of the intercarrier 

frequency spacing in order to achieve orthogonality. Since the subcarriers in the 8k 

system axe more closely packed, the useful symbol duration in the 8k system (896 ps) 

is longer than those in the 2k system (224 ps). On the other hand, the maximum guard 

interval is usually taken to be approximately 1/4 of the useful symbol length [661 in 

order to obtain a reasonably useful bit-rate. Therefore, a longer guard interval can be 

obtained in the 8k system. In addition, signals which arrive from different transmitters, 

with relative time delays that are greater than the guard interval, causes interference to 

one another in a SFN. In conclusion, the 8k system has a longer guard interval which in 

turn determine the maximum transmitter distance in a SFN, the coverage area of the 

8k system in the SFN is larger than those in the 2k system. In other words, although 

the 8k system is more complicated to be implemented, it has a better performance in 

the operation of a SFN. 
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1.2.3 HIPERLAN/2 and IEEE 802.11a 

In response to growing market pressure for low-cost and high capacity radio links, the 

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) has established a standard- 

ization project for Broadband Radio Access Networks (BRAN) in Spring 1997. The 

High Performance Radio Local Area Network (HIPERLAN/2) is one of the standards 

developed by this group. 

The first release of the KIPERLAN/2 standard is published in April 2000 [43]. The 

standard specifies the air interface between broadband mobile terminals and the net- 

work, and supports data rates up to 54Mbit/s. The physical layer is based on OFDM. 

Each data OFDM symbol has 48 data carriers and 4 pilot carriers. 

Another wireless LANstandard being developed in the 5GHZ band is the IEEE802.1 la. 

The physical layers of the two wireless LAN standards IEEE802.11a, and Hiperlan/2 use 
OFDM scheme as modulation. On the physical layers of both standards there axe only 

a few minor difference, but the medium access mechanisms for data transmission are 

quite dfferent. The basic medium access mechanism in IEEE802.11a is a Distributed 

Coordinate Function (DCF) that allows for sharing of the wireless channel through the 

use of carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). On the other 

hand, Hiperlan/2 uses a centralized multiple access. The air-interface is based on the 

time-division duplex (TDD) and dynamic time division multiple access (TDMA). A 

performance comparison of these two radio link protocols can be found in [55]. 

1.2.4 Principle of OFDM 

(A) Orthogonal Subcarriers 

In an OFDM system, a stream of information bits is first segmented into blocks of finite 

length, say N. Each block of data is then simultaneously transmitted over N orthogonal 

frequency channels, which axe specified by different subcarriers. In doing so, the high- 

rate data stream can be transmitted through multiple low-rate narrow-band channels. 

Different from the traditional frequency division multiplexing (FDM) system, in OFDM 

all the subchannels are overlapping in spectrum but the signals can still be received 
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without adjacent interference. As illustrated in Figure 1.1, the sidebands from one 

channel become null at the positions corresponding to the other sub-channels. The 

data carried by one subcarrier is independent of its adjacent subcarriers and there is 

no intercarrier interference. 

In order to do this the carriers must be mathematically orthogonal. The receiver acts as 

a bank of demodulators, translating each carrier down to dc, the resulting signal then 

being integrated over a symbol period to recover the raw data. If the other carriers all 

beat down to frequencies which, in the time domain, have a whole number of cycles in 

the symbol period, the integration process results in zero contribution from all these 

other carriers. Thus, the carrier separation in an OFDM system has to be inversely 

proportional to the symbol period to achieve carrier orthogonality. This allows us 

to create a large number of orthogonal FDM channels without difficulty of building 

non-overlapping sub-band filters with brick wall frequency response. 

(B) IFFT/FFT operations 

In a single carrier system, the modulated signal of the m-th symbol over one symbol 

period T is given by 

=x..... (t) cos(2rf,, t) -y..... (t) sin(27rf,, t) 0: 5 t<T (1.1) 

where f,,, is the modulating carrier frequency, x ..... (t) and y,,,,,, (t) axe the in-phase and 

quadrature components of the q-ary complex modulating signal respectively. 

Figure I. I: Illustration of the overlapping of OFDM subcarriers in frequency 
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Alternatively, can be written as 

8m,, (t) = Rel C"""(t)d2, fotj 0: 5 t<T 

where c (t) = x,,,,,, (t) +jy..... (t) and Ref-I is the real part of the complex value 
inside the bracket. 

Similarly the OFDM signal, which is composed of N overlapping carriers separated by 

AF in frequency, can be written as: 

8, n(t) = Re 
I 27r(f. +fk)t 

N Cyn, k(t)ej 0: 5 t<T 
1 

k--O 

I 

where k=0... N-1 and fk=kAF. 

The modulating data C,,,, k (t) axe constant throughout the whole symbol duration. Each 
data depends only on the frequency index k and the symbol index m, but independent 

of the time t. Therefore, cm, k(t) can be denoted as cýn(k). Then, the continuous OFDM 

output signal can be represented as 
f 

ej2wf. 
+oo N-1 

ej2wfk' Re --jT- 1: E c,. (k) - u(t - mT) 
fn---co k=O 

where u(t) is a rectangulax pulse with length equal to the symbol duration, T. 

U(t) 
I O<t<T 

0 otherwise 

The demodulation process is based on the following orthogonality property: 

fT 
ej2wfklt . 

-j27rfk2t 
T kl = k2 

(1.6) 
00 otherwise 

Notice that the interearrier frequency spacing AF is equal to the reciprocal of the 

symbol duration T. That is, 

AF= 

The orthogonality property will not hold if AF 54 11T. The orthogonality will ensure 

that the receiver can separate the OFDM subcarriers without errors. 
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Figure 1.2: Equivalent structure of the OFDM modulator and demodulator 

The OFDM system can be implemented using banks of modulators and demodulators 

as shown in Figure 1.2. In practice, the modulation and demodulation processes are 

carried out digitally. The banks of modulator and demodulator are replaced by Discrete 

Fourier Mransform. (DFT) which can be implemented either by dedicated hardware or 

softwaxe running on a digital signal processor. 

The equivalent baseband signal of the m-th symbol is given by 

I N-1 
a .. (n) jq 

1: c., n(k)ej"(Tk)nTs 
k=O 

where 11T, is the digital sampling rate. 

If symbol duration =Nx sampling period, i. e. T= NT., we will have 

N-1 
sm(n) c.,,, (k)ei 

1C=O 
The modulated OFDM signal is generated by applying IDFT to the data fcn(k)l. 

Similarly, the data can be recovered by taking DFT of the received signal frm(n)} in 

the receiver as follows. 
N-1 

_j2-kn F, n (k) rn(n)e N (1.10) 

n--O 
In general, the total number of carriers N is a power of 2 so that radix-2 Fast Fourier 

IYansform (FFT) can be used in the implementation to improve the speed of execution. 
An OFDM signal is generated using an inverse Fast Fourier Týansfbrm (IFFT), and 

the receiver uses an FFT in the demodulation process. The system block diagram of 

an OFDM system is shown in Figure 1.3.1 

II 

ej2wfN-l e-J, 6wJN-1 
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Figure 1.3: System block diagram of an OFDM system 
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Figure 1-4: An OFDM symbol consisting of a cyclic prefix and a useful part 

(C) Cyclic Prefix 

9 

A complete OFDM symbol is built up by an useful part generated by Equation 1.9 

and a guard interval. A guaxd interval is also named as cyclic prefix which is the cyclic 

extension of the useful part and is appended at the beginning of the useful part as shown 

in Figure 1.4. The length of the guard interval depends on the channel characteristics 

and applications. 

The insertion of the guard interval has two main purposes. Firstly, it helps to avoid 

intersymbol interference after passing through a multipath propagation channel. If 

multipath echoes are short compared with the total symbol period, the energy from a 

previous symbol should only affect few samples at the beginning of the current symbol. 

In other words, if the length of the guard interval is longer than that of the channel 

impulse response, only samples in the guard interval will be affected. Samples in the 

noisy guaxd interval will be discarded and only those taken from the useful part will be 

used for data demodulation. Therefore, by ensuring that the length of guard interval is 
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longer than that of the channel impulse response, OFDM can be free from intersymbol 

interference. 

Secondly, the insertion of the cyclic prefix makes the OFDM system satisfy the theoret- 

ical assumption of applying the IDFT and DFT. The underlying theoretical assumption 

of applying DFT is that the signal is periodically repeated over an infinite time interval. 

The guard interval is filled up with the cyclic extension of the useful part in order to 

mimic a periodic signal from only one OFDM symbol. If there is error in locating the 

symbol starting position, the data capturing window will cover both the cyclic prefix 

and the useful part. The resultant observation will be a cyclic shifted version of the 

original data and the corresponding DFT output will only suffer additional phase shifts 

without distortion [77]. The cyclic prefix enables a finite OFDM symbol behaves as if 

it were periodic with respective to the symbol observation window and extends beyond 

the symbol boundary. 

The major drawback of inserting the guard interval is the reduction of data throughput 

and power efficiency because the guard interval carries no data. 

1.3 Properties of OFDM 

1.3.1 Advantages of OFDM 

(A) Robust in Multipath Fading Environment 

In generA the maximum symbol rate of a communication system is limited by the 

delay spread, which is equivalent to the length of the channel impulse response. If data 

are transmitted at a slow rate, signals travelling through different paths will arrive at 

a receiver before the next symbol is transmitted. In these cases, individual symbols 

can be resolved easily at the receiver. However, if the transmitted data rate is further 

increased until the symbol period is less than the delay spread, a data symbol received 

at the receiver will spread into adjacent symbols causing intersymbol interfem=(ISI). 

Mechanisms such as channel equalization technique have to be implemented in order 

to combat the effects of ISI. 
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In an OFDM system, a guard interval is appended in front of each useffil symbol. If 

the echoes are short compared with the total symbol period, energy from one symbol 

only affects the first part of the next, and that hopefully is the guard interval. In other 

words, if the length of the guard interval is longer than that of the channel impulse 

response, the effects of ISI are localized in the guard intervals leaving the main body free 

from ISI. In addition, each OFDM sub-channel can be treated as narrow-band channel, 
hence reducing the overall effect of frequency-selective fading on the data transmission. 

On the other hand, a characteristic of frequency selective fading is that some frequencies 

are enhanced while some axe attenuated. The distribution of data on multiple carriers 
in OFDM means that some bits will be received in error while others axe received 

correctly. By adding adequate channel coding and frequency interleaving, corrupted 
data can be recovered. 

In conclusion, the OFDM modulation scheme is robust in a frequency selective fading 

environment. This is one of the major reasons that OFDM is being selected as the 

modulation scheme in the latest standards in high-speed wireless communication. 

(B) High Spectral Efficiency 

By allowing spectral overlapping and removing guard bands between adjacent chan- 

nels, which is commonly found in conventional single carrier system, OFDM systems 

make efficient use of frequency spectrum. The bit-rate of the OFDM system can be 

determined as follows. 

First of all, not every subcarriers carry payload data. The sampled digital signals are 
bandpass filtered to avoid aliasing and to limit the transmitted signal spectrum. In real 

applications, the filter has a roll-off region at both ends instead of having the theoretical 

brick-wall shape. In order to make the filtering easier, not all the available carriers are 

used for transmission. Virtual carriers axe the outer carriers at both ends that are 

set to zero without carrying any useful information. This leaves gaps in the spectrum 

which minimize the complexity of the output filter. 

Suppose there are total 2N,, virtual carriers and N useful carriers, and the symbol 

duration is T seconds. If modulation schemes on all useful carriers are identical such 
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that the data are taken from the same q-ary constellation with 2q points, the total 

bit-rate R of the OFDM system will be equal to 

(N - 2N,, )q 
bit 

T 

When N is large, the total bandwidth W occupied by the N carriers is approximately 

equal to NIT [19]. Then, the spectral efficiency V of an OFDM system for a constella- 

tion size of 2q is 
(N - 2N. )q 

bit (sHz)-l 
N 

Asymptotically, V tends towards to q bit(sHz)-l when N> Xv. 

(C) Low-complexity Equalizer 

In a conventional single carrier system, complex multiple-tap time-domain equalizers 

have to be used to remove the channel effects. For a certain delay spread, the complexity 

of an OFDM modem versus bit rate does not grow as fast as the complexity of a singl&- 

carrier system with an equalizer. The reason is that when the bit rate is doubled, an 

equalizer has to be made twice as long at twice the speed, so its complexity grows 

quadratically with the bit rate, whereas the complexity of OFDM grows only slightly 

faster than linear [721. 

If the bandwidth of each subcarrier is much less than the channel coherence bandwidth, 

a frequency-flat channel model can be assumed for each subcarrier and the equalization 

will be drastically simplified. The effect of the multipath channel on each subcarrier 

can be represented by a single valued complex number affecting the amplitude and 

phase of each subcarrier. Equalization can be carried out by a simple one-tap equalizer 

operating in the frequency domain. Pilots symbols can be used to estimate the fad- 

ing channel [7,54,91]. Yeh [109] proposed a FrequencyýPilot-RequencyýInterpolation 

(FPFI) technique to estimate the channel response which is obtained via frequency in- 

terpolation of the pilots tone that are modulated with a PN sequence and are inserted 

into each OFDM symbol. Blind channel estimation schemes based on the second-order 

or high order statistics have also been proposed in [27,71,110]. 
t 

li 
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On the other hand, equalizer is not required if data on each carrier are modulated 

with differential coding and the multipath environment changes slowly from symbol to 

symbol. This is because successive symbols will be affected by the same perturbation 

in the slow fading channel. The channel effects can be cancelled out by utilizing the 

differential demodulation. 

(D) Support Single FI-equency Network 

In conventional systems, multiple transmitters are required to increase the radio cover- 

age. Interference among nearby transmitters within the same network is prevented by 

partitioning the available frequency bandwidth into a number of frequency allocations. 

Nearby transmitters are each assigned with a unique frequency allocation. Requencies 

can only be reused and assigned to transmitters again that axe a long distance apart. 

This makes the network planning very complicated and difficult to manage. 

However, all transmitters in an OFDM network can be operated on the same frequency. 

Signals coming from different transmitters appear at the receiver to be multipaths with 

very long delay. An OFDM system can be designed to allow relatively long delay echoes 

by adjusting the length of the guard interval accordingly. Therefore, the reception 

will be good even in the overlap zones between the transmitters provided that the 

transmitters radiate the same signal at the same time. This effectively increases the 

coverage of the network. 

For example, in Eureka DAB system, the guard interval can be set to 250 ps which 

allows transmitters to be spaced in excess of 75 km apart before problems with inter- 

ference occur [62,96]. In other words, an OFDM system can be operated in a Single 

FV-epency Network (SFN) with a number of lower power transmitters broadcasting 

the same material simultaneously at the same frequency. This simplifies the network 

planning. In addition, this re-use of the spectrum is a major saving over conventional 

systems which would need different frequencies in adjacent service areas. 
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1.3.2 Problems in Implementation 

(A) High Peak-to-Average Power Ratio 

OFDM is a multicarrier modulation scheme in which the time-domain envelope can 
be modelled as the superposition of sinusoidal functions with different ftequencies and 

phases. The phases depend on the input data and change randomly from symbol to 

symbol. A high peak will appear in the time-domain envelope if these functions are 

added constructively, leading to a high peak-to-average power ratio. 

The output power amplifier has to maintain high linearity across the entire range of 
input signal level. Otherwise, the signal will suffer non-linear distortion resulting in 

out-of-band emission that causes interference to adjacent channels 124,1121. In order 

to avoid saturation and prevent clipping, the power amplifier operates with a so-call 
"back-off" to create headroom for the signal peaks. 

There have been many studies to reduce the peak-to-average power ratio in OFDM 

systems. Techniques are usually based on introducing redundancy in the data stream 

with coding [28,58,691 or post-processing the time-domain OFDM signal before am- 

plification [90,1011. 

(B) Sensitive to Synchronization Errors 

An OFDM system is sensitive to errors in symbol timing recovery and frequency syn- 

chronization. For this reason, synchronization has been a major research topic in 

OFDM systems. Upon receiving signals over the air, an OFDM receiver has to remove 

the RF carrier by mbdng the incoming signal with local oscillator signal. Because of 

the Doppler frequency shift and the instability of oscillators, there will be a discrepancy 

in frequency between the received RF carrier of the received signal and the local signal, 

leading to a residual frequency error in the down-converted baseband signal. The exis- 

tence of the frequency offset destroys the orthogonality among the OFDM subcarriers 

and leads to performance degradation. In order to maintain a signal-to-interference 

ratio of 20 dB or greater in an OFDM system, Cimini [13] has shown that the carrier 

offset should be limited to less than 4% of the intercarrier spacing. 
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Figure 1.5: Block diagram of the arrangement of the symbol timing estimator and frequency 

offset estimators in an OFDM receiver 

The sensitivity to frequency errors is inherent in the structure of the OFDM signal. For 

an OFDM system with N carriers, the frequency offset is measured with respect to the 

subcarrier frequency spacing, which is N times smaller than the overall signalling rate. 
Depending on N, the accuracy requirement in frequency recovery can be hundreds or 

thousands times greater than that pertaining to a single carrier system with the same 

overall data rate. Therefore, synchronization of the carrier frequency at the receiver 

must be performed very accurately. This makes OFDM systems more sensitive than 

single carrier systems to frequency errors. 

On the other hand, symbol timing offset will cause intersymbol interference and phase 

rotation of demodulated data leading to errors. However, there is usually some tolerance 

for symbol timing errors when a cyclic prefix is used. The cyclic prefix provides a time 

window within which sampling may start. Timing error within this window causes only 

easily-correctable phase error on each carrier frequency. 

Figure 1.5 shows an arrangement of the symbol timing estimator and frequency offset 

estimators in an OFDM receiver. The signal paths that contain the OFDM data are 

drawn in solid lines, while the paths that pass through the control information, including 

the estimated symbol timing error and the frequency offset, are drawn in broken lines. 

Two frequency offset estimators have been drawn in Figure 1.5. This is because the 

frequency offset estimation can be carried out by exploiting the redundancy of the 
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received OFDM signal in either time domain (pre-FFT) [5,41,50,59,65,67,891 or 
frequency domain (post-FFT) [11,30,68,57,99]. In practice, a receiver can consist 

of both or either one of these two types of frequency estimators. Since symbol timing 

and the frequency offset axe usually estimated jointly, we have group the symbol timing 

estimator and the time-domain frequency offset estimator by broken lines. Examples 

of joint estimation algorithms can be found in the [4,5,16,89,106]. 

In the following two sections, we axe going to review some of these algorithms for the 

symbol timing and the carrier frequency synchronization. 

1.4 Symbol Timing Synchronization 

A synchronization process is normally carried out in two phases: acquisition and track- 

ing. In the acquisition phase, all other relevant system parameters are still unknown 

and initial estimates of the symbol timing error and frequency offset axe acquired. 
Then, the receiver will operate in the tracking mode until it detects out-of-sync state 

and has to restart the process again. During the tracking phase, the coarse estimates 

are further improved and adapted to channel variations in order to correct for small 

short-term deviations. 

Symbol timing synchronization is usually the first task in the acquisition phase so that 

the FFT data window can be aligned correctly with the useful part of the symbols. 

During acquisition of the symbol timing, the carrier frequency offset is assumed to be 

unknown; therefore its effect has not been compensated leading to a loss of orthog- 

onality. Demodulated outputs in the frequency domain are expected to be affected 

by strong intercarrier interference. Consequently, algorithms for coarse symbol tim- 

ing synchronization usually exploit only time-domain samples for a fast and reliable 

acquisition. 

The OFDM symbol boundaries can be determined by looking for the known data 

structures within the received time-domain signal. These structures can be either the 

null symbol [26,52,75,41] and cyclic prefix [5] which are the intrinsic structures defined 

in the OFDM system, or additional training symbols [50,65,89] which are inserted 
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Data structure Method References 

Repeated Training Symbols maximum autocorrelation Kim[50], Mizoguchi[651 

Schmidl[89] 

Cyclic Prefix maximum likelihood Beek [5] 

Null Symbols minimum signal power Eyadeh[26], Kiviranta[521, 

Nogami[75], Huang[41] 

Table 1.1: Classification of symbol timing synchronization algorithms in terms of the time- 

domain data structure that has been used in the algorithms 

explicitly in the transmitted data stream. The symbol timing estimation algorithms 

can be classified in terms of these data structures as shown in Table I. I. 

1.4.1 Repeated Training Symbols 

Schmidl and Cox [89] have defined a timing metric with reference to two special training 

symbols appended at the beginning of an OFDM frame. The two-symbol training 

sequence has the following format 

Cl, k ' %F2(X 1, k +i' YI, k) k=0,2, ---, N -2 

cl, k =0 

C2, k ý -2, k +i* Y2, k k =0,1,2, ---, N- 1 

where f xj, k, yl, k) and IX2, ki Y2, kI are complex data to be transmitted at the k-th sub- 

carrier of the first and second training symbols respectively. Their values axe generated 

from a pseudo-noise (PN) sequence Vk so that 

Vk 

(C2, 
k) 

cl, k 
(1.14) 

The odd frequencies of the first symbol carry no data and are modulated with zeros. 

Therefore, in time-domain the two halves of the first training symbol are identical. 

Transmitted data will not be recognized as the start of the frame since the actual data 

symbol must contain odd frequencies. The PN sequence is scaled up by -*/-2 to maintain 

constant symbol energy. 
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Upon reception, the first half of the first training symbol will be different from the 

second half for a phase shifted caused by the carrier frequency offset. Multiplying the 

conjugate of one sample from the first half {rd+,,, ) by the corresponding sample from 

the second half {rd+,,, +N/2}, and summing all the products give the result P(d) 

N12-1 
P(d) =E rd*+mrd+rn+N/2 

M=o 

where d is the time index of the starting position of the sliding data window. This can 

also be implemented more efficiently with the iterative formula 

P(d + 1) = P(d) + (rd d ý*+Nl2rd+N) - (r*rd+N/2) 

The multiplication cancels the channel effect and each product will have a phase shift 

proportional to the frequency offset. At the beginning of the frame, the products of 

each of these pairs of samples will have approximately the same phase, so that the 

magnitude of the sum P(d) will assume a large value. A timing metric is defined as the 

square of the sum P(d) normalized by the received energy in the second half-symbol 

M(d) = 
lp(d)12 (1.17) 
(R(d))2 

where 
N12-1 

R(d) E Ird+m+N/212 (1.18) 

M=o 

Finally, the symbol timing Wis found by sliding the summation window to determine 

the location that maximizes the metric M(d). 

d= arg max {M(d)} 
d 

For the additive white Gaussian channel, there is a plateau of length equal to the 

guard interval where the metric reaches the maximum. The plateau region leads to 

some uncertainty as to the start of the frame. However, there is usually some tolerance 

on the accuracy of symbol timing estimation after cyclic prefixes have been appended 
[101. It has been suggested that a fixed bias can be added to the final estimate to 

advance the FFT window forward to ensure that it starts within the guard interval. 
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Figure 1.6: Training symbol structure in the (A) Schmidl's model [89] (B) Kim's model [50] 

and (C) Mizoguchi's model P]. (Regions linked by 'r-*' are identical. ) 

In the Schmidl's method [89], the symbol timing metric does not depend on the second 

symbol, which is only used for channel measurement and coarse frequency estimation. 
Based on this method, alternative schemes are proposed by modi6ring the training 

symbol structure and making reference to the second symbol in the timing metric in 

order to improve the performance of the estimator. The modified training symbol 

structures are given in Figure 1.6. In [501, the first and the second training symbols axe 
different but they have the same format; the first half of each symbol is identical to the 

corresponding second half. Alternatively, in [65] the second symbol is the replication of 
the first symbol and the limit of summation for calculation of M(d) is increased from 

(N12- 1) to (N- 1). The basic idea behind these alternative solutions is to increase the 

total number of samples used in averaging to increase the accuracy of the estimators. 

1.4.2 Cyclic Prefix 

Beek [51 states that the OFDM data symbols contain sufficient information to find 

the symbol timing and the fine frequency offset. This reduces the needs for training 

symbols and hence can increase the effective transmission data rate. In [51, an algorithm 
is proposed that exploits the time-domain correlation property between samples in the 
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frame i- I frame i frame i+ I 

ýN9 Nu I. 

Ob%ervation window 2 Nu + N, 

Figure 1.7: The observation window covering at least one complete OFD. M symbol 

cyclic prefix T' and its original copy at the end of the same symbol I, as shown in 

Figure 1.7. 

Suppose that samples Irdl can be modelled as independent random variables with zero 

mean and variance a2 .,; 
the samples will be pairwise correlated as follows 

or 2+ or 2 
8nm=0 

Efrdrd* 
,. 

I = Ol 2e j27r( 
m=N,, (1.20) 

0 otherwise 

where C and Or2 are the relative frequency offset and the variance of the zero-mean n 

additive Gaussian noise respectively. 

Let Ng and N,, be the length of the guard interval and the useful part respectively. The 

length of the observation window will be at least (2N,, + Ng) to ensure that a complete 

OFDM symbol is covered. Based on the maximum likelihood criterion, Beek [51 has 

determined ail estimate of the symbol starting location that is equal to 
d+ di Ng I 

arg max r,, r* t N. _p 
(jr, 

12 + jr, Ný 12 (1.21) 
d2 

Idd 

where p is the signal-to- noise ratio (SNR) at the receiver input. 

P= 
Uý, 

= 
SNR (1.22) 

Cr2 + 0,2 Sn 
SNR+ 1 

A major drawback of this algorithm is that the SNR is usually unknown and has to be 

estimated at the receiver. This increases the complexity of the system. 

1.4.3 Null Symbols 

In general, a number of symbols are grouped and transmitted together in frames. The 

frame structure is fixed and is known to the receiver. The receiver can determine the 
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symbol timing from the frame structure once the starting positions of frames axe known. 

Therefore, coarse frame synchronization also implies coarse symbol synchronization. 

In the European digital audio broadcasting system, the first interval in each frame is 

defined as the synchronization channel [21] which consists of a null symbol and a phase 

reference symbol. Null symbols contain no energy and all carriers are switched off. 
Basically, it corresponds to a gap between two frames with length equal to one OFDM 

symbol period. Phase reference symbol constitutes the reference for the differential 

modulation for the next OFDM symbol. 

Null symbols will cause dips in the signal power level. Therefore, coarse frame synchro- 

nization can be achieved by monitoring the received signal power in the time domain 

[52,75,41] with a simple amplitude detection circuit and comparing the outputs with 

predetermined thresholds. In [52], two thresholds are used adding hysteresis to the 

detector to suppress the effects of noise. Correct detection of a nun symbol can also be 

cross-examined by checking if the next symbol is a phase reference symbol. 

However, this method cannot be used in burst mode because there is no difference 

between null symbol and idle period between bursts. 

1.5 Carrier Frequency Synchronization 

The relative frequency offset is defined as the difference in frequency between oscillators 
in the transmitter and receivers normalized by intercarrier frequency spacing. It can 
be divided into an integer part and a fractional part, namely the coarse frequency 

offset 1 and fine frequency offset respectively. In general, the fine frequency offset is 

continuously estimated during the tracking phase, while either the whole frequency 

offset or only the coarse frequency offset is determined in the acquisition phase. 

Frequency synchronization algorithms can be divided in two main categories. The 

first group axe based on devoting specific training symbols [41,50,59,65,67,891 or 

pilot carriers [681. These data-aided schemes are suitable for the applications requiring 
fast and reliable synchronization [51]. However, the use of training data lowers the 

'In this thesis, we have proposed algorithms to determine the coarse frequency offset. 
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Methods sources References 

maximum likelihood cyclic prefix Daffara[23], McCormick[64], 

Van de, Beek [5] 

one training symbol Kim[51], Morell! [67) 

two training symbol Moose[68], Schmidl[89], 

Yanzeng[106] 

nonlinear least squares fitting 10 short +2 long symbols Li[56] 

Expectation-maximization M-PSK modulated data Huq[40], Panayirci[84] 

subspace-based 

I 

virtual carriers BoIcskei[111, 

Ge[30], Liu[57], llireli[1001 

minimum power detection I 
virtual carriers Barbarossa[4], Kim[49] 

!j 

Table 1-2: An example of the categorization of the frequency offset estimators by the demodu- 

lation methods 

achievable data rate. Therefore, alternate blind methods that do not make use of pilot 

symbols and training sequences axe desirable. These second schemes axe usually based 

on exploiting the cyclic prefix [5,23,64] or null subcarriers [30,57,61,99]. 

From another point of view, the estimation can also be carried out in either time domain 

or frequency domain. Schmidl and Cox [89] propose an autocorrelation technique in 

the time domain between the two identical halves of the first training symbol. Only 

one training symbol is used in [51,61 and the symbol is divided into identical parts. In 

[56], a preamble with 10 identical short OFDM symbols and two identical long symbols 

as defined in IEEE802.1la standard is used . 

In the frequency domain, Moose [68] gives a maximum likelihood frequency estimator 

based on the autocorrelation of the two identical halves in the first training symbol. 

Subspace-based algorithms in [11,30,57,99] exploit the low-rank properties of the 

virtual carriers. In [4,49], the average energy falling across the virtual subcarriers at 

the guaxd band axe measured and the oscillator frequency is updated until we reach a 

minimum of the measured energy. 

Table 1.2 gives an example of categorization of the frequency offset estimators by the 

demodulation methods. Alternatively, the algorithms given in the literature can be 

roughly categorized into four classes with reference to the data sources as follows. 
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(1) Repeated symbols in time-domain 

(2) Repeated symbols in frequency-domain 

(3) Cyclic Prefix 

(4) Virtual Subcarriers 

1.5.1 Repeated Symbols (Time-domain) 

The frame header in the Schmidl's model consists of two training symbols and two 

halves of the first training symbol are identical. Due to the frequency offset, the final 

down-converted baseband signal r(t) will be different from s(t) by a phase rotation 
factor such that 

r(t) = s(t)eP"6ft , 0: 5t<T/2 (1.23) 

where s(t) is the received signal, and Af is the frequencies difference between the 

oscillators in the transmitter and the receiver. If the OFDM symbol rate is much 
higher than the channel fading rate, we will have s(t + T/2) s: z:: s(t), 0 :5t< T/2. 

Therefore, 

r(t)*r(t+T/2) = a(t)*e -j21rAf t- 8(t + T12)ej2wAf (t+T/2) 

18(t) 12ej2wAf T/2 

18(t)12ejwTAf 

As shown, the main difference between the two halves of the first training symbol will 
be a phase difference 0 given by 

0= 7rTAf 

After the symbol timing Whas been found, the phase io can be estimated by 

1 
(N12-1 

(1.26) tan- E rj*+,,, ri+,. +NI2) 
M=0 

Then, the fine frequency offset estimate is determined by 

, 
&f =0 (1.27) 

7rT 

On the other hand, the second training symbol in Schmidl's frame structure [891 is used 

to find the remaining coarse frequency offset which is equal to 2§1T . The parameter § 
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is the number of even positions -shifted and can be calculated by finding § to maximize 
the metric 2 

1ý1*, k+2g Vk * i52, k+2g 

B(g) = 

IkEIC 

-2 (1.28) 

2 
1ý 

162, k 12 
1 

where El, k and J2, k axe the FFT outputs of the two training symbols after the frequency 

offset ýhrT is corrected and kEr. = 10,2, - -, N- 11. 

1.5.2 Repeated Symbols (Prequency Domain) 

In [68], Moose proposed an algorithm to find the fine frequency offset by making use of 

repeated data symbols and comparing carriers phases between the two symbols. The 

algorithm works on the FFT outputs of the received signal, even though it is too noisy 
for satisfactory data recovery. 

Assuming additive white Gaussian noise and slow fading channel, the maximum likeli- 

hood estimate [68] of the frequency offset C is given by 

N-1 
E IM[C2, kC*I, k] 

tan-' k=O (1.29) 
27r N-1 

E Re[C2, kCI*, k] 
k=O 

where CI, k and C2, k are the FFT outputs of the first and second symbol at the k-th 

carrier respectively. Im[-] and rte[-] are the imaginary and real parts of the complex 

value, respectively. Although derived for an AWGN channel, the estimator is insensitive 

to channel and can be used for a multipath environment. It has been shown that the 

error in estimation depends only on total symbol energy [68]. 

However, if the frequency offset is close to half of the carrier spacing, that is C sze 

d--0.5, there will be abrupt jumps in the estimator's output as shown in Figure 1.8. 

This is due to noise and intrinsic phase-wrapping property of the Moose's estimator, 

which is basically the output of an arc-tangent function. There are ambiguities in 

choosing the correct answer and a priori knowledge of the range of the frequency offset 
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f". k. *-" ý 

Figure 1.8: Outputs of the Moose's estimator (AWGN channel with S/N=I dB and QPSK 

modulation on all carriers) 

is required. Therefore, the tracking range of the estimator is limited to half of the 

carrier spacing. The tracking range can be increased by using shortened DFTs with 

larger carrier spacings so that the phase shift does not exceed ±7r. 

1.5.3 Cyclic Prefix 

Although the cyclic prefix is designed to combat intersymbol interference from multi- 

path echoes, it can also be used to estimate the fine frequency offset. The cyclic prefix 

and its original copy can be regarded as a pair of repeated symbols separated by a 

distance equal to the useful part of an OFDM data symbol and have fewer samples. 

In [5], a joint algorithm for both symbol timing and fine frequency offset estimation 

has been proposed. From Equation 1.21, after the symbol timing jML has been found, 

the estimated fine frequency offset ý is given by 

1 
tan-I 

WmL +Ng -1r 

27r 

E 

(M 

IIM L 

It has been shown by simulations in [5] that above a certain level, increasing the cyclic 

prefix no longer improves the symbol timing estimation, and the improvement on fre- 

quency off'set estimation is minimal. Therefore, the maximum useful cyclic prefix length 

is upper-bounded for a given SNR on an AWGN channel. There is no need to increase 

the length of the cyclic prefix beyond this value. 
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1.5.4 Virtual Carriers 

Frequency offset can also be estimated using a subspace method with reference to the 

virtual carriers [57,99], which are modulated with zero and do not carry useful data. 

Suppose there are total N carriers and only P (P < N) of them are modulated with 
data. By relabelling the carriers, it can be assumed without loss of generality that the 

carriers with index from 0 to P-1 axe used for data transmission, while the remaining 
N-P carriers are the virtual carriers. 
The NXN unitary IDFT matrix W, where the (u, v)-th element of W is 

W(u, v) = exp 
jj21ruvý 

, u, v=0, ---, N-1 (1.31) 

can be partitioned into two parts 

w= lwplw-Ll (1.32) 

The matrix Wp is aNxP submatrix of W with columns corresponding to the modu- 
lated carriers whereas W_L is the remaining N-P columns for the virtual carriers. Since 

W is unitary, the matrix Wp and W_L are orthogonal to each other. That is 

L_ p WJHW 

Denote Hp as aPxP diagonal matrix whose entries are taken from the frequency 

transfer function of the channel that correspond to the P subcarriers. These subcarriers 

are modulated with data c= [c(O) ... C(p _ 1)]T. 

Then, the received data r= [r(O) ... r(N - 1)]T is 

r= E(6)WpHpc (1.34) 

where E= diag(l, ejJ,..., ej5(N 1-1)) and 8 is the relative frequency offset. The received 
OFDM signal will be orthogonal to the space E(J)W-L because 

(E(J)WL)Hr = WH EH(J)r I 

WH LEH(6)E(S)WpHpc 

WI"WpHpc I 

=0 (1.35) 
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In general 6 differs from zero and is unknown to the receiver. It can be determined by 

searching for the value 8 that set the following cost function to zero 

J(J) = IIWHEff(6)rll (1.36) 

However, in the presence of noise, J(J) will be non-zero and the carrier offset W will be 

estimated from the minimum of J(J) 

6= arg min J(6) 
6 

Computer simulations have been carried out to determine the trajectory of the cost 
function. It is assumed that 8=0.1, N= 16 or 32, the number of virtual carriers 
V=1,2 or 4 and each carrier is QPSK modulated by random data with unity variance. 
The trajectories of J are plotted in Figure 1.9. Then, the data are assumed to be 

corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise with SIN=1 dB and the results are plotted 
in Figure 1.10. 

As shown in Figure 1.9, the outputs of the cost functions axe zero when the variable 
J is equal to the frequency offset. In the presence of noise as shown in Figure 1.10, 

the trajectories of the cost functions still achieve the minimum points at J=0.1, but 

the corresponding values axe different from zero. In addition, there axe many sidelobes 

and the total number of sidelobes increases with the number of virtual carriers. These 

sidelobes will affbct the accuracy of the estimator under noisy condition. 

In addition, as shown in Figure 1.11, the tracking range of the estimator should be 
limited to [-0.5, +0.5] of the carrier spacing because there are multiple minimum points 

and a p7ioyi knowledge on the range of the true offset is required in order to resolve 

the ambiguity. 
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Figure 1.11: The cost function trajectory showing multiple minimum points (6 = 0.2, QPSK 
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Chapter 2 

Effects Of Synchronization 

Defects 

2.1 Introduction 

OFDM offers advantages in transmission over multipath channels. However, the OFDM 

system is sensitive to synchronization defects. A receiver has to correctly align the data 

capture window with the useful part of OFDM symbols in order to remove the guard 

intervals. However, there may be errors in correctly locating the starting position of 

the OFDM symbols leading to symbol timing error. In addition, the RF oscillators 

and digital sampling clocks between the transmitter and receivers may run at different 

frequencies. In this chapter, we will discuss the effects of these synchronization defects 

on system performance. 

At first, the effect of symbol timing error will be discussed. Then, assuming that 

there is no symbol timing error such that the useful part of the OFDM symbol is 

identified correctly, the effects due to the phase offset, frequency offset and sampling 

clock are determined analytically and are verified by computer simulations. Finally, a 

brief summary is given. 

29 
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2.2 Effects of Symbol Timing Offset 

In an OFDM communication system, data axe transmitted in a continuous stream of 

symbols. Each symbol is divided into two parts: a guard interval and a useful part. 

The useful part consists of the payload data to be processed by the decoder. The guard 

interval is the cyclic extension of the useful part and has to be removed before passing 

the received data to the decoder. 

First of all, a receiver has to find the starting position of the useful part. It has to 

align the data window with the useful part of an OFDM symbol and remove the guard 

interval. With this criterion, the optimum position will be the boundary between the 

guaxd interval and the useful part. The FFT data window will cover the useful part 

only when the data capturing window is placed in this position. 

On the other hand, the FFT data window will cover the boundary of two adjacent sym- 

bols if the symbol timing offset is large. In this case, the input to the FFT demodulator 

will be the concatenation of segments coming from two different symbols which now 

interfere with each other. We conclude that there is strong inter-symbol interference 

when the data window covers the boundary of symbols. Since the system is effectively 

out of symbol timing synchronization, we are not interested in studying the effects of 

symbol timing offset under this situation. Therefore, from now on we assume that the 

symbol timing offset is small enough so that the FFT data window is always placed 

within the boundary of one symbol. 

Suppose the useful part of an OFDM symbol is composed of N. samples and there 

axe Ng samples in the guard interval. Then the data, c(k), modulated on the k-th 

subcarrier is given by 
Nu-1 

_j2wkn c(k) 1: r(n) IVU (2.1) 

n=O 
where r(n), n= -Ng ... N. - 1, is the received time-domain samples of the OFDM 

symbol. 

The data window can be located at three possible positions as illustrated in Figure 2.1. 

It is r. samples shifted from the optimum position. Due to the multipath propagation, 

the guard interval will be affected by the preceding symbol. This noisy region is shaded 
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is 
symbol (n) symbol (n+l) 

u 
TdNN 

B 

A 

Figure 2.1: The data window can start at three possible positions: (A) r. = 0, perfect alignment 
(B) r. :5 Ng - -rd, no ISI (C) r. > Nq -, rd, with ISI 

in Figure 2.1. The length of this noisy region is equal to those of the channel impulse 

response function, and is indicated as rd in the Figure. We are going to discuss each 

case one-by-one. 

Position A: 

The position A is the optimum position in which the data window is exactly aligned 

with the useful part of the symbol. The symbol timing offset 7. is equal to zero and 

the entire guard interval is discard. There will be no error on the outputs after taking 

FFT on the selected data. 

Position B: 

The symbol timing offset r, is greater than zero but less than Ng - rd + 1. Total 

, r. samples from the guard interval and N. -, r, samples from the useful part will be 

selected, which axe still free from inter-symbol interference. 

Since samples in the guard interval are copied from the tails of the useful part, the set of 

samples taken from the data window at position B is effectively a cyclicly shifted version 

of the original useful part. Although the useful part has finite duration, it behaves as 

if it were a periodic signal with respect to the data window by cyclicly extending into 

the guard interval. The symbol timing offset is equivalent to a time delay in digital 

sampling. It is a well-known fact that delay in the time domain can be represented by 

a linear phase shift in the frequency domain [771. Therefore, the demodulated data of 
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copy 

10 
-1 012... N -N -1 N -N N -1 aS 

data window 

Td 

Figure 2.2: Illustration of the samples labelling scheme when r. > Nq - *Td 

the k-th subcarrier, a(k), is equal to 

-j2ýkn 
Z(k) r(n - T. )e N- 

n=O 

c(k)e-j! 
V-ý' (2.2) 

As seen in Equation 2.2, the only effect due to the symbol timing offset is a change 
in phase, which increases Unearly with the carrier index k. There is no inter-symbol 

interference as long as the starting position of the data window is within the ISI-free 

region of the guard interval. 

Position C: 

In position C, the symbol timing offset 7-. is greater than N. - rd. The data window 

is still within the symbol boundary. However, some samples will come from the noisy 

region of the guard interval that is corrupted by inter-symbol interference with the 

preceding symbol. 

For the purpose of illustration, we label the samples of the OFDM symbol with indices 

varying from -Ng to N,, -l as shown in Figure 2.2. The samples can be represented by 

the set {r(-Ng), ---, r(-l), r(O), ---, r(N,, - 1)j. In order to simply the presentation, 

we denote r4d -= Ng-rd+l. Then, the set of samples taken from the data window at 

position C can be partitioned into two subsets: 

e ISI-free: {1'(-7'gd+l)lr(-Tgd+2), -.., r(N,, -l-, r. )I 

* with ISI: {r(-'rs), r(-7', +l), *'*, r(-'rgd)) 
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By taking a summation on these two data sets separately, we have shown that [Appendix 

A. 11 the demodulated data F(k) is 

N. -I -I'Iwk" 
Z(k) 1: r(n -, r. )e Nu 

n=O 

= c(k)e-j-'!, 
'. r +., Visi (2.3) 

where 
-(Ny-7-d+1) 

_j2wkn ArIS1 222 e1-E 
[r(n)-r(N, 

ý+n)]e -Nu- (2.4) 

n=-, r. 

By construction, the second samples set jr(-, r. ), r(-, r, + 1), ---, r(-7.9d)} is the COPY 

of the samples f r(N,, -T. ), r(N,, -, r. + 1), ---, r(N,, --rgd)} and they should be identical. 

However, due to the intersymbol interference, the received signal r(n) is no longer equal 

to r(N. + n). It follows that the termMIS1 in Equation 2.3 is non-zero. In other words, 

the demodulated data from one subcarrier is affected by adjacent subcarriers and they 

are not "orthogonal" to each other anymore leading to intercarrier interference. In 

conclusion, this interference term will affect the "orthogonality" between the OFDM 

carriers. 

The length of the guard interval must be longer than that of the channel impulse 

response . The difference in length between the guard interval and the channel impulse 

response function limits the symbol timing offset that the system can tolerate. If the 

offset is within this limit, the noise term ArjSj will vanish and there is no intercarrier 

interference. 

2.3 Relationship between Synchronization Errors 

Suppose an OFDM symbol consists of N frequency carriers and all of them are used 

to transmit data. Let c(k) be the complex data modulated on the frequency carrier k 

and AF be the intercarrier frequency spacing, which is equal to the reciprocal of the 

symbol duration. That is 

AF= 1 (2.5) 
NT. 
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where T. is the sampling period of the N-point IFFT modulation functional block. 

Then the transmitted complex envelope s(t) of the OFDM symbol is given by 

where 

N-1 IE 
c(k)ej2'fkt 0<t< NT. (2.6) 

N k=O 

fk = kAF =k (2.7) 
NT. 

Let h(t) be the impulse response of the channel and H(k) be the corresponding fre- 

quency transfer function of the channel at the k-th subcarrier. It is assumed that the 

length of the cyclic prefix is longer than that of the channel impulse response h(t), and 

the symbol timing has been correctly estimated so that the cyclic prefix is removed at 

the receiver completely. 

Hence intersymbol interference can be ignored and the process of insertion and deletion 

of the guard interval is transparent to the data encoding and decoding units. Therefore, 

without affecting the results of the performance analysis, the guard interval will be 

excluded from the OFDM symbol model in order to simply the notation. 

Denote Af and 0 as the frequency difference and phase offset between oscillators in the 

receiver and the transmitter, respectively. That is 

Af = oscillator frequency at transmitter - oscillator frequency at receiver(2.8) 

0= oscillator phase at transmitter - oscillator phase at receiver (2.9) 

After passing through a frequency selective fading channel, the received signal will be 

the convolution of the OFDM signal with the channel impulse response h(t). The 

received baseband signal r(t) is 

r(t) = 
j(27rAft+O) J. (t) * h(t)j 

N-1 

= ej(27rAf t+O) 1E 
c(k)H(k) 

j27rfk t (2.10) 
1N 

k=O 

I 

Define & as the relative frequency offset of the baseband signal with respect to the 

intercarrier frequency spacing AF, that is 

Af 
= NT. Af 

AF 
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From Equation 2.7 and Equation 2.11, the received signal r(t) in Equation 2.10 can be 

represented as 
N-1 fj 27r(k + 6)t 

r(t) =NE c(k)H(k) exp NT. 
(2.12) 

k=O 

I 

This signal will be digitized at the receiver by an A/D converter with sampling clock 
(I - c)T., where c is the relative sampling clock error. The error c is positive if the 

sampling clock in the receiver is running faster than that in the transmitter. From 

Equation 2.12 

ei -o N-1 2z(k + 6)[n(1 - c» 
r(n) =7Y: c(k)H(k) exp j 

k=O 

f 

Finally, the demodulated data Z(I) is obtained by taking FFT on r(n) 

N-1 2rln 
a(l) 1: r(n) exp N 

n--O 

I 

ejt7 
N-' N-1 f 

. 
27r(k + 6) [n(I -, E)l j 

2rln EE c(k)H(k) exp Ij N exp N 
n=O k=O 

1 

(2.14) 

After simplifying and rearranging the terms [Appendix A. 2], the demodulated data Z(I) 

can be written as 

sin7r[S-c(1+6)j + ICI(I) (2.15) , F(I) = c(I)H(I)eý exp N 

INsin 
111[8- v +01 1 

where 
N-1 1,7r[(k+6)(1 

- c) - 1](N- 1) sin 7r[(k+6)(1 - c) -11 ICI(I) =E c(k)H(k)ejo exp N[ irf(k+&W -e)-11 
A; -O N sin 
ki4l 

(2.16) 

As shown in Equation 2.15, the demodulated data can be divided into two parts. 

The first part is the requested data c(l) weighted by the channel transfer function 

at the same frequency, an exponential function and sine functions. The arguments 

of these weighting functions consist of the phase offset 0, frequency offset 8 and the 

sampling clock error c. These factors will modify both the phase and magnitude of the 

demodulated data. 
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The second part ICI(l) is the weighted summation of neighboring carriers. This term 

constitutes the intercarrier interference. If the numerical value of this term is large, the 

orthogonality between carriers in the OFDM system will be destroyed. 

2.4 Effects of Phase Error 

Suppose there are no frequency errors in the RF oscillators, but there is a phase error 
0. In addition, the sampling clocks in the transmitter and the receiver axe assumed to 

be running at the same frequency. Then & and c in Equation 2.16 can be set to zero. 
Hence the demodulated data of the 1-th subcarrier will become 

Z(II8 = 0, c= 0) = c(1)H(I)ei9 + ICI(Ild = 0, c= 0) (2.17) 

N-1 
7r(k - 1)(N - 1) sin[ir(k - 1)] ICI(IIJ = 0, c= 0) =E c(k)H(k)ejo exp N 

(2.18) 

A: 0 

IN 

sin k7l 

Since kEZ, I EZ, kol and lk-11 <N, wehave 

sin[r(k -I] 
sin I(jkýz). =0 (2.19) 

Therefore 
ICI(II6 = 0, c= 0) =0 (2.20) 

It follows that [Appendix A. 3] 

6(l 13=0, e=O) = c(I)H(I)ejo 

Since the noise term ICI becomes zero, there is no intercarrier interference and carriers 

axe mutually orthogonal. In other words, the phase error 0 will not distort the amplitude 

of the demodulated data, but only introduce a phase rotation on all subcarriers. The 

amount of phase rotation is identical in all carriers and the direction of rotation Will be 

In a clockwise direction if the oscillator in the receiver is leading that in the transmitter. 

Ia practice, the term ejo can be combined with H(I) and the joint effect can be resolved 
together during the process of channel estimation. Denote the modified channel transfer 

function H(I) as 

H(I) = H(I)e3 (2.22) 
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Then, the demodulated data can be determined by 

a(l 18=0, C=O) = C(I)II' (1) (2.23) 

2.5 Effects of FYequency Offset 

The relative frequency offset 6 is the ratio of the frequency difference Af to the trans- 

mitted subcarrier spacing AF. In general, Af will not be a whole integer multiples of 

AF. Instead, 8 will be a real number and can be represented as the summation of an 

integer part m and a fractional part C as shown schematically in Figure 2.3. That is, 

Af = (m + C)AF mEZ, ICI: 5 0.5 (2.24) 

AF 
frequency 

m=2 

Af 

Figure 2.3: Components of the total frequency offset in an OFDM system 

In other words, carrier frequency offset can be divided into coarse frequency offset and 
fine frequency offset. Coarse frequency offset, m, is the integer part of 6. It measures the 

frequency difference whose value is an integer multiple of subcarrier frequency spacing. 

Fine frequency offset, C, is the corresponding remainder and is the fractional part of 6 

whose value less than half of the subcarrier frequency spacing. 

In order to study the effect of frequency offset on the demodulated OFDM data, we 

assume that there is no discrepancy between the sampling clocks, hence c=0. Then, 

Equation 2.15 and Equation 2.16 can be reduced to 
f. 

7rS(N - 1) sin 7rJ 

c(I)FI(I)exp Ij -N 
Iý 

Ts-i n-ý67 
+ICI(Ilc=O) (2.25) 
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N-1 
7r(k+6-1)(N-1) sinr(k+J-1) ICI(Ilc=O) = 

Ec(k)! I(k)exp jN 
(k+, 5-1) 

it 0 

INsin 

k7l 

(2.26) 

2.5.1 Coarse Frequency Offset 

Let us consider only the coaxse frequency offset by assuming & to be an integer equal to 

m. Since sin(m7r) = 0, VMEZ, the first term of Z(I) in Equation 2.25 will be equal to 

zero. Similarly, VkE 10, ---, N-11, mEZ and m 54 0, we have shown that [Appendix 

Equation A. 16] 

sinw(k+m-1) 
=1 

1 k=l-m 
(2.27) 

N sin 
I 7r(k- 0 otherwise 

In Equation 2.26, only the term corresponding to k= 1-m will remain and all other 

terms in the summation will be equal to zero. Therefore, 

Z(Iic==0, J=m E Z) = c(1 - m)fi(1 - m) (2.28) 

The demodulated data at the 1-th carrier is exactly equal to the (1-m)-th carrier in 

the original spectrum weighted by the corresponding channel transfer function. Since 

c(l) is chosen axbitrarily and can be any one of the data carriers, it follows that not 

only c(l) but the entire frequency spectrum is shifted by m intercarrier spacings. 

In conclusion, the coarse frequency offset does not modify the spectrum shape of the 

original OFDM modulated data, but shifts the spectrum in frequency. Its absolute value 

determines the amount of shift expressed in the units of intercarrier frequency spacing 

while its polarity gives the direction. If the oscillator in the transmitter is running at 

higher frequencies than that in the receiver, the frequency offset m is positive and the 

frequency spectrum of the demodulated OFDM data will be shifted up. Otherwise, the 

frequency offset m will be a negative integer and the corresponding spectrum will be 

shifted down. 

Alternatively, the shift of frequency spectrum can be explained by the time-frequency 

convolution relationship. nom Equation 2.10, the received data in the time domain 
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results from the multiplication of a coarse frequency offset signal and the actual OFDM 

signal. In the time-domain, the coarse frequency offset signal is represented by the 

complex exponential function as shown in Equation 2.10. In the frequencyýdomain, this 

will be represented by an impulse located at the m-th frequency bin of the FFT output. 
Since multiplication in the time domain is equivalent to convolution in the frequency 

domain, the demodulated OFDM data will be the result of the convolution between 

this impulse function and the frequency spectrum of the original data. Therefore, the 

resulting frequency spectrum will be shifted accordingly. 

2.5.2 Fine Frequency Offset 

Assuming that the coarse Erequency offset is known to be zero or it has been estimated 

and corrected so that the relative frequency offiet is less than half of the intercarrier 

frequency spacing. That is, the integer part of the relative frequency offiet is zero. 
From Equation 2.15 and Equation 2.16, the demodulated data will become 

i 7r((N - 1) sin wC + 1(1) (2.29) 
NIN sin: ý 

where I(I) -= ICI(Ije = 0,8=ý) denotes the intercarrier interference from the neighboring 

carriers and is equal to 

N-1 
7r(k+C-1)(N-1) sinr(k+C-1) I(Ijc=O, J=ý)=Ec(k)FI(k)exp 

N 

INsin 

'(kjýZllj 
(2.30) 

k-0 k341 

Since N>1 and N> 7rC, IIN r-- 0 and sin(7rC/N) ; ýs 7rCIN. Therefore, 6Q) in 

Equation 2.29 can be approodmated by 

(! 
iýn�1) A2 
7r( 

Unlike the coarse frequency offset, the fine frequency offset modifies both the phase 

and amplitude of the demodulated data. The amplitude is reduced by multiplying 

the original data by a function sin(7r()/7rC, while the phase is rotated by an angle 

proportional to the fine frequency offset C. The amount of phase rotation and amplitude 

degradation are independent of the frequency index of the carriers and all carriers are 
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equally affected. From Equation 2.30, if C 5k 0, sin 7r(k +C- 1) 54 0, then 1(1) 54 0. 

Therefore, the carriers are no longer orthogonal to each other and they are suffering 

from intercarrier interference. 

Since both the modulation data c(k) and the channel transfer function H(k) are as- 

sumed to be random variables and I(I) is the weighted sum of these terms, I(I) will 

be a random variables itself. According to the Central Limit Theorem, I(I) can be 

approximated by a complex Gaussian random variable. Therefore, the effects of the 

intercarrier interference can be modelled as additional Gaussian noise superimposed on 

the original data. The signal-to-noise power ratio on each subcarrier can be found as 

shown in the following. 

Assume that the average channel gain E{IH(1)121 is constant over the observation 

period and equal to JH12. The original modulation data c(l) are assumed to be uncor- 

related with zero means. Hence, E[c(l)] =0 and 

E[c(I)c*(k)] 
IC12 I=k (2.32) 
0 otherwise 

In addition, since k, IEZ, 

sin 7r(k + 1) 1)A: -' sin 7rC (2.33) 

Then, from Equation 2.30 the average power of the random process I(I) will be equal 

to 
N-1 1 

E[JI(I) 12] = IC121HI2(sin7rC)2 E (2.34) 
k-0 [Nain 
kj4l 

Let JQ) denote the sum in the above equation with (k - 1) substituted by p 
N-1 

J(J) = E 
1 

2 
11-0 w(kjl+C)) ] [N 

sin kVI 

-2 T sin2 

2 
2- 

N-1-1 
co, 

(27r(p+C)) 
(2.35) E Y N 

W4 
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sinlilaxly 
N-1 -1 

J(l _, )= 2_ 
Cos 

(27r(p + (2.36) 

Ti EI 
[I 

N 
vo+ 

Then, the difference between JQ) and J(l - 1) can be written as 

J(I) _ J( 1) =2- 
2r(-l + 

_Cos 
(2r(N- I+C))]-Il 

ýT2 -Cos NN 

(2.37) 

But 

ctý6(27r(N-1+0) = Cos 27r + 
27r(-l + 

NN 

= COS 
27r(-l + (2.38) 

N 

Therefore, J(I) - JQ - 1) 0. The value J does not depend on the carrier index I 

and hence J(I) = JQ - 1) ... = J(1) = J(O). Substituting the value of J back to 

Equation 2.34, we can obtaining the average power E[IIIl of intercarrier interference 

for all carriers. That is 

E[II12j = IC121H 12(Sin 7rC)2j(o 

IC12 IH12 (sin 7rC)2 
N-1 1 

(2.39) E2 

k=l 
[Nsin (!, ý)] 

Similarly, from Equation 2.31, the average power of the corresponding useful signal 

E[IC12] is 

E[IC121 = IC12JH12 
(sin 

7rC) 
2 

(2.40) 
7rC 

where C represents the first useful component of the d, n odulated data c(l). 

As seen, the average power E[III'] is independent to the frequency index 1. In other 

words, the fine frequency offset causes the same amount of intercarrier interference 

to all frequency carriers. Since C is assumed to be a non-zero fractional number with 

absolute value upper-bounded by 0.5 and 1: 5 k<N, the ratio (k+C)IN would neither 
be zero nor an integer. In other words, all terms in J are finite and hence E[II12] is 

upper-bounded for a given N. 
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Figure 2.4: Variation of the sum J with parameters N and C 

Finally, when data are corrupted by intercarrier interference only, the required signal- 

to-noise power ratio SNRICI is equal to 

SNRIci 
E[IC12] 
E[II12] 

)2j_l 
(2.41) 

7r( 

where N11 
E2 (2.42) 

kI 
[N 

sin 
(Eý191 

The variation of the sum .1 with different number of carriers N is plotted in Figure 2.4, 

where -0.5 <( :50.5. It can be seen that J increases with the absolute value of ( and 

it reaches the maximum value at both ends. The values of J for I(I equal to 0.5 are 

given in Table. 2.1. As shown, the maximum values of J do not change much when N 

is larger than 128. For practical application, it can be assumed that J is numerically 

tipper bounded by 0.5947 for I(I < 0.5 

'Thim valne agrees with that determined by Moo. se. in [681 

looo 
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N i N J N J 

2 0.5000000 128 0.5946949 8192 0.5947153 

4 0.5732233 256 0.5947102 16384 0.5947153 

8 0.5894665 512 0.5947140 32768 0.5947153 

16 0.5934107 1024 0.5947149 65536 0.5947153 

32 0.5943896 2048 0.5947152 131072 0.5947153 

64 0.5946339 1 4096 0.5947152 262144 0.5947153 

Table 2.1: Direct computation of J with different values of N (ICI = 0.5) 

Therefore, 

SNRIci 
1 )2 

(0.5947)-l 

2 
(0.5947)-l 

0.57r 

0.6815 (-1.67 dB) (2.43) 

The SNRICI should be as large as possible to ensure correct data recovery and synchro- 

nization. From Equation 2.41, the SNRICI is inversely proportional to J and C2. Since 

J and C axe upper bounded, SNRICI will have a lower limit. 

As seen from Equation 2.43, the lower limit is approximately equal to 0.6815. In 

other words, the signal-to-noise power ratio can be reduced to -1.67 dB when the fine 

frequency offset is as large as half the carrier frequency spacing. 

A computer simulation has been carried out to verify the variation of signal-to-noise 

power ratio with C. In particular, the number of carriers per symbol is set to 128 and 

each carrier is 16-QAM modulated by complex random data with unit variance. Total 

106 symbols are generated at each C for 0.02 <C :50.5. The results are plotted in 

Figure. 2.5. 

As expected, the signal-to-noise ratio decreases with increasing fine-frequency offset. 
The theoretical values given by Equation 2.41 are also plotted to show a good agreement 

with the results of the simulation. 
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Figure 2.5: Variation of SNRICI with ( 

2.6 Effects of Sampling Clock Error 

44 

From Equation 2.15, the amount of additional phase rotation V)(1) on the useful com- 

ponent of the I-th carrier is 

c(l + ()](N - 1) (2.44) 
N 

where ( and c are the fractional part of the frequency offset and the sampling clock 

error respectively. The difference at two different carriers 11 and 12 is equal to 

7XIO - V)(12) ý 
-c7r(N - 1) 

(11 - 12) (2.45) 
N 

Rom Equation 2.45, the difference of the phase rotation is a function of the difference 

in frequency (11 - 12) and c, but is independent of (. In general, c is very small and 

I(I < 0.5. For example, c would be approximately equal to 0.0001 if the accuracy of the 

oscillators is equal to 100 ppm, which is a common specification for low-cost oscillators. 

Since I(I is less than one, the product c( in Equation 2.44 is small enough to be ignored. 
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sin wek Figure 2.6: Direct computation of the attenuation factor -N-; i-n-T; ý-ýW7-N, at different C and normal- 

ized frequency (k1N); k=0, N- I is the carrier index and N is the total number of carriers 

per OFDM symbol. 

That is, if N>1, we have 

IP(l) ZZ5 7r(( - Cl) (2.46) 

The constant phase shift 7r( is due to the fine frequency offset. On the other hand, the 

phase shift 7rcl is due to the sampling clock error and increases linearly with frequency. 

From Equation 2.15 and Equation 2.16, the sampling clock error also causes inter- 

carrier interference which attenuates the magnitude of the useful component by the 

factor (sin 7rcll[N sin(7rc1/N)j). The amount of attenuation increases with frequency 

and decreases with f as shown in Figure. 2.6. 
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2.7 Summary 

Inter-Symbol Interference 

46 

If symbol timing offset is less than the difference in length between the guard 
interval and the channel impulse response, there will be no inter-symbol interfer- 

ence. 

Intercarrier Interference 

* Fine frequency offset and sampling clock error cause intercarrier interference. 

41 The noise power of intercarrier interference increases with the absolute value of 
the fine frequency offset and reaches the maximum when the offset is equal to 

half-caxrier spacing. 

The corresponding signal-to-noise power ratio is lower bounded at about -1.67 
dB. 

Frequency Spectrum Shift 

* The coarse frequency offset shifts the entire frequency spectrum of the demodu- 

lated data either up or down. 

If the oscillator in the transmitter is running faster than that in the receiver, 
the frequency spectrum will be shifted up. If the oscillator in the transmitter is 

running slower than that in the receiver, and frequency spectrum will be shifted 
down. 

Magnitude Degradation 

e Symbol timing offset, phase offset and coarse frequency have no effect on the 

magnitude of the received data. 

* Fine frequency offset C attenuates the magnitude by multiplying it with a function 
sin(7rC)/7rC. AU carriers are equally affected. 
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Sampling clock error attenuates the magnitude by multiplying it with a function 

sin(7rck)/7rck. The amount of attenuation increases with the frequency index k. 

The amount of attenuation due to the fine frequency offset is much larger than 

that due to the sampling clock error. 

Phase rotation 

e Coarse frequency offset has no effect on the phase of the demodulated data. 

Symbol timing offset, phase offset, fine frequency offset and sampling clock error 

all cause phase rotation. 

The amount of phase rotation due to symbol timing offset and sampling clock 

error increases linearly with the corresponding frequency index of data carriers. 

9 All carriers are equally affected by phase error and fine frequency off-ict. 

* The joint effects are shown schematically in Figure 2.7. 

ftequeocyindex, k N-1 

0 

('0440AWO) - F- "Ek2 

-k pliýg , ; )ý-= fmquency offwt wd (0) . phý ý 

Figure 2.7: Joint effects of the synchronization defects to the phase of the demodulated data 

(assume all in anti-clockwise direction) 



Chapter 3 

Coarse Frequency Offset 

Estimation With Reference To 

Pilots Power 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapters, we have shown that the OFDM technique is sensitive to the 

frequency offset between the transmitter and the receiver. The frequency offset in an 

OFDM system can be partitioned into an integer part and a fractional part, namely 

the coaxse frequency offset and the fine frequency offiet respectively. In particular, here 

we are interested in the problems of determining the coarse frequency offset. 

The coarse frequency offset does not change the spectral shape of the OFDM demod- 

ulation output, but only shifts it up or down. This shift in frequency can be tracked 

by locating the pilot carriers embedded in the OFDM signal. If pilot carriers are not 

evenly spaced, their frequency indices can be taken out from a fixed pattern, the pilots 

pattem The shift in the frequency spectrum can be tracked by sliding a data win- 

dow along the frequency spectrum to determine the position that is matched to the 

pilots pattern. Based on this observation, a new pilots-power-detection algorithm for 

the coarse frequency synchronization is proposed in this chapter. 

48 
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It is assumed that the effects of fading have not been corrected. Magnitude and phase 

errors are expected to occur at all frequencies. Therefore, phase modulation of the pilots 
is disregarded and only their power is exploited for non-coherent detection. Based on 

the maximum likelihood principle and the non-coherent signal processing of the received 

signals, we have derived a test statistic to estimate the coarse frequency offset. The 

test statistic is shown to be the summation of the instantaneous powers of subsets of 
frequency carriers. A subset is formed by selecting subcarriers whose indices are defined 

by a shifted version of the pilots pattern. When the searching window is located at 

the correct position, only pilot carriers axe selected and the test statistic achieves the 

maximum value. 

Alternatively, the searching process can be viewed as hypothesis testing. We have to 

make the decision that if the carriers selected to compute the test statistic axe all pilots, 
but not a combination of pilots and data carriers. A specific distance measure between 

the target and the null hypothesis is defined. With the help of this statistical distance, 

we have studied the properties of the proposed algorithm and a simple design rule on 

the minimum number of pilot carriers is derived. 

This chapter is organized as follows: after describing the OFDM system model briefly, 

the proposed pilots-power-detection algorithm is presented. The characteristics of the 

proposed algorithm are investigated after the statistical distance has been defined. 

Then, the performance of the proposed algorithm in frequency-selective fading chan- 

nels, compared with the guard-band-power detection algorithm [48,83] and maximum- 

correlation algorithm [48,20], are investigated using the techniques of Monte Carlo 

computer simulations. Finally, the analytical studies of the computation complexity 

and the data throughput of the proposed algorithm are presented. 

3.2 FYequency Offset Estimator 

3.2.1 System Model 

It is assumed that both the symbol timing error and the fine frequency offset have been 

estimated and their effects have been corrected. Therefore, intercarrier interference 
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can be ignored and all carriers are assumed to be mutually independent. In addition, 
the cyclic prefix is assumed to be longer than the channel impulse response so that 

inter-symbol interference can be ignored as well. However, the frequency transfer funC- 

tion of the channel is assumed to be unknown. Hence, the effects of the channel on 

carriers cannot be corrected. Magnitude and phase errors axe expected to occur at all 
frequencies. Phase modulation of pilots is therefore disregarded and only their power 
is exploited for non-coherent detection. 

Let Xk and yk be the in-phase and quadrature components of a carrier at frequency fk 

with frequency index k. The instantaneous power Uk is the summation of the square 

of these two components. That is 

= X2 2 Uk k+ Yi 

The collection of instantaneous power values at all carriers form a set I U1 

NOV Ul I ... sUN-11 
(3.2) 

where N is the total number of carriers. 

We assume that there axe only two types of carriers in the OFDM system: pilot carriers 

and data carriers. Among the N carriers, only N-L carriers axe modulated with data. 

The remaining L carriers are pilot carriers which are not used for data transmission. 

The pilots axe inserted with frequency indices taken from a fixed set {K}, which is 

known to the receiver. Without loss of generality, we can assign the first subcarrier to 

be the first pilot. In other words, the pilots pattern {K} can be represented as 

{O, ki,..., kL-11 (3.3) 

where ki is the frequency index of the i-th pilots. 

In Chapter 2, we have shown that the coarse frequency offset shifts the frequency 

spectrum of an OFDM signal. If the oscillator's frequency in the transmitter is higher 

than that in the receiver, the frequency spectrum will be shifted up. Suppose the 

coarse frequency offset is r intercarrier spacing. Then the shifted pilots pattern will 
become {K +, rj = jr, ki + r, ..., kL-1 + r}. Here, we have assumed that the amount 

of frequency difference is bounded in such a way that the whole set of pilots always 
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remain inside the available range of frequency with indices given by {0, ---, N- 11. 

Otherwise, the out-of-band signal will be severely attenuated by the bandpass filters in 

the receiver leading to unrecoverable errors. Since we are not interested in this case, 

we assume that the first index of the shift pilots pattern r is non-negative and the last 

pilot frequency index kL_j +, r is always less than N. It follows that 

0: 5 -r:! ý (N -1- kL-I) (3.4) 

Let us denote the set UK(r) CU be the collection of instantaneous power of pilots 

with frequency indices taken out from the shifted pilots pattern {K + T}. That is, 

UK(T) ` 
fvi: 

t1i E Ui =r+k, k E KI (3.5) 

where 7- = 0,1, ---, (N -I- kL-I)- 

3.2.2 Finding the Maximum Likelihood Estimator 

Our objective is to find the frequency indexr from a given set {UJ of the instantaneous 

power of all carriers. Let m be the current position of a searching window. An ad hoc 

procedure is to use the known pilots pattern f K} as the matching template sliding 

along JUJ to find a value rn such that the subset UK(m) is the most likely equal to 

UK(r). This procedure is equivalent to finding an rn that maximizes the a posterior 

probability P(r =mI U). 

By Bayes's rules, 
P(T = MIU) = 

P(UJ7- = M) P(T = M) (3.6) 
P(U) 

Since r is equally likely to be any one of the possible positions in the range {0, N- 

kL-1 - 11, we have 

P(r M) 0 
... 

N-I- kL-1 (3.7) 
N- kL-1 

In other words, P(r rn) is independent of m, the current position of the searching 

window. Since P(U) is a constant for a given OFDM symbol, it is independent of M too. 

It follows that maximizing Equation (3.6) is equivalent to maximizing the likelihood 

fiinction P(Ul-r = m). That is, 

MaX P(T = MIU) = M8X P(UI7- = M) (3.8) 
m in 
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Let OP2 and aJ2 be the average received power of the pilots and data caxriers respectively. 

We have assumed that the channel attenuation does not change over the symbol ob- 

servation period and is uniform across the whole frequency spectrum so that all data 

carriers have the same average received power a. 2. Similarly, an pilot carriers have the 

same average received power 0.2 Or2 Or2 P. 
However, 

. and . can be different. 

In a Rayleigh fading model, each instantaneous power ui EU has an exponential 

distribution. The corresponding probability density function is given by 

P(uj) exp (3.9) 
or2 i 

where 

ai 
ap2 =E[ uilui E UK(r) ] 

(3.10) 

o-J2 =E[ uilui 0 UK(r) ] 

Since the fine frequency offset has been corrected, it can be assumed that there is 

no intercarrier interference and carriers are mutually independent. It follows that the 

random variables ui are independent and the joint probability P(Ulr = m) is equal to 

the product of the individual probabilities P(ui), where uj E {Ul-r = ml and 

{UIT = ml = {uo, ul,... iUm-liUms_Um+li---iUm+kl-IiUm+klg ... 9UN-11 
%0 data carriers data carriers 

Therefore, 

max P(Ulr = m) 
M 

= max P(ui) P(uj) 
M 

juiEUK(M) I IUJVUK(7n) I 

L1 N-L 

= max exp 2U exp Ui 
M ; 7-2 2E 

I()( 
P- Ui EUK (M) pdd 

UjVUK(-) 
-T 

= max exp ui uj (3.12) 
M a2 

uiEUK(m) 

+ ;. 2 
pd UjVUK(M) 

(1/0r2 E where Uj EU, is the exponential of the weighted sum of The term exp dd Uj) 

instantaneous power of all received carriers. It is a constant for a given OFDM symbol 
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and is independent of m. Multiplying this term to Equation 3.12 will not affect the 

final result of searching for the maximum. Therefore, 

max P(Ulr = m) 
M 

= max P(Ulr = m) exp M 0,2 
Ujj 

Id 

UjE U 

= max exp E ui + uj)] exp 
M 

T3 2- 

1 

2- 
E 

Uil 

I Ip 

UiE UK (in) 
'; 7d 

tlif UK(M) 

[Td 

ujE U 

= max 

lexp 
1- 

[; 

W7,2 

(uýýUj 

-VE(mUi) ýT72 
1: 

Md d Uj UK %EUK 11 

= max 
lexp 

,IF, i a2 

ld 
U. ;7 M 

ujE UK (7n) P uiE UK(: ) 

= max % (3.13) 2 W2- 
1, 'n 

JeXp [(Wd 

UiE 

ýUK(rn) 

22 If pilot carriers axe transmitted at boosted power, then ai > a2 and hence 

1--1 
2 T3 Td 

p 

It follows that the exponent in Equation 3.13 is always positive. An exponential function 

of a positive argument is a monotonically increasing function. Therefore, axi=mg 

Equation 3.13 is equivalent to maximizing the sum inside the exponent which is the 

only part depending on the parameter m. In other words, the starting carrier index 

r of the shifted pilots pattern can be estimated by determining the integer m that 

maximize the following test statistic 

UK (M) Ui 

UiE UK(m) 

Therefore, the frequency offset Af can be estimated by the following procedures: 

1. Compute the instantaneous power Uk of all received carriers fk and form a set U. 

{UOI Ult )Um-ll 
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2. Generate subsets UK(m) by taking elements from U with indices equal to the sum 

of the integer mE 10 ... N-1- kL-11 and elements in K= 10, ki, ..., kL-11 

UK(M) ý 
jui: 

ui E Ui=m+k, kEK) 

3. Compute the test statistic UK(m) by adding all elements in each subset UK(M) 

and store the results. 
E 

Ui 

UiC UK(M) 

4. Compare all IUK and locate the maximum. The corresponding index in- gives the 

starting position of the shifted pilots pattern. 

Fn 
---ý MaX UK(M) 

m 

5. Let m. be the initial starting position of the pilots pattern. Then, the amount of 

frequency offset Af is equal to 

Af = (in- - m,, ) - AF (3.16) 

where AF is the intercarrier frequency spacing. 

For simplicity, we have assumed mo =0 arbitrary and the frequency indices of the 

shifted pilots are increased in the positive direction. In general, the frequency spectrum 

can be shifted either up or down by the coarse frequency offset. Therefore instead of 

aligning with either end of the frequency spectrum, the pilot caxriers should be assigned 

in the middle region of the allowable frequency spectrum to maximize the acquisition 

range of frequency shifts in either direction. 

3.3 Probability Distribution of UK 

In a Rayleigh fading model, the in-phase and quadrature components, Xk and yk, result 

from the combination of several multipaths with random angles of arrival and propaga- 

tion delays. The two components can be modelled as independent zero-mean random 

variables with Gaussian distribution having the following properties: 

E[Xkl = E[Yk] =0 
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1 
t7, k2 var[Xkl = var[yk] 2; 

(3.18) 

where 

O'k 
O-P for pilot carrier at frequency fk 

O*d for data carrier at frequency fk 

Recall from Equation 3.1 that the instantaneous power uk iý the sum of the square of 

xL- and yk, and it has an exponential distribution. Alternatively, it can be regarded as 
having a X2 distribution with two degrees of freedom [79]. It can be shown that the 

mean and variance Of Uk are equal to (see Appendix (B. 1) 

E[uk] = ak2 (3.20) 

var[uk] = ak4 (3.21) 

Consequently, the total power UK has a X2 distribution with 2L degrees of freedom, 

where L is equal to the number of components uk being added. In multicarrier OFDM 

systems, L is usually larger than 15 and can be as large as thousands in the DVB-T 

system. Therefore, the sum UK can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. Since 

uk are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated, the mean and variance of UK are equal 

to the sum of the means and variances of individual elements uk, respectively. That is, 

EfU-K] =E E[uj] (3.22) 

UiE UK 

varfU-K] =E var[uj] (3.23) 

UiC UK 

The mean and variance of the distribution UK depend on the numbers of data carriers 

and pilot carriers included in the data set {UK). Suppose that UK are composed of np 

pilot carriers and L-np data carriers, we have the following two cases: 

Case 1 Hl: np =L 

The test statistic UK is the summation of instantaneous power of all pilot carriers. The 

searching window is located at the exact position where the shifted pilots are. 
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o Mean 

L-1 

EfU-KIHI] =E E[uilpilot carrier at fil 
i=O 

=Lr2 
(3.24) ori 

* Variance 

varfUKIHI] var[uilpilot carrier at fil 

i=O 
Lr4 ai (3.25) 

Case 2 HO: 0: 5np<L 

In general, Uk is a combination of stray pilot carriers I and data carriers. The number 

of stray pilot carriers np is greater than zero and the remaining L-np carriers are 

data carriers. The number np is determined by the sidelobe level of the noncoherent 

autocorrelation function of the pilots pattern. If none of the pilots coincide with the 

searching window, np will be zero and only data carriers axe selected. This corresponds 

to the conditions that the sidelobe level of the autocorrelation function of the pilots 

pattern axe zero at the corresponding shifted positions. 

* Mean 

np L-np 

E[UKIHo] =E E[uilpilot carrier at fi] +E E[uildata, carrier at fil 

= npap2 + (L - np)ad2 (3.26) 

o Variance 

np L-np 

var(UKIHO] = Evar[vilpilot carrier at fi] +E var[uildata carrier at fil 

= norP4 + (L - np)ad4 (3.27) 

'The pilots 'falling' into the shifted Pilots patterns will be referred as the stray pilob. 
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3.4 Performance Measure 

3.4.1 Definition of Distance Criterion 

The estimation procedure can be viewed as multiple binary hypotheses testing in which 

we want to select H, and reject HO by exploiting the test statistic UK- Recall that 

7- is the first frequency index of the shifted pilots pattern. If the corresponding first 

frequency index of Hi and HO are m, and mo respectively, the two hypothesis can be 

restated as 
H, 7, = mi (3.28) 
HO T= MO 

and 
accept H, 

UKIHI Z UKIHo 
accept Ho (3.29) 

An example of the distributions of -UK under HO and H, is shown in Figure. 3.1 which 

is a histogram plot of 106 samples. The specification of the parameters np, L, 2 and O'd 
2, and the corresponding means and standard deviations of the distributions are given 01ý 

in Table. 3.1. 

H. 

H, 

Flog. 8 

LFRUIO- 

A 

Figure 3.1: Histogram Of WK 1 HO I and JUK I HI I (Specification is given in Table. 3.1) 

The overlapping regions of the two distributions are shaded in Figure 3.1. There are 

errors in correct detection of H, whenever JUKIHIJ < JUKIHOJ. This corresponds 

to the situation that the test statistics JUKIHIJ falls into region B while JUKIHol 
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Specification Simulation Results 

np L- np (T 
22 
d (7 P niean Vvui. ce 

111 45 0-1.78 80 11.9 

110 0 45 1.0 - 1 45 6.7 

Table 3.1: An example of 11, and Ho 

falls into region A. If the. area of overlapping is large, there is a higher probability of 

incorrect detection of H1. 

, rhe area of overlapping can be reduced in two ways. Firstly, the centers of the two 

distributions can be shifted further away from each other by increasing the difference 

betwven the conditional means. Secondly, the spreading of the distributions can be 

reduced by decreasing the standard deviation of the distributions. 

(? IPO, 
2 +2 E[UKIHIJ 

- 
E[UKIHO] Lop2 

p 
(L 

- np)crd) 

(L 
- Ti, P)( 0,2 _ or2) 

pd 

=0 (* 
-* Up > O'd) (3.30) 

From Equation 3.30, the difference of the conditional ineans is always a positive num- 

her. Therefore, it can be use as a criterion to nicasure the 'distance' between tile two 

di'AribUtions. A specific distance INUK) between the two hypothesis H, and Ho can 

be defilled its 
1)(UK) 

E[UKIHI] - E[UKIHOI (3.31) 

Vr7lar[UKIHI] + V'IIr[UKII-IO1 

It. corresponds to the geometric distance between tile conditional means when the con- 

ditional standard deviations are used as the units of length. 

3.4.2 Properties of Distance D 

Substituting t he memis and variances from Equation 3.24 to Equation 3.27 into Equa- 

t, ioll : i--i I, tll(ý (Iistllllc(ý D(CJK) iS to 

Lor 22 2) 
-D([TK) p- 

(npap + (L 
- nP)O'd 

L Or4 ltp, 74 4 
1)) 

+ ý[ 7) 
+ OrP, 7d pp+P 

For 
d 
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(L -n p)(0,2 _ or2) 
D(UK) pd 

or2 VfL- + V/nporp4 + (L - 0, P) 0,4 pd 

vT(I - (np/L))(up2/orý2 - 1) 

or2 2 
P/Ord 

+ 
ý(np/L)(orp4/ad4) 

+ (I - np/L) 

2/0.2 In order to simply the notation, we define the ratios 0`ý d and np/L as the boosted 

power ratio and the sidelobe level ratio respectively as follows. 

e Boosted power ratio: (b > 1) 

average power of a pilot carrier 
average power of a data carrier 

2 01ý 
2 (3.32) 

Ord 

* Sidelobe level ratio: (0 <s< 

number of pilots being added in UK 

total number of carriers being added in UK 

np (3.33) 
L 

Then, the distance D(UK) can be expressed in terms of s and b. That is, 

MUK) = vl-(l s) (b 1) 
b+ Vý-A2 + -(l 

= VIL 
s)(b - 1) 

(3.34) 
b+ VýW(V 1) +I 

In order to determine the variation of the distance D with the sidelobe level s and the 

boosted power ratio b, we realize Equation 3.34 numerically based on the parameters 

in the DVB-T 2k mode system. In the DVB-T system, there axe 45 pilots and the 

average power ratio of a pilot carrier to a data carrier is 1.78 (2.5 dB). In the computer 

simulations, while holding the average power of the data carriers unchanged, the average 

power of the pilots is arbitrary set to ±1 dB, +3 dB and +6 dB about the nominal Value. 

In other words, we have assumed that L= 45, and b=1.41,1.78,2.24,3.56 or 7.12. 

The variations of D against s are determined and the results are plotted in Figure 3.2. 

The normalized distance 'D(UK)Ivl-L- axe also determined and plotted in Figure 3.3. 
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As shown in Figure 3.2, the distance 1) is reduced with increasing sidelobe level for a 

given boosted power ratio. This is because for a given total number of pilots, increasing 

the sidelobe level is equivalent to increasing the number of stray pilots in Ho. The 

stray pilots can be regaxded as strong tonal interferences, which increase the mean and 

standard deviation Of (UKIHO). Therefore, the distance is reduced. 

On the other hand, the distance D is increased with increasing power of pilots for a 

given sidelobe level. This can be explained by inspecting Equation 3.34. Suppose both 

L and s are fixed, then D will depend on the factor bI only. The factor can 
b-4 q(b2 j 1)+1 

be expanded into two terms as the following: 

b-1 I+V8(b2+1)+l (3.35) 
b+ VM(b2 + 1) +1b+ V-s(b2 -+1) +1 

Since b>1, the magnitude of the second term is always less than one and decreases with 

increasing b. Therefore, the magnitude of the whole factor increases with increasing b. 

It follows that the distance D increases monotonically with increasing b too. That is, 

D(UK) lim D(UK) 
6-00 

lim 
(l - 8)(b - 1) 

b--C b+ V"-s (b2 --1) +1 
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-J 

E 

20 

Figure 3.3: Plot of normalized E) against b and s 

D(UK) = vl-L lim 
b oo I+ V/'S(l -+ 

ý VIL 
1-8 (1+ 

Vý-s 

< VT 0<8< 1) (3.36) 

Therefore, the distance D is upper bounded by VL-. This can be verified by plotting 

the variation of Vlý/-L- against s and b. The results are shown in Figure 3.3. The curves 

become flatter and the rate of increment decreases after the boosted power ratios have 

reached certain levels, which in turn depend on the corresponding sidelobe level ratio. 

In other words, the distance 1) is upper bounded by the structure of the pilots pattern 

and it cannot be increased indefinitely simply by boosting the power of pilot carriers. 

3.5 Total Number of Pilot Carriers 

One of the objectives of a good system design is to minimize the amount of overlapping 

of the tails of the two distributions JUKJHoJ and fUKIHIJ, while the overall amount 

,. j 1 Do- 
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of the system overhead is kept to the minimum. From Equation 3.34, the-statistical 

distance 1) can be increased by increasing the total number of pilot carriers L, while 

b and a are kept unchanged. However, assigning more subcarriers to pilots will reduce 

the total data throughput since pilot carriers do not carry payload data. In addition, 

the extra amount of power used to transmit pilots reduce the power efficiency, which is 

a very important design criterion especially in handheld portable devices. Since pilots 

are transmitted at boosted power level, the increased instantaneous amplitude in the 

time domain may also lead to a high peak factor and may overdrive the RF power 

amplifier stage leading to nonlinear signal distortion. 

In conclusion, there is a tradeoff in the total number of pilot carriers between the 

performance of the coaxse frequency estimator and the system overhead. Therefore, we 

are interested in determining the minimum number of pilot carriers while the coarse 

frequency offset estimator still has a good performance. 

Firstly, we are going to determine the corresponding number of pilot carriers when the 

distributions of the two hypothesis Ho and H, just overlap with each other. Rom 

Equations 3.26,3.27,3.24 and 3.25, the mean (center) and the variance (spread) Of 

the distributions can be changed by adjusting L, np, ad and op. Suppose Lni, is the 

required minimum number of pilot carriers under the worst case condition in which the 

number of stray pilot carriers np in Ho achieves the maximum. Then, we can adjust 

the relative power of the data carriers and the pilot carriers so that the right tail of the 

distribution of Ho just overlap with the left tail of the distribution of Hi. 

Let A0 and Al be the intermediate distances from the point of intersection of the two 

distributions to the centers of the respective distributions Ho and Hi in the unit of their 

standard deviations, ao or al, respectively. Then, from Equation 3.31, the statistical 

distance V is given by 
Alai + A00-0 (3.37) 

al + ao 

where al and ao axe the standard deviations of (UKIH1) and (U-KIHO) respectively. 

In Section 3.3, we have shown that the distributions JUKJHoJ and {-UKIHII can be 

approximated by Gaussian distributions. It is well-known that for a Gaussian distri- 

bution, the amount of area under the probability density function beyond the point 
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0.45- 
HO OLO"Id 

0.4- 

0.35 - 

0.3- 

0.25- H, OLIall 
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Figure 3.4: An example of two Gaussian probability density functions HO ý JV(O, 1) and IIL 

Ar(9,2) 

at 3.1 times of its standard deviation away from the center is only about 0.1% of the 

total area [95]. An example of two Gaussian probability density functions Ar(O, 1) and 
Ar(9,2) are plotted schematically in Figure 3.4 for illustration, where Ar(14, a) represents 

a Gaussian density function with mean p and standard deviation o,. Therefore, we can 

assume that the area of overlapping between the distributions H1 and HO is negligible 
if both A, ý: 3.1 and X0 ý: 3.1. Rom Equation 3.37, the corresponding distance V is 

Mal + 3.1aO D> 
al + (70 

= 3.1 (3.38) 

From Equation 3.36, if the number of pilot carriers is fixed at L,,, i., 1) will be upper 

bounded by V/Z; ýj-,, 
. That is, 

V: 5 VIZ. (3.39) 

Combining Equation 3.38 and Equation 3.39, we have 

L .. i,, ý! 3.12 ; zj 10 (3.40) 

The equality in Equation 3.39 holds only when a=0 and b -+ oo. Therefore, more 

pilot carriers are required in practical applications. However, as a rule of thumb the 

total number of pilot carriers should be more than ten for any reliable system design. 
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3.6 Statistical Distance V,,. under Noisy Environment 

In the previous sections, the effects of noise have not been considered during the studies 

of the statistical distance V. In this section, an extension of V under noisy environment, 

V,,, will be defined. It is assumed that the in-phase and quadrature components, Xnk 

and Ynk, at frequency fk axe corrupted by independent zero-mean additive Gaussian 

noise, nk, with variance an2/2. That is, 

Xnk Xk + nk (3.41) 

Ynk yk + nk (3.42) 

Similarly, the instantaneous power u,, k is given by 

2 yn2k (3.43) Unk ---' X,, k + 

Let Ar(Ij, 0r2) represents a Gaussian distribution with mean p and variance a 
2. The 

probability distributions Of Xk and yk are Gaussian and axe equal to either NO' 120' ý2) 

or Ar(O, lad2) depending on whether the carrier at fk is a pilot or a data carrier, respec- 2 
tively. Since Xnk and ynk axe the sum of two independent Gaussian random variables, 

their distributions are Gaussian [79]. Therefore, Unk has a X2 distribution With two 

degrees of freedom. The mean and variance Of Unk axe equal to [Appendix B-21 

E[u,, k] o-k2 + or, 2, (3.44) 

(U2 k+0, "2 var[u. k] )2 (3.45) 

where a, 2, is the vaxiance of the additive white Gaussian noise nk, and 

ak 
O'P for pilot carrier at frequency fk 

(3.46) 

ad for data carrier at frequency fk 

Recall from Section 3.3 that the instantaneous power Uk also has a x, distribution 

with two degrees of freedom. It follows that the statistical models for both the noisy 

and noiseless environment are basically identical and only the numerical values Of the 

means and variances of the instantaneous power are changed from those defined in 

Equation 3.20 and Equation 3.21 to Equation 3.44 and Equation 3.45, respectively. 
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Therefore, the test statistic UnK(T) used to determine the coarse frequency offset under 

noisy environment stiR has the same format. That is, 

-UnK(T) ̀E Uni (3.47) 
iefK+, r) 

where {Kj is the set of frequency indices of the pilots pattern. 

Similarly, if UnK axe composed of n. pilot carriers and L-np data carriers, we have 

the following two cases: 

Case I H, I: np = 

o Mean 

EfUnKlHnll = L(op2 + an2) (3.48) 

* Variance 
2)2 var(UnKIHnll = L(up2 +0, (3.49) 

Case2 H,, O: O<np<L 

9 Mean 

E (UnK I HnOl = np (o-p2 + an2) + (L - np) (Od2 + 01,2) (3.50) 

* Variance 

= rjP(or2 + 0, n2)2 
2+0: 2)2 

varFUnKlHnOl i+ (L - np) (aa 
n 

(3.51) 

The difference between the two conditional means is given in Equation 3.52. The 

noise term, a,,, has vanished and hence the additive noise does not change the relative 

positions of the mean of the two distributions. 

E[UnKlHnl]-E[UnKlHnOl = L(op2+or, 2, )-np(ap2+an2)-(L-np)(ad2+an2) 

(0,2 
+ a2 2+ a2)) = (L - np) pn- 

(Oa 
n 

= (L-flp)(Orp2-ord2) (3.52) 
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Rearranging the term var(UnKlHnol in Equation 3.51 yields 

66 

var[U,, klH,,, o] = np(ap2+o,. 2) 2+ 
(L - np) 

(qd2 
+ a, 2,2 

= yýp 
[(a2 2 )2_ 2+ . 

)2] 2+a 2)2 
p+ an 

(ad 
O! n 

+L 
(od 

n 

= 71p 
[(av2 

- ad2) (ap2 + ad2 + 2orn2)] +L 
(ad2 

+ an2) 
2 

(3.53) 

Finally, substituting Equation 3.49, Equation 3.51 and Equation 3.52 into Equation 3.31, 

the required statistical distance V,, under noisy environment is given by 

Dn 
E[UnKlHnll - EfUnKlHnOl 

Vvar[(-U. 
KwIjHýill1 + 

VvarffU-KwIjH-nl] 

n. ) (up2 - qd2 

where 

rL+2 )2 
(, 

P2 + 0, "2 +I np 
[(ap2 

- ad2) (arp2 + aJ2 + 2a, 2, )] +L 
(aJ2 

Lad2 (1 - s) (b - 1) 

V/L-a2 
2+ (1+ 1 )2 

d b+ yl, 
)+ 

a(b-1)(b+l+ - WNT? yd- YR YdRR 3d 

%I-L-(l - 8) (b - 1) (3.54) 

1)(b+ I+2)+ 
(1+ 1 )2 

b+ y-NN + 
(8(b 

YdA7R 3'dNR 

2 
(3.55) SdNR 

If a, 2j ý> a, 2,, then 1 s: % 0 and hence 3d-]vR 

,D (U KI, 72 >, 7n2) ; zl nnd 
vrL-(l - a) (b - 1) 

b+ Vs-(b - 
-1)(b+ 1) +1 

Vf(l - a) (b - 1) 
b+ Vs-(b2 --l) +1 

V(UK) (cf. Equation 3.34) 

As seen, the distanceDn reduces to V under high signal-to-noise condition. In general, 

the additive noise reduces the statistical distance of the test statistic UnK and hence 

increase the error rate of the proposed coarse frequency offset estimator. 
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3.7 Tolerance on Fine FYequency Offset 

The proposed coarse frequency estimator is developed under the assumption that the 

fine frequency offset has been corrected and the effects due to intercarrier interference 

can be ignored. However, in practical applications, there may be still a residue error 

whose value depends on the accuracy and tracking speed of the fine frequency offset 

estimator. In this section, we will determine the limit of the fine frequency offset that 

the proposed coarse frequency estimator can tolerate. 

If the total power of noise is larger than the power difference between the pilots and 

the data carriers, the accumulated power of the noisy data carriers will be larger than 

that of the pilots. It follows that the pilots cannot be differentiated from data carriers 
by exploiting only the received signal power, and hence the proposed coarse frequency 

synchronization algorithm will not work properly. 

Let us define the noise margin (q) as the difference in the received power of the pi- 
lots and the data carriers. Rom Equation 2.40, the power of the received signals is 

attenuated by a factor (sin 7rC/7rC)2, where C is the amount of the fine frequency offset. 
Therefore, the noise margin can be determined by 

, 7=(,. 
2_,, 2) sin7rC)2 
p 7rC 

(3.56) 

The noise margin defines the maximum amount of noise power that the system can 

tolerate for correct coarse frequency synchronization. Therefore, the noise margin v7 

must be greater than the sum of the average noise power due to intercarrier interference 

E[JIdl2j and the additive Gaussian noise o,, 2,. That is, 

Idl2j + a, 2 
Y7 > E[I (3.57) 

With reference to Equation 2.39 and assuming a unity average channel gain at all 

frequencies, the average noise power Efljdl2j due to the intercarrier interference on 

data carriers is given by 

N-1 
E[Il dl2j = or2 (Sin 7rC) 2E1 (3.58) 

k=l 
[N 

sin 
(ljýp)j 
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Figure 3.5: Minimum boosted power ratio for various SNR of data subcarriers, 0<(<0.5 

R-orn Equation 3.56, Equation 3.57 and Equation 3.58, 

112] +2 77 > E[I d an 

(0,2 
_ 0,2) 

( sin 7r( 2> 
or2 C)2 

N-1 22 

pd 7r( 
d 

(sin 7r 
E+ 

orý, 

k=l N sin 

N2 
! Lln 7r( 2 

1' 

1 

(b - 1) > (sin 7r()2 
7r( (k+() 

+d 
N sin N 

22 

b> (7r()2 +( 
7r( + 

[N 

sin (k+() sin 7r( SdNR 
k-- 11 

(Ir 

(3.59) 

where b= or 2/or2 and SdNR = Od2 2 
pd 

/Orn- 

Let us denote the right-hand side of Equation 3.59 as b,,, i,, for clarity. The numerical 

values of b,, i,, for various SdNR and 0<C<0.5 are determined and the results 

are plotted in Figure. 3.5. From these design curves, we can determine the minimum 
boosted power ration b,, i,, for a given range of ( and SdNR. For example, suppose the 

residue fine frequency offset is known to vary between 0 and 0.25. Then, the boosted 

power ratio should be at least 1.3 if the signal-to-noise power ratio is about 12 dB. 

Inspection of Figure 3.5 reveals that whenever the boosted power ratio is larger than 
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about 1.6, the amount of the fine frequency offset is allowed to be as large as 0.1 (20% of 

the maximum range), which should be larger than the residue error of any practical fine 

frequency offset estimators. It justifies the assumption of neglecting the fine frequency 

offset during the development of the coarse frequency synchronization algorithm. On 

the other hand, the boosted power ratio in DVB-T is 1.78. This confirms that 1.6 is a 

practical amount of power boosting in real applications. 

Notice that the parameters determined from the design curves in Figure 3.5 are nec- 

essaxy, but not sufficient conditions for reliable coarse frequency synchronization using 

the proposed pilots-power-detection algorithm. The overall performance also depends 

on other parameters, such as the total number of pilots, stray pilots distribution and 

the power of outliers. 

3.8 Simulation and Results 

3.8.1 OFDM Parameters 

In this section, we will demonstrate the performance of the coarse frequency synchro- 

nization algorithm by computer simulations. The OFDM parameters used in the sim- 

ulations are based on the 2k-mode European DVB-T (Digital Video Broadcasting - 
Terrestrial) standard [251 in which the FFT size is equal to 2048. There are total 2048 

subcarriers in each OFDM symbol, including 1660 data carriers, 45 pilot carriers and 

the remaining subcarriers are virtual carriers. The virtual carriers carriers are all set 

to zero and axe evenly assigned on both sides of the signal spectrum. 

The data carriers are modulated with complex data values, c(k), randomly generated 

using the 16-QAM modulation mapping scheme (see Figure. 3.6) as defined in the DVB- 

T standard [25]. The data values c(k) are obtained by scaling the constellation points 

z with a normalization factor VIO (i. e. c(k) = zlVl-O) so that E[c(k) - c(k)*] = 1. 

On the other hand, the pilot carriers are bi-phase modulated as follows. 

Refck} = Vý-b x wh: (3.60) 

IM[Ck} =0 
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IM(z) 

0 40 , ,30 0 
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0 0. I10 1001 1011 0011 Cý01 Rc(z) 

-3 3 
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-3 
1100 1110 0110 0100 

Figure 3.6: The 16-QAM mappings and the corresponding bit patterns representing a complex 

modulation symbol z [25] 

The amplitude is equal to the square-root of the boosted power ratio b and Wk is a 

pseudo-random binary sequence generated by the generator polynomial Xll+X2+1. 

The numerical values Of Wk axe listed in Table. 3.2. The boosted power ratio is equal 

to 16/9 as defined in the DVB-T standard. The time sampling duration (T) is 109-375 

ns. The overall symbol duration is 252 its (2112T), which includes a useful symbol 

duration of 224 As (2048T) and a guard interval of 28 As (256T). The intercarrier 

frequency spacing is 4464 Hz. The OFDM system parameters used in the simulations 

axe summarized in Table 3.3. 

3.8.2 Propagation Channels 

In the simulations, the algorithms are investigated in an additive white Gaussian noise 

channel and dispersive channels. A simple tapped delay line model [87] is used for the 

dispersive channels simulation. This model is chosen because of its simplicity. The 

channels axe assumed to be Rayleigh faded, and the tap coefficients are modelled as 

independent zero-mean complex valued Gaussian random processes. The tap coeffi- 

cients are generated by Jakes's model [45], which is a simulation model for generating 

independent zero-mean complex valued Gaussian random vaxiables. 
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k 0 48 54 87 141 156 192 201 255 279 

Wk -1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 -1 1 1 

k 282 333 432 450 483 525 531 618 636 714 

Wk 1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 

k 759 765 780 804 873 888 918 939 942 969 

Wk 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 1 

k 984 1050 1101 1107 1110 1137 1140 1146 1206 1269 

wl, 1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 1 -1 
k 1323 1377 1491 1683 1704 

WA, -1 1 1 -1 -1 

Table 3.2: Modulation values jwk) of the pilots carriers with frequency indices {kj 

Number of FFT point 2048 

Number of useful subcarrier 1705 

Number of data subcarrier 1660 

Number of pilot subcarrier 45 

Number of Virtual subcarrier 343 

Duration of useful part (T,, ) 224 jus 
Guard Interval (Tg) 28 ps 
Symbol duration (Tg + T. ) 252 ps 

Carrier spacing (11T. ) 4464 Hz 

Bandwidth of OFDM 7.61 MHz 

Modulation Method 16-QAM i 

Table 3.3: Specification of OFDM parameters used in the simulations 
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Figure 3.7: Power delay profiles of the multipath channels used in the simulations 
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Two multipath channels, Channel 1 and Channel 2, are used to evaluate the perfor- 

mance of the algorithms in different fading conditions. Figure 3.7 is the power delay 

profiles of the two channels and are obtained by plotting the normalized power of the 

signal axriving from different paths against the corresponding excess delay. The excess 

delay, -r,,, is the time delay of the n-th path measured relative to the first detectable 

signal arriving at the receiver at -rl = 0. The power level of signal coming via different 

paths are normalized by those coming from the first path. 

Channel 1 has 16 paths with identical delays, 1.75 its, between adjacent paths. Simi- 

larly, Channel 2 has 6 paths with identical delays, 0.875 As , 
between adjacent paths. 

The power delay profiles of Channel 1 and Channel 2 decay exponentially with rate 

equal to -1 dB/tap and -3 dB/tap, respectively. 

We design the channel models in such a way that they have the same time dispersive 

properties of multipath channels reported in literatures [22,75,141. The time dispersive 

properties of a multipath channel are most commonly quantified by the mean excess 

delay and the root-mean squared (rms) delay spread. The mean excess delay, which is 
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ChanneIl Channe12 

no. of paths 16 6 

inter-paths delay 1.7511s 0.875 JAS 

maximum excess delay 26 ILs 4.375 ps 

mean excess delay 6.04 jAs 0.79 ps 

rms delay spread 6.07jus 1.04 jAs 

power decay rate -1 dB/path 1 -3 dB/path 

Table 3.4: Parameters of the Channel I and Channel 2 used in the simulations 

the first moment of the power delay profile P(T,, ), is defined to be [87] 

S. p(r. ) 
On the other hand, the rms delay spread or, is defined to be [87] 

where 

0,7 =% 
/Cri ý_T. 

)2 (3.62) 

n)r2 ý-2 
= 

En P(r' 
n (3.63) 

E. P(7-n) 

According to the literature [22,14,75], typical values of the delay spread are 7 14s for an 

urban area and 0.7jus for a rural area. Using the definitions given in Equation 3.62, the 

rms delay spread of Channel 1 and Channel 2 are determined and axe equal to 6-07jus 

and 1.04 ps respectively. Therefore, we will use Channel I and Channel 2 to simulate 

the performance of the estimator in an urban area. and a rural area respectively. 

On the other hand, the coherent time (T, ) characterizes the time rate of change of 

a channel. The coherent time is inversely proportional to the maximum Doppler fre- 

quency fd, and it can be approximated by the equation [81 

0.423 
T, fd 

(3.64) 

In the simulations, the maximum mobile speed is assumed to be 70 km/hour, which 

is the vehicle speed limit on highways in Hong Kong. It follows that the maximum 

Doppler frequency is 30.5 Hz at a radio center carrier frequency of 4M MHz. Eyom 

Equation 3.64, the coherent time is 13.8 ms, which is much larger than the OFDM 
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symbol duration, 252 
jus. 

Therefore, we can assume that the channel coefficients are 

time-invariant and can be kept constant throughout the time period of one OFDM 

symbol. However, a new set of channel coefficient will be generated for every OFDM 

symbols. In addition, there will be no inter-symbol interference since the maximum path 

delays, 26.25 ps, is less than the guard interval duration, 28 ps. Table 3.4 summarizes 

the parameters of Channel I and Channel 2 used in the simulations. 

3.8.3 Algorithms 

In this chapter, the performance of the proposed pilots power detection algorithm 
(PPD) are studied using computer simulations. For the purpose of comparison, we have 

included two other algorithms found in the literatures [48,83,20] in the simulations to 

estimate the coarse frequency offset. The three algorithms are summarized as follows: 

Algorithm 1: Pilots Power Detection (PPD) 
np-1 

rn = max (3.65) 
M 

1: Uk, +m+Kýjý 

f 

i=O 

I 

Algorithm 2: Guard-band Power Detection (GPD) [48,831 

Ký.. +N. 12 
in' = min Uk+m + Uk+m (3.66) 

ME 
f 

k=K i. -N. 12 k=Ký.. +l 

Algorithm 3: Maximum Correlation (MC) [20,48] 

max 
np-1 

*2 (3.67) 
M 

ýý 
Ckj+m+Kýin Wki 

i=O 

II 

The symbol in' is the estimated starting frequency index of the shifted signal frequency 

spectrum, Uk is the instantaneous power of the k-th subcarrier, np is total number 

of pilot carriers, X, is the total length of the guard band at both sides of the signal 

frequency spectrum, ki is the frequency index value of the i-th pilot carrier, ck, and Wki 

are the demodulated data value and the modulation value of the ki-th pilot subcarrier, 

K,,, i,, = 172 and K. = 1876 are the smallest and the largest indices of the data 

subcarriers, respectively. The subcarriers of an OFDM symbol are labelled from 0 to 

2047. 
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The guard-band is a "band" of subcarriers at both ends of the frequency spectrum 

where the transmitted power of the subcarriers axe all set to zero and carry no useful 
information. The subcarriers in the guaxd-band axe sometimes referenced as "virtual 

carriers" in the literature [21]. The second method, guard-band power detection (GPD) 

algorithm, uses the fact that when the signal component is not within the sliding 

window, the total component power within the sliding window includes only noise 

component. Therefore, the shifted version of the signal spectrum due to the frequency 

offset can be estimated by locating the position where the total component power of 

the sliding window reaches the minimum [48]. 

The maximum correlation (MC) algorithm is based on the maximum likelihood esti- 

mation theory by using the correlation between the transmitted known symbol pattern 

and the values of the received data [20,48]. 

3.8.4 Error Rate 

Figure 3.8 plots the simulations results of the error rate of the three algorithms in 

the additive white gaussian noise channel. As seen, the MC algorithm has the best 

performance and it works well even under a very noisy condition. The error rate will 
be less than 10-4 whenever the signal-to-noise power ratio (SNR) is above -5 dB. On the 

other hand, both the PPD and GPD algorithms have very poor performance whenever 

the SNR is below 0 dB. This can be explained by the fact that both algorithms count 

on the difference in signal power between the data carriers and the non-data carriers. 
The non-data carriers axe either the virtual carriers in GPD or the pilot carriers in PPD 

algorithms. At such a low SNR, there will be no significant different in signal power 
between subcaxriers and therefore both the PPD and GDP algorithms break down. As 

expected, the performance improves with increasing SNR. The error rate of the PPD 

algorithm drops below 10-4 whenever the SNR is above 7 dB. The performance of the 

proposed PPD algorithm is roughly 3 dB better than that of the GDP algorithm in 

AWGN channel under high SNR. 

Figure 3.9 plots the simulations results of the error rate of the three algorithms in 

multipath fading channels. Channel I and Channel 2 model the multipath conditions 
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Figure 3.9: Error rate of the coarse frequency offset estimation algorithrms in the multipath 

Wing channels 
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in an urban area and a rural area, and the results are marked with " *" and "on, 

respectively. Both the PPD and MC algorithms have better performance in Channel 

2, while GPD has similar performance in both channels. Unlike in AWGN channel 

where the MC algorithm always has better performance than the other two algorithms 

under the same signal-to-noise conditions, the MC algorithm now has larger amount 

of errors when the SNR is higher than some thresholds. In addition, the curves of the 

MC algorithm are rather flat with increasing SNR showing little improvement in the 

performance. 

The performance of the proposed PPD algorithm is always better than that of the GPD 

algorithm in Channel 2. In Channel 1, the error rate of the PPD algorithm is also lower 

than that of the GPD algorithm until the SNR has reached a threshold at about 14 dB 

above which the GPD algorithm has a better performance. 

The threshold or in equivalent the performance of the proposed PPD algorithm depends 

on the relative power ratio of the pilots to the data carriers. We have determined the 

variations of the error rate of the PPD algorithm with the boosted power ratio in the 

AWGN channel, Channel 1 and Channel 2, and the simulation results are given in 

Figure 3.10,3.11 and 3.12 respectively. As seen in the figures, the error rate decreases 

with increasing SNR and the boosted power ratio. 

The performance of the three algorithms, when the pilot carriers are transmitted at 

power ratio other than 16/9 as defined in the DVB-T standaxd, are also evaluated 

and the results of the simulations axe plotted in Figure 3.13. The green curves (GPD 

algorithm) move down with the increasing SNR and they are under the blue curves 
(MC algorithm) when the SNR is equal to 16 dB. In other words, the performance 

of the GDP algorithm will be better than that of the MC algorithm whenever SNR 

is above 16 dB no matter what the boosted power ratio is. On the other hand, the 

proposed PPD algorithm can out-perform the others whenever the boosted power ratio 

is sufficiently large. 
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Figure 3.10: Performance of the PPD algorithm at different boosted power ratio in AWGN 

channel 
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Figure 3.11: Performance of the PPD algorithm at different boosted power ratio in Channel I 

with AWGN 
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Figure 3.12: Performance of the PPD algorithm at different boosted power ratio in Channel 2 

with AWGN 
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Figure 3.13: Error rate of the PPD algorithm (red), the GBP algorithm (green) and the MC 

algorithm (blue) in Channel 1 (marker '*') and Channel 2 (marker 'o') at different SNR and 

boosted power ratio 
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3.8.5 Complexity 

We compare the complexity of the algorithms by determining the total amount of 

arithmetic operations required to implement the algorithms. The calculations are based 

on the direct implementation of the algorithms from the definitions. We only count 
the total number of real-number multiplication, real-number addition and magnitude 

comparison that talm either the OFDM data or the intermediate results as the operands. 
For simplicity, steps involved in the supporting operations such as the generation of 

carriers indices and the updating of the loop counters are ignored. Otherwise, the 

analysis will become too complicate and too specific to a particular method of the 

implementation. However, the theoretical results of this simplified model will be verified 

with computer experiments in which the complete algorithms are implemented and the 

required amount of execution time are recorded. 

This section includes four parts. In part (A), we determine the complexity of the 

proposed pilots power detection algorithm and derive an expression for it in terms of 

the cost of the basic arithmetic operations. Similarly, the comple-idty analysis of the 

guard band power detection algorithm and the maximum correlation algorithm are 

given in part (B) and part (C), respectively. Finally, part (D) includes a comparison 

of their complexity and the results of the computer simulations. 

(A) Pilots Power Detection (PPD) 

(A. 1) Algorithm: 

np-1 

in' -= IlLaX[Uynl Um Uk ,k= 
ki + 7n + Kmi, (3.68) 

m i=O 

(A. 2) Analysis: 

Suppose the amount of frequency shift is less than L. 12 intercaxrier spacing in either left 

or right directions. Therefore, the search starts at the subcarrier with index (K""in - 
L, 9/2) and stops at the subcarrier with index (K,, = + L,, /2). The shifted fi-equency 

spectrum will be found at either one of the (L. + 1) possible positions. Figure 3.14 

illustrates the two extreme positions of the sliding window. The searching window 
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Figure 3.14: Illustrative drawing of the sliding window at the (a) nominal position, (b) left-mOBt 

position and the (c) right-most position in the proposed pilots power detection algorithm 

covers total (N. + L. ) subcarriers, where N,, = K,,. - K,, nin +1 is the total number 

of useful carriers in each OFDM symbol. 

Suppose the sliding window is now mo subcarrier away from the nominal position. 

First of all, we have to determine the instantaneous power Uk of the subcarriers inside 

the sliding window with frequency indices specified by the pilots pattern. Each uk is 

defined as 
22 (3.69) Uk ý Xk + Vk 

and is the sum of square of the real and imaginary components of the received data 

(xk +j Vk). It takes two real-number multiplications and one real-number addition to 

compute one uk. Each U,,, is the sum of np different uk. It takes 2np multiplications 

and np additions to compute all uk, and (n. - 1) additions to sum them up. Therefore, 

it takes total 2np multiplications and (2np - 1) additions to compute one Uin. Since 

there are total (L. + 1) possible U,,,, where m= -L, /2,. - -, L,, /2, total 2np(L. + 1) 

multiplications and (2n-p - 1)(L,, + 1) additioris are required. Finally, we have to carry 
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., -L 

Algorithms in, = mmc(U-) U-= wh . k=kj+-+K-j. 

Operations Number of Number of Number of Notes; 
Multiplication Addition Comparison 

(1) Compute one UA,. M 2 1 0 Wk sss al + yz 
(2) Compute all uA,, m= me 2np Its, 0 these are np iteme 

(3) Compute U-. (ulk we known) 0 ., -1 0 U-. =E (-P I-) 
(4) Compute Uý. (uh are unknown) 2n, 2n, -1 0 (2)+(3) 

(5) compute all U- 2np(L. + 1) (2np - WL. + 1) 0 there we L. +I Items 

(6) Select the lasgest 17ý 1 0 0 L. wt scs -L. /2, - L. /2 

Total 1 2., (L. + 1) (2v%,, - 1)(L. + 1) L. 

Table 3.5: Computation complexity analysis of the proposed pilot power detection algorithm in 

terms of the total number of multiplication, addition and comparison 

out L, magnitude compaxison to select the largest U.. The complexity analysis is 

summarized in Table. 3.5. 

Let us define the implementation cost of the algorithm as 

Cost = Number of addition x Cost of addition (C. ) 

+ Number of multiplication x Cost of multiplication (C. ) 

+ Number of comparison x Cost of comparison (C, ) (3.70) 

Then, the cost of the pilots power detection algorithm (Cppd) is given by the following 

equation 
Cppd = (2np - 1)(L. + 1)C, + 2np(L. + 1)Cn + L. Q, (3.71) 

(B) Guard-band Power Detection (GPD) 

(B. 1) AIgorithm: 

Kýi. -1+m K. +N. /2+m 

ihn = min {U 
.. 

1 UM = Uk +E Uk (3.72) 
ms k--K-i. -N. 124-m k=K.. +l+m 

(B. 2) Analysis: 

The guard-band is the set of subcarriers with frequency indices in {O, 1, ---, K'Mn - 1} 

and {K.,.,, + 1, ---, N-2, N- 1}, where N is the total number of subcarriers of an 

OFDM symbol, K,,, in and Kn.., ý are the minimum and the ma: dmum frequency index of 

the useful subcarriers respectively. At the transmitter, the guard-band is assigned with 

virtual caxriers whose output power values are set to zero. When the signal frequency 
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(A) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 3.15: Illustrative drawing of the sliding window at the (a) nominal position, (b) left-mOst 

position and the (c) right-most position in the GPD algorithm; the shaded area is the search 

window 

spectrum is shifted due to the coarse frequency offset, some of the useful subcarriers 

wiH faH into the guard-band. 

In the guard-band power detection algorithm, two equal length sliding windows sepaý 

rated by N. subcaxriers are used to determine the new position of the shifted frequency 

spectrum. The two sliding windows are moved in the same way simultaneously with 

identical offset mE I-L, /2,. - -, L. /21 from their nominal positions. Total N., sub- 

carriers (N,, 12 subcarriers from each sliding window) are selected and the sum of the 

power of these subcaxriers are determined. When the sliding windows are moved to the 

correct positions at which only the virtual subcarriers in the guard bands are selected, 

the sum of the instantaneous power of the selected subcarriers will reach the minimum- 

For simplicity, we have fixed the length of the two sliding windows to be identical and is 

an even number. However, this simplification will not affect the result Of the complexity 
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X_, ý-L+- K-.. +N, 12+- 
Algorithnu rh = minjun) U- =EU,, + uk 

h-K_j. - 2+- h-K-.. +I+- 

Operations Number of Number of Number of Not" 
Multipli-tion Addition Comparison 

(2) Compute one uh, m= me 2 L 0 uh = .2 + V, 2 

(2) Compute all uh, m = me 2N. N. 0 no. of Uh = N, 

(3) Compute Um. (ujk arvi known) 0 N. -1 0 (1. - 1) + (4- - 1) +1 

(4) Compute U_. (uk we unknown) 2N. 2N. -1 0 (2)+(S) 

(5) Compute all Um 2N. (L. + 1) (2N. - 1)(L. + 1) 0 m= -L. /2, ---, L. /2 

(6) Select the smallest U. 
1 01 01 L. total no. of U, = Le +I 

Total I 2N, (L. + 1) 1 (2N. - 1)(L. + 1) 1 L. 

Table 3.6: Computation complexity analysis of the guard-band power detection algorithm in 

terms of the total number of multiplication, addition and comparison 

analysis as long as the total length remain the same and hence the same total number 

of subcarriers are selected. Figure. 3.15 illustrates the two extreme positions of the 

sliding windows. In Figure. 3.15(b), the sliding windows have been moved to the left- 

most positions with offset m= -L. /2, while in Figure. 3.15(c) the sliding windows 
have been moved to the right-most positions with offset m=L, /2. Only subcarriers 
in the shaded region axe used to determine the test statistics U, 

Firstly, we have to determine the total number of computations involved when the 

sliding windows are fixed at one position, m= mo say. If 811 Uk are known, it takes 

only N,,, -1 additions to sum them up. Since the total length of the sliding windows is 

N,,, and each Uk requires two multiplications and one addition to be determined, it takes 

total 2N,, multiplications and N,, additions to compute all Uk of the selected subcarriers. 
Therefore, in order to determine one Um, we have to carry out total 2N,, multiplications 

and (2N,, - 1) additions. Secondly, the offset m, can vary between -L. /2 and L*/2- 

There are total (L. + 1) different U,,, and hence total 2N,, (L. + 1) multiplications and 
(2N,, - 1)(L. + 1) additions are required to determine all U,,,. Finally, we have to 

select the minimum out of the (L. + 1) different U"'; total L, comparisons are required. 

Table. 3.6 summarizes the steps of the analysis. 

Using the same definition of the computation cost in Equation. 3.70, the cost of the 

GPD algorithm (Cgpd) can be determined by the following equation: 

Cgpd ý (2N,, - 1) (L. + 1) C. + 2N,, (L. + 1) C,.,, + L. Q, (3.73) 
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.P -1 2 P -1 

AlArcrithaw rn - m" (U-) U- - E Real(-h)-&, 
1 

1-0 

1 
+ 

r, Ima (Ck)-A., 

1 

i-fl 

A. -ki+m+K-i. 

Operations No- r of Number of Nuýmber of Notes 

Multiplication Addiltion c3o-parison 

(1) Real (ci, )-h,, n, n, -1 0 is a mal-uumber 

(2) lmaen&ry(cA, )wj,,, m= ma np n, -1 
0 

(3) Compute U-. 2n, +2 2(n. - 1) +I= 2np -1 
0 

(4) Compute &II U_ 2(np + 1)(L. + 1) (2n, - 1) (L. + 1) 0 of U- L. +I 

(5) S. Iect the largest Um 0 0 L. - -L. /2, Ls/2 

Total 2(n, + 1)(L. + 1) (2np - i)(L. + 1) L. 

Table 3.7: Computation complexity analysis of the maximum correlation algorithm in terms of 

the total number of multiplication, addition and comparison 

(C) Maximum Correlation (MC) 

(C. 1) Algorithm: 

np-l 2 
i'n =max um = WL. (3.74) 1: 

Ck, +m+Kýj. 
i=O 

(C. 2) Analysis: 

Only a binary {l, -lj sequence {wj is assumed in the simulations. Therefore the product 

IC - w} only involves real number multiplications between the sequence with both the 

real and imaginary components of c. We can rearrange Un into two parts as follows 

np-I 2 -1 
2 

UM =E Real(ck, +, n+K.,. 
)wk + 

[np 

-+m+KýJWki 
(3.75) E Imaginary(Ck. 

i=O 

I 

i=O 

I 

To determine each part, we need to carry out np multiplications and lip -1 additions 

to compute the correlation of the received data with the modulation sequence, and one 

multiplication to determine the magnitude square. Therefore, it requires total 2 (np + 1) 

multiplications and (2n, - 1) additions to determine one Uin. Suppose the offset rn 

of the searching window is allowed to vary between -L. /2 and L, /2. There will be 

total (L, + 1) different U, It follows that we have to carry out total 2(L. + 1)(np + 1) 

multiplications and (L. + 1) (2np - 1) additions to compute all Uln. Finally, we have to 

compare L. different pairs of U,, in order to find the maximum. 

Using the same definition of the computation cost in Equation. 3.70, the cost of the 

MC algorithm (C,., ) can be determined by the following equation. 

Cnw = (2n_v - 1)(L. + 1)Ca + 2(L. + 1)(np + 1)Cn + L. Cc (3.76) 
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(D) Comparison 

In order to compare the the costs of the three algorithms easily, we grouped the Equa- 

tions (3.71), (3.73) and (3.76) together in Equation (3.77). 

Cppd= (2np-1)(L, +l)C,, +2np(L. +l)C,. +L. Cc 

Cgpd= (2N, -l)(L, +I)Ca+2Nv(L,, +l)Cm+L, C, (3.77) 
Cffw = (2np-1)(L. +l)C. +2(np+l)(L. +I)Cn+L. Cc 

From Equation (3.77), Cppd < C,,,, by a factor of 2(L. + 1)C,,,. In other words, the 

complexity of the proposed PPD algorithm is lower than that of the MC algorithm. 

The equations to compute Cppd and Cgpd are very similar, and in fact they will become 

identical if np is replaced by N, or vise versa. Therefore, if the PPD and GPD 

algorithms are compared on the same ground that the same amount of system resources 

are being used, that is N,, = n., the same amount of efforts are required to implement 

the algorithms. 

The costs of the arithmetic operations, Ca, C,,, and C, depend on the actual imple- 

mentation methods. There are two different ways to characterize the costs. They can 
be measured in terms of the size of the chip area if they axe implemented in hardware 

using an application specific integrated circuit (ASIC). In this case, the size of the chip 

area used to build a multiplier is much laxger than those required to build a comparator 

and an adder. Therefore, C,,, > C,, and C,. > C,,,. Alternatively, if the algorithms are 
implemented in software using a state-of-the-art floating-point digital signal processor, 

it will take similar amount of time to compute addition, comparison and multiplication. 
In this case, we have C,,,, -- C,, sz: % Cc 

The theoretical complexity given in Equation 3.77 are evaluated numerically assum- 
ing that there are 1M5 useful subcarriers (N. ), N,, = rip = 44 and either (1) Cm = 
10C. and C,,, = 10C, or (2) C,,, = C. = Q. Notice that the scaling factor 10 is as- 

sumed arbitrary to approximate the conditions of Cm > 0. and C.. > C, The results 

are expressed in the units of C. and are plotted in Figure 3.16. Since Cppd = Cgpd 

whenever N, = np, only one curve is shown in Figure 3.16 to represent both Cppd and 

Cgpd- 
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Figure 3.16: The theoretical variation of the complexity of the algorithms with parameters L., 

n. and N,,; the complexity is expressed in the unit of the cost of addition C,, 

As shown, the complexity increase lineaxly with the length of the seaxch window (L-) 

and the number of pilots (np). It is more complex to implement the algorithms in 

hardware than in softwaxe. In addition, the cost to implement the multiplication has 

a major contribution to the total cost required for the complete implementation of the 

algorithms. 

The algorithms axe implemented in "C" and are run on a 1.8GRz Pentium 4 computer. 

The total amount of time to run 50000 trials is recorded and the average time required 

to compute each algorithm is determined. The results are plotted in Figure 3.17. 

Comparing the algorithms under the same conditions, the MC algorithm requires the 

longest amount of time as predicted by the theoretical analysis. However, the PPD 

algorithm also takes longer time than the GPD algorithm does. From Equation 3.77, 

they should have taken the same amount of time whenever N., = np. This discrepancy 

may due to the over-simplicity of the theoretical model. Since the pilots in the PPD 

algorithm are scattered around but not continuous as in the GPD algorithm, the PPD 

algorithm requires additional steps to determine these pilots indices. However, this 

additional overhead has been ignored during the theoretical analysis which accounts 

for the discrepancy. 
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Figure 3.17: Experimental measurement of the amount of time required by different algorithms 
to determine the coarse frequency offset 

3.8.6 Data Throughput 

We have shown that the performance of the proposed pilots power detection algorithm 

increases with the total number of pilot carriers. However, pilot carriers carry no user 

information and hence the data throughput will be reduced with the increasing number 

of pilots. In other words, there is a trade-off between the total number of pilots and 

the data throughput. 

The degradation in throughput is due to the fact that for a fixed amount of useful 

carriers, allocating more subcarriers to pilots reduces the amount of data carriers, and 

hence there are fewer carriers available to carry user information. Therefore, we can 

measure the degradation in data throughput by the ratio of the number of pilot carriers 

to the total number of useful subcarriers. That is, 

Degradation = 
number of pilot carriers 100% 

number of useful carriers 

= 
np 

x 100 % (3.78) 
N,, 

Using this definition, the amount of throughput degradation in DVB-T system, when- 

ever some of the useful carriers are assigned as pilots, are determined and the results 

are listed in Table. 3.8. As shown, the system throughput in the DVB-T system will 

be reduced by roughly 2.64% in the 2k mode and 2.60% in the 8k mode. 
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System Number of useful carriers (N,, ) Number of pilots (np) Degradation 

DVB-T (2k mode) 
DVB-T (8k mode) 

1705 

6817 

45 

177 

2.64% 

2.60% 

Table 3.8: Data throughput degradation in DVB-T systems whenever some of the useful carriers 

are assigned as pilots without carrying useful information 

Similaxly, pilots subcarriers in the maximum correlation algorithm axe modulated with 

values generated from a known sequence and axe not used to transmit user information. 

Whenever the same amount of pilot carriers are used, the systems using either the MC 

algorithm or the proposed PPD algorithm will suffer the same amount of degradation 

in the data throughput. 

On the other hand, the GPD algorithm only makes use of the virtual carriers. Virtual 

carriers axe located in the guard-bands which axe assigned at both ends of the frequency 

spectrum of the OFDM system. The output of the OFDM signal has to be band-limited 

to reduce any out-of-band radiation that will cause interference to adjacent channels. 
However, a brick-wall shape filter that changes abruptly to zero at the cut-off frequency 

cannot be realized physically. The main objective of setting up the guard-bands is to 

relief the design constraint of the band-pass filter in the transmitter so that the filter's 

output in the frequency domain can roll-off slowly to the specified power level at the 

end of the allocated frequency spectrum. Therefore, the existence of the guard-band 
has nothing to do with the coarse frequency synchronization. The guard-band power 

detection algorithm only make use of the system redundancy and does not consume any 

additional system resources. From this point of view, the application of the guard-band 

power detection algorithm has no effect to the data throughput. 

In conclusion, the channel efficiency corresponding to the pilots power detection algo- 

rithm is lower than that of the guard-band power detection algorithm. However, this 

result is only applicable when the algorithms axe compared during the design stage. If 

the PPD algorithm is applied to a well-defined standard, such as the DVB-T system in 

which some subcarriers have been allocated to pilot carriers for other purposes already, 

no additional system resources are required. In other words, the application of the 

PPD algorithm causes no degradation in the data throughput. 



Chapter 4 

Low-Complexity Coarse 

Frequency Synchronization using 

the Pilot Phase 

4.1 Introduction 

A special frame header is usually transmitted at the beginning of a number of OFDM 

symbols for high level synchronization. However, the pilot subcarriers in the conven- 
tional frame header, as defined in the Schmidl and Cox's model [89], are usually evenly 
distributed. Therefore, the coarse frequency offset estimator proposed in Chapter 3 will 

not be applicable in this application because the pilot subcarriers in the pilots power 
detection algorithm have to be arranged in a special pattern. 

In this chapter, we propose a new two-symbol frame header and a low-complexity data- 

aided algorithm to estimate the coarse frequency offset with reference to the phase of the 

pilot subcarriers in the frame header. A known binary sequence is differentially encoded 
in the phases of the pilot subcarriers between the two symbols of the frame header. 

In the conventional two-symbol frame header, the two useful parts are transmitted 

consecutively without a gap between them as shown in Figure 4.1(A). Since the two 

symbols carry different data, the end of the first symbol is not the cyclic extension 

91 
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(B) 

Figure 4.1: Frame header structure in (a) Schmidl and Cox's model and (b) the proposed model 

(Regions linked by 'r-. ' are identical) 

of the second symbol. Therefore, the data acquired from the second symbol can be 

corrupted by intersymbol interference. The proposed frame header is an extension 

of the Schmidl and Cox's model by inserting an additional cyclic prefix between the 

two symbols as shown in Figure 4.1(B). The amount of intersymbol interference under 

multipath environment will be reduced with the expenses of a minor reduction in the 

overall data throughput and a minor increment in the amount of time required to reach 

synchronization. 

This chapter is organized as follows. At first, we define the new frame header structure 

and the proposed coarse frequency offset estimation algorithm. Then, the system model 

used to simulate the performance of the estimator and the results of the simulations 

are described. The drawbacks of the new frame header in the system throughput and 

the response time are discussed. Finally, a low-complexity hardwaxe architecture for 

the realization of the algorithm is given. 

4.2 Structure of Frame Header 

The proposed structure of the frame header is shown rchematicaUy in Figure 

Similar to the conventional frame header, the new frame header has two OFDM sym- 

bols. The subcarriers at the odd frequencies are modulated with zeros. Therefore, the 
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two halves of each of the symbols are identical in the time domain [891 and the pay- 
load data symbol will not be mistaken as the frame header because they mu t contain 

non-zero odd frequencies. 

Suppose r,. is the m-th time sample of the received signal and N is the FFT size. Then, 

the timing metric M(d), given by Schmidl and Cox [89], can be written as 

M(d) = 
IP(d)12 

(4.1) 
(R(d))2 

where 

N12-1 
P(d) =E rd*+mrd+m+N/2 (4.2) 

M=0 
N12-1 

R(d) =E Ird+m+N/212 (4.3) 

M=0 

The starting position of the frame can be determined by locating the peak of the timing 

metric. The major difference between the proposed and the conventional frame header 

structure is the insertion of an addition guard interval between the first and the second 

symbol. In the Schmidl and Cox's model, there is only one guard interval appended 
in front of the first symbol while the useful parts of the two symbols are transmitted 

consecutively without gap. Since the two symbols of the frame header carry different 

data, the end of the first symbol cannot be used as the cyclic extension of the second 

symbol. Therefore, the second symbol will be affected by the intersymbol interference. 

Figure 4.2 illustrates this situation graphically. In the multipath environment, the 

received signal is the linear combination of signals coming from various paths with 

different propagation delays. For simplicity, it is assumed that there axe only two 

different signal paths. The demodulation data window for the first symbol is placed 

at the beginning of the useful part of the signal coming from either (a) the first signal 

path or (b) the second signal path. However, there are two different ways to place the 

data window for the second symbol depending on the frame structure. Firstly, there 

will be no time gap between the two data windows if the conventional frame header is 

used. Secondly, the two demodulation data windows will be separated by an interval 

equal to the time duration of the guard interval if the new frame header is used. 
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the overlapping of the frame header signals coming from two different 

paths 

The data windows that cover the overlapping regions of the two symbols will be cor- 

rupted by intersymbol interference. These regions are shaded in red in Figure 4.2. As 

shown, provided that the estimated symbol starting position is within the guard inter- 

val of the first symbol, inserting a guard interval in front of the second symbol allows 

the captured signal in the second data window free froin intersymbol interference. 

On the other hand, all OFDM symbols now have identical symbol structure. This 

simplifies the implementation of the system in hardware because the system needs to 

handle only one type of symbol structure. However, there are drawbacks in reducing 

the data throughput and the system response time. These will be explained in details 

at the end of this chapter. 
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4.3 Coarse FYequency Offset Estimation Algorithm 

First of all, let us define the notations to be used here. Let {cj (k2n), C2 (k2n)l be the 

data transmitted at the k2,, -th subcarrier, r be the symbol timing offset, N be the total 

number of subcarriers, H be the channel transfer function and 0 be the phase offset. 
All odd subcarriers are modulated with zero and hence cl(k2,, +l) ý-- C2(k2n+l) " 09 

where n=0, (N12 - 1). 

If H and 0 change slowly with respect to the symbol duration, they can be regarded 

as constant and cause the same effects to the two symbols in the frame header. It 

has been shown in Chapter 2 that both H and 0 cause a fixed phase shift to the 

demodulated data while the symbol timing offset causes an additional phase rotation 

on the demodulated data with valuedepending on the frequency index. The amount 

of phase rotation due to the symbol timing offset is equal to 21rk 44jýý', which increases 

linearly with the frequency index k2,,. Therefore, the phases of the demodulated data 
{Zl (k2,, ), Z2 (k2n) I can be written as 

Zi! l(k2,, ) = Zcl(k2,, )+ZH(k2,, )+O- 27rk2,,, r (4.4) 
N 

Z6(k2, ý) = Zc2(k2n)+ZH(k2n)+O- 
27rk2nr 

(4.5) 
N 

The corresponding phase difference o(k2,, ) between the a pair of subcarriers in the two 

symbols is given by 

0(k2n) Z Ji(k2n) -Z ý2(k2n) (4.6) 

Z ci(k2n) -Z C2(k2n) (4.7) 

As shown, the terms H, r and 0 axe cancelled. In other words, the receiver can remove 
the effect of the propagating channel, the symbol timing offset and the phase offset 
by employing differential demodulation between the pair of subcarriers at the same 
frequency in the two symbols. 

At the transmitter side, we can differentially encoded a binary sequence on these pairs 

of subcarriers. The even subcarriers axe bi-phase modulated with respect to a j+1,11 

binary sequence. If cl (k2,, ) [1, -11 and c2(k2,, ) E we have Zcj (k2n) E {O, 7r) 

and Zc2(k2n) E {0,7rl, and hence jZcj(k2n) - Zc2(k2n)j E {0,7rj. Suppose g(n) is a 
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1+1, -l} binary sequence with N12 elements and it has good aperiodic autocorrelation 

property. With reference to the sequence g(n), the even subcarriers are modulated 

accordingly so that the absolute value of the differential phase difference 10(k2n)l is 7r 

when g(n) = +1, or 0 when g(n) = -1. That is, 

lq5(k2. )l = 
IZ cl(k2,, ) 

-Z c2(k2,, )l 
7r g(n) = +1 (4.8) 
0 g(n) = -1 

Then, we can determine the coarse frequency offset ffi by locating the position that 

maxin-dze the cross-correlation between the known sequence g(n) and the demodulated 

binary data as follows. 

where 

N12-1 
fn = max pfo(k2(, +m))l g(n) (4.9) 

mE 
n--O 

p(o) 
+1 101 > 121 

(4.10) 

-1 101 `5 12 

Assuming that the noise is independent to the data and has a symmetrical distribution 

about its mean, we have set the detection threshold to 7r/2, the mid-point between the 

nominal values 0 and 7r. The mapping function p(O) converts the phase difference from 

a fractional number with high numerical resolution into a two-level integer. The cross- 

correlation can be computed efficiently using simple binary number multiplication and 

addition. Therefore, the computation complexity of the estimator is low. 

4.4 Simulations 

4.4.1 System Model 

In our simulations, the data symbol structure is identical to those defined in the Hiper- 

lan/2 standard f431. Each OFDM symbol has 64 subcarriers, which are indexed from 0 
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Figure 4.3: Structure of the OFDM frame used in the simulations (the numbers in the brackets 

are the time duration of the corresponding regions in the unit of samples) 

The remaining 12 subcarriers resides in the guard-band and are modulated with zero. 
The cyclic prefix is composed of 16 samples and the digital sampling rate is 20 MHz. 

The frame structure shown in Figure 4.3 is assumed. Each frame is composed of a null 

symbol, a two-symbol frame header and one data symbol. In multipath environment, 

the frame header of a signal coming from one path may overlap with the data symbol 

of the signal coming from the other paths. The objective of including the data symbol 
is to enable the simulations of intersymbol interference in the frame header when it 

happens. For simplicity, it is sufficient to include only one data symbol in order to 

reduce the total amount of time required to run the simulations. 

A null symbol with 32 samples is appended at the beginning of a frame to simply the 

implementation of adding path delay in the simulations. Physically we have assumed 

that the packets are transmitted in burst mode with at least 32 samples time gap 
between successive bursts. This assumption will only affect the overall data throughput, 

but will not affect the characteristics of the coarse frequency offset estimator. The 

symbol timing estimator is the direct implementation of the Cox's algorithm [89]. 

4.4.2 Channels 

We evaluate the performance of the estimator in both an additive white Gaussian noise 

(AWGN) channel and dispersive multipath fading channels. The impulse response of 

the dispersive channels is modelled to consist of two independent Rayleigh fading taps 

with equal average power. This channel model is selected because of its simplicity. 

J, NuIIsyrnbqL 
.I 

First symbol (Header) 
-1,1 

Second symbol (Header) -Iý 
Payload data 

-I 
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h(n) Path delay (ps) 

Channel A h08(n) + h18(n - 4) 0.2 

Channel B hOJ(n) + h18(n - 8) 0.4 

Channel C h08(n) + h18(n - 12) 0.6 

Remark (1) E[Ihol2] = E[jhjj2] 0.5 

(2) unit delay =1 sampling period = 50 ns 

Table 4.1: Specification of the channel impulse response functions of the three two-path Rayleigh 

fading chaimels used in the simulations 

The channel impulse response function is represented by h(t) = hoJ(t) + hlj(t - T)f 

where E[Ihol2] = E[IhI12] = 0.5, T is the differential paths delay in seconds and JW 

is the Dirac delta function. Three channels have been defined with different values 

of T which axe equal to either 0.2 ps (Channel A), 0.4 ps (Channel B) or 0.6 PS 

(Channel C), corresponding to 25% (4 samples), 50% (8 samples) or 75% (12 samples) 

of the duration of a guard interval (16 samples), respectively. The receiving station is 

assumed to be moving at a maximum speed of 70 km/hour, which is the vehicle speed 

limit on highways in Hong Kong. This results in a maximum Doppler frequency of 336 

Hz at a radio frequency of 5.18 GHz. Table 4.1 summarizes the specifications of these 

three channels. 

4.4.3 Symbols Generation 

(A) Data symbol 

Data subcarriers are QPSK modulated with values uniformly distributed among the 

constellation points 1 ý2- (1 + j) 12 ( arin 
'7 -1 + 

ý2- COUIP 9 72 72,72 72 

with the synchronization symbols in the frame header, there axe double number of 

non-zeros subcarriers in the data symbol. This is because all subcarriers at the odd 

frequency in the frame header axe modulated with zero. Therefore, the real and the 

conjugate components of subcarriers in the data symbol axe normalized by Vf2i in order 

to maintain a constant average power over the entire frame. 
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(B) Frame Header 

Different frame headers are generated by selecting various combinations of two pseudo- 

random sequences, namely g, and g2. The first sequence gj is used to modulate the 

data carriers in the first synchronization symbol. Then the sequence 92 is differentially 

encoded onto the subcarriers in the second symbol with reference to the subcarriers at 
the same frequency in the first symbol. Although there are only 26 subcarriers in the 

synchronization symbol, our choices of the sequences are not limited to those sequences 

with length exactly equal to 26. This is because the length of a periodic sequence with 

good autocorrelation is usually well-defined by its structure already and usually not 

exactly equal to 26. The original sequence can be truncated to length 26 if its original 
length is longer than necessary. 

In the simulations, we have used two different maximal length sequence (m-sequences), 
(-I) (M2) 

91 and g, , to obtain g, and five pseudo-random sequences to obtain 92. The first 

m-sequence g(Im) has period 25 -I= 31 with primitive polynomial g(x) = X5 + X2 + 1. 

The next m-sequence gl(M2) is generated using the primitive polynomial g(x) = x7 + 

X4 +1 that is the sequence used to randomize the reference signal in Hiperlan/2 system 

[43]. The period of g 
(M2) 7_I 
I is equal to 2= 127. 

The five sequences used to generate the second symbol are the m-sequence g(m), Golay 2 
(f n 

sequence g2(9""") Gold sequence g2(god) and two computer-generated sequences g2 a 
2 

(uniform) (1n) 
and gi . The sequence gi is a truncated m-sequence with a generating poly- 

nomial g(x) =x5+ X4 + X3 + X2 + 1. Similarly, the sequence 
(901") is a truncated 9i 

26-element Golay sequence and is equal to 

+1 if sin 7r(%fl-4 - vfl-3)2(n + 1)2 >0 
g, 

('a"')(n) 
-5 (4.11) 

ý, FI3)2(n + 1)2 <0 -1 if sin r(vfl-4 -2- 
(gold) is g(X)=XJO+X9+XS+X6+X5+X3+1. The The generator of the Gold sequence 92 

(fan) last two sequences gi and g2("'f"n) axe not constructed analytically. The sequence 
(fan) 

gi [28] is found based on exhaustive computer search with the criterion of small 

peak autocorrelation function (ACF) sidelobes and large merit factor. The merit factor 

specify the ratio of the energy of ACF mainlobe to the energy of the ACF sidelobes. 

Finally, we have generated the sequence 
Atnifo"n) 

arbitrary using a random-number 
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Cl 91 -91 92 C2 ý -91 * 92 IZC1 - ZC2 

7r 

0 

7r 

0 

Table 4.2: Various combinations in the construction of a pair of subcarriers 

generator of which the outputs are uniformly distributed in the interval (0-0 , 1.0)- 

Then the elements are replaced by -1 if they are less than 0.5. otherwise, the elements 

are replaced by +1. 

From Equation 4.8, the two symbols in the frame header can be defined in terms of the 

selected sequences, g, (n) and g2 (n), using the following equations: 

cl (n) 91 Vn=6,8, - - -, 56 

0 otherwise 

C2 (n) _gl(n 26)'92 
(n 

2 
6) 

n=6,8, - - -, 56 

0 otherwise 

where cl(n) and c2(n) are the modulation values of the n-th subcarriers of the first 

symbol and the second symbol, respectively. Table 4.2 illustrates the construction of a 

pair of cl and c2 with all possible combinations of gi and g2- Recall that the output 

of the mapping function will be +1 if the input is less than 7r/2, or -1 otherwise. 

Therefore, 0 (1 
-ICI - ZC2 = g2 as shown in Table 4.2. 

In summary, the two symbols can be generated by the following steps: 

1. Label the subcarriers of each OFDM symbol from 0 to 63. 

2. Select a pseudo-random sequence gi(n) E 1-1, +I}, where n=0,1,..., 25. 

3. Assign the values of g, to the subcarriers of the first symbol cl starting from the 

6-th subcarriers and therl every other two subcarriers. 
That is, cl (2n + 6) = gi (n), where n=0,1,2,... ' 25. 

The remaining subcarriers with odd frequency indices are modulated with 0. 

4. Select another pseudo-random sequence g2(n) E {-I, +11. 
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Sequence Elements 

91 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 
(-2) 

91 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 

(k 

-1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 +1 
(go'-Y) 

+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 

-1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 
(fan) 

gi +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 

I ýniforvn) 
-92 

+1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 + +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 1 

Table 4.3: Elements of sequences that are used to generate the frame headers 

Sequence Type Original Length Cenerator 
(-I) 91 ni-sequence 31 g(, ) =5+2+1 
(-2) 

91 m. -sequence_ 127 74+I 9(-)=x +X 

92(-) ro-sequence 31 g(X)=X5+X4+X3+X2+1 

olalf) V 
92 Golay sequence 27 

+1 if sin w(vrl4 - VI-3)2(Z + 1)2 >0 
g(-) =1 

-1 If sin w(vrl4 - Vrl3)2(X + 1)2 <0 

g2(gold) Gold sequence 31 = XIO + X9 + X8 + X6 + X5 + X3 +1 

g, (f.. ) Exhaustive search 26 Nil 
("ifý) 

92 Uniform distributed 26 Nil 

Table 4.4: Specification of the sequences used to generate the frame headers 

5. Initialize the odd subcarriers of the second symbol C2 to zero. 

6. Total 26 subcarriers with frequency indices in the range f6,8,..., 561 are modu- 
lated with respect to the sequence g2 and the first symbol cl as follows: 

If g2(n) = +1 

c2(2n + 6) = -cl(2n + 6), where n=0,25 

else if 92(n) = -I 
c2 (2n + 6) = cl (2n + 6), where n=0,25. 

The specifications of the sequences under testing are summarized in Table 4.3 and 
Table 4.4. Figure 4.4 plots the autocorrelation function of the two sequences g(ml) and I 
gj(M2). The autocorrelation function of the other five sequences are plotted in Figure 4.5. 

In the simulations, we have assumed that there is an uncompensated phase offset of 

7r/4. Therefore, the subcarriers; are modulated with fl+j, -l-jl instead of {+I, -1j, 
respectively. 
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.,, oIIao- - o! ", . 1. --dr- 

I SeqUe_e g(J-2) (a) ACF of the mquenoe 9(-') (b) ACF of the 

Figure 4.4: Autocorrelation function (ACF) of the sequences that generate the first sYmbOl 

It I Ii iI I ii 
III 

(a) ACF of g. 

.............. 

--4- 

.� 

'III, ', 

(b) ACF of g(g"") (c) ACF of g2(gold) 
2 

-- 

(d) ACF of 9( f") (e) ACF of 9ý-fý) 

Figure 4.5: Autocorrelation function (ACF) of the sequences that are differentially encoded 

between pairs of subcarriers in the fraine header 

102 
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4.5 Results of the Simulations 

4.5.1 Estimation of the Symbol Timing 

Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 plot the real and imaginary components of the complex wave- 
forms of the first symbol that are generated based on the m-sequence 9, (") and g2("), 

respectively. However, as shown clearly in the figures, the first half of the waveform 
is identical to the second half irrespective to the actual sequence used to generate the 

symbol. It is this repeating property that the system is using to determine the symbol 
timing. 

Although the second symbol is not used for the determination of the symbol timing, 

the waveforms of the second symbol are also plotted in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 for 

reference. As in the first symbol, all odd frequency subcarriers in the second symbol are 

modulated with zero and therefore the first half and the second half of the waveforms 

are also identical. 

Figure 4.10 plots the timing metrics M(d) against the timing index d. In each graph, 
there are two curves plotting in different color. The timing metrics are plotted in 

blue when the new frame header is used. Similarly, they are plotted in red when the 

conventional frame header is used. An AWGN channel with 30 dB signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) is assumed. 

As shown in Figure 4.10, the blue curves have two plateaus in the regions of the guard 
intervals where the timing metrics reach the maximum. The symbol starting position 

can be taken from anywhere within the first plateau. However, only one plateau can be 

found in the red curves. The second plateau, as in the blue curves (new frame header), 

the plateau is replaced by a sharp peak at the boundary between the two training 

symbols. Since the only difference between the two frame headers is the addition of 

an intersymbol guaxd interval in the new one and now the timing metrics for the new 
frame header show an additional plateau, we can conclude that the plateau is due to 

the guard interval. 

In addition, the envelope in all different cases are very similar indicating that the ti 

metric is robust to the detail structure of the synchronization symbols. 
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(a) Real component (b) Imaginary component 

Figure 4.6: Waveform of the (a) real and (b) imaginary component of the first symbol in the 

frame header when g, -- g(ml) 

I 
0, - d»2 02- 

eis- 

el - 

iJ1 . 

15 

1-$.. ) 9-6. ) 

(a) Real component (b) Imaginary component 

Figure 4.7: Waveform of the (a) real and (b) imaginary component of the first symbol in the 

frame header when g, g 
(-2) 
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I 
0) Imenary component, 92 ý 92(""ilý) 

Figure 4.8: Real and imaginary components of the waveform of the second symbol in the frame 

header when g, = g(-') 

(a) Real component, 92 ý9 (-) 
2 

(b) Imaginary component, g2 = g2(-) 

(c) Real component, g2 
( -i-Y) 

= 92" (d) Imaginary component, g2 = gi(gol'y) 

(e) Real component, 92 ý g2(gold) (f) Imaginary component, g2 ý( . 1d) g2o 

(fan) (g) Real component, 92 ý 92 i (h) Imaginary component, g2 - g(f*, 
) 

(unif-) (i) Real component, g2 = 92 
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I 
I I 

.. F 

(b) Imaginary component, 92 ý 92(-) 

I 
It 

I .1A 

IL 

( . 1d) 
(f) Imaginary component, 92 - 929 

I 

I 

IE 

I 

I 
(i) Wal component, (uniform) (uniform) 

, 
q2 - 92 (j) Imaginary cOmponent, 92 - 92 

Figure 4.9: Real and imaginary components of the waveform of tile second symbol in the frame 

header when g, g 

(a) Real component, 92 ý9 
(-) 
2 

( olay) (d) Imaginary component, 92 = 92g ( olay) (c) Real component, 92 ý 92'7 

(e) Real component, 92 ý gýlgld) 

(h) Imaginary component, 92 = 91"'") (g) Real component, g2 -g 
(fan) 
2 
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I 
I 
1 

Figure 4.10: Plots of the Schmidl and Cox's timing metrics M(d) in AWGN channel, SNR ý 
30 dB; the results are plotted in blue (red) if the new (conventional) header structure is used. 

(a) gi = gl(' 92 =9 
(-) 
2 gi = gi g2 = g2 

91 ý 91( 92 ý 92g'1'1') gi = g, 
(-2) 

, 92 = gj( g-l's') 

(e) gi = g(-i) ,( 
. 1d) 

1 92 ý 92" 
(-2) ( old) gi = gi , 92 = 92g 

(9) 9ý = 9ý 9ý ý 92 gi ý gl(-2) , 92 ý- 92(f.. 
) 

(unif-) 
gý = gi 0) gl = gl(M2) , _q2 = g(-if--) 
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Figure 4.11: Error rate in coarse frequency offset estimation using the new algorithm and new 

frarne header in Channel A, gi = g(, -1) 

4.5.2 Performance of the Coarse M-equency Offset Estimator 

The performance of the proposed coarse frequency offset estimation algorithm is, eval- 

tiated using Monte Carlo computer siniulations. A fixed frequency offset of four inter- 

carrier frequency spacing is assurned in the generation of the data. The performance is 

deterinined by counting the total nuinber of errors in 1W) trials. 

In Figure 4.11, we conipare the performance of the new systein (new algorithrn and new 

frame header structure) against SNIR. and the sequences 92 that is used to generate the 

second symbol. The first synibobi are generated in the identical way with gi =9(.. 
), 

and the Channel A is selected. As shown, all sequences give sinfilar performance when 

SNR. is below 10 dB. The Golay sequence outperforms the others at high SNR. However, 

the difference in the performance between all sequences is about 1 (113 only. Therefore, 

the performance of the new system is robust to the selection of the pseudo-random. 

SNIII('11"! 92. 
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The results of the simulations are arranged into five groups with respect to the sequence 
that is used to generate the second symbol in the frame header. They are shown from 

Figure 4.12 to Figure 4.16. In each figure, six graphs are plotted. They are arranged 
in rows with respect to the first symbol of the frame headers. If the first symbol is 

generated using the sequence g(-'), the corresponding results are shown in the first 

g(12) raw. Otherwise, it is generated using the sequence I and the results are shown in 

the second row. Within a row, the results in Channel A, Channel B and Channel C 

are arranged in the order from left to right. 

In each graph, four curves axe plotted. The results are plotted in red color if both the 

new algorithm and the new frame header are used. Likewise, the results are Plotted in 

green color if both the conventional algorithm and the conventional header structure 

are used. We have made two additional comparisons between the two systems in which 

either the algorithm or the frame header in the conventional system is replaced by the 

new one. The results of simulations in these two cases are plotted in either blue (new 

algorithm, conventional frame header) or black (conventional algorithm, new frame 

header), respectively. 

We can see from Figure 4.12 to Figure 4.16 that the error rates decrease monotonically 

with increasing signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, the graphs within the same group 

are similar to each other. Therefore, the selection of the first symbol and the channel, 
have little effects on the error rate. However, the relative error rates between various 

configuration depend on the selection of the second symbol. For example, the curves 
in Figure 4.15 are very close and even overlap at many points, while the blue curves 

and the black curves in Figure 4.14 are far apart without any intersection. 

The blue curves (new algorithm, conventional frame header) always lie at the top. 

In other words, if we compare the performance of the systems at the same SN11, the 

system using the new algorithm and the conventional frame header will have the Largest 

amount of errors. This suggests that the proposed new algorithm is more sensitive 

than the conventional algorithm to the intersymbol interference in the second symbol. 

The intersymbol interference is caused by the overlapping of the signals coming from 

different paths and the lack of the guard interval between the two training symbols in 
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_____ 

w 

110 

(c) gi gj("), Channel C 

the frame header. Similarly, a system using the conventional algorithm an(l the new 

frame header structure will have the best performance because the corresponding black 

curves always lie at the bottom. 

In general, the red curves (new algorithm, new frame header) and the green curves 

(conventional algorithm, conventional frame header) are very close to each other. In 

other words, the new system and the conventional system have similar performance. 

However, the new system has an additional advantage of lower complexity in comparison 

with the conventional system. This is because we do not have to carry out complex 

number multiplications and additions during the search of the coarse frequency offset 

as in the conventional system. Only simple binary number operations are required in 

the new system. This will simply the hardware implementation of the system. 

ý04 

(a) gi = g, (-'), Channel A 
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Figure 4.13: Error rate of the coarse frequency offset estimators in multipath fading channels 

when subcarriers are differentially modulated with the m-sequence g(m) 2 

;4 .1 
(b) gi gi(-'), Channel 13 

Figure 4.14: Error rate of the coarse frequency offset estimators in multipath fading channels 

when subcarriers are differentially modulated with the Golay sequence g(9-14y) 2 

-Idm 

(a) gi = gj(ý'), Channel A (b) gi = gl("), Channel B 

-1.4 

(c) gi = gi(-), Channel C 

-1ý 

(a) gi - gIf"), Channel A 

-. 4 

(c) 91 = 9, (-'), Channel C 
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Figure 4.15: Exror rate of the coarse frequency offset estimators in multipath fading channels 

(ga4d) 
when subcarriers are differentially modulated with the gold sequence 92 

w L- 

-OM 

gi - g, 
(-'), Channel C 

Channel A (e) g, Channel B (f) gi Channel C 

Figure 4.16: Error rat, v of the coarse frequency offset estimators in multipath fading channels 

(f.. ) 
WhVII HUbCarriers are differentially modulated with t, he Fan's sequence 92 
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Header I Header I 
(sy,, Wl 1) k, ýýj 21 Data II Data 21 Mta 3 ....... Data Ns 

I aT ITj, TT 

Figure 4.17. A simple frame structure for the determination of the system throughput 

4.6 Drawback of the New Rame Header 

4.6.1 System Throughput 

We are going to study the effect on the system throughput due to the introduction 

of the fi-ame header. A simple frame structure as shown in Figure 4.17 is assumed. 
It consists of a two-symbol frame header and N. data symbols. The duration of the 
first training symbol and the data symbols are identical. However, in the conventional 

system, the length of the second training symbol is shorter than the normal symbol 

period T since the intersymbol guard interval is removed. The time duration of the 

second training symbol is aT, where a is a scaling factor depending on the symbol 

structure as follows. 

with intersymbol guard interval 
(4.13) 

without intersymbol guard interval, 

Nu and Ng are the number of samples in the useful part and the guard interval re- 

spectively. Let IZ. be the raw data rate per OFDM symbol, which is defined as the 

total number of bits transmitted in the time duration of one OFDM symbol. Total 

7ZsN. T bits are transmitted per frame. The time duration of one frame is equal to 

(N,, +1+ a)T. Therefore, the effective data rate IZ of the frame-based system is 

Total number of bits transmitted in one frame (4.14) 
The time duration of one frame 

*R. NT 
(N. +1+ a)T 

R. N. 
_ (4.15) 

N, +1+c, 
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N. 0.67 0.89 0.80 1 

16 9.43% 10.11% 10.55% 11.11% 

32 4.95% 5.33% 5.5 79/o 5.88% 

64 2.53% 2.73% 2.87% 3.03% 

128 1.28% 1.38% 1.45% 1.54% 

512 0.33% 0.35% 0.3 79/o 0.39% 

1024 0.16% 0.18% 0.18% 0.19% 

Table 4.5: Amount of reduction in effective data rate when a two-symbol frame header is trans- 

mitted together with N. data symbols in one frame; frame header length = (I + a) times the 

length of one data symbol 

The data rate is reduced from IZ. to R. Hence, the reduction in the overan system 

throughput can be determined by 

reduction in throughput 
P., 

x 100% 

N8 
x 100% (4.16) 

N,, +1+a 

If the length of the guard interval is either 1/5,1/4 or 1/2 of the length of the useful 

part, a will be equal to 0.89,0.80 or 0.67 respectively. Table 4.5 gives some examples 

of the reduction in the system throughput for various combination of N, and a. 

As shown in Table 4.5, the reduction in the system throughput become less significant 

when the total number of data symbols in one frame is large. In particular, we are 

interested in the effect of the additional intersymbol guard interval in the frame header. 

This can be determined by subtracting the last column (a = 1) with the other three 

column. For example, if there are 64 symbols in one frame and the length of the 

guard interval is 1/4 of the useful part (a = 0.4), the new frame header will cause an 

additional 3.03%-2.73%=0.3% reduction in the system throughput. Therefore, there 

is only a minor reduction in the system throughput by adding the intersymbol guard 

interval in the new frame header. 
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4.6.2 Response Time 

The frame header should be kept short for fast synchronization. However, adding a 

guard interval between the two symbols in the frame header will increase the system 

response time. The system now takes longer time to transmit all the useful information 

to the receiver and the symbol timing estimator will take longer time to wait for the 

reception of the entire training symbols. The additional time delay is equal to the 

length of the guard interval times the sampling period. For example, the sampling rate 
in Hiperlan/2 is 20MHz and hence the time duration between adjacent samples is equal 

to 0.05 ps. If the guard interval has 16 samples, there will be an additional delay of 
0-05ps x 16 = 0.8ps before the system can reach synchronization. 

4.7 Low-Complexity Hardware Implementation 

In our proposed algorithm, the coarse frequency offset ffi is determined by 

where 

N12-1 
in- =max 

E pf 0(k2(n+m))l g(n) (4.17) 
M n=O 

p(o) 
+1 101 > 12 

(4.18) 
-1 101 "ý 121 

The function 0 determines the phase difference of the 2(n+m)-th subcarriers in the 

two symbols of the frame header. The function p then translates this amount of phase 
difference into either +1 or -1. Table 4.6 lists the multiplication table of the product 
(p - g) and the truth table of the standard exclusive-nor function. Comparing the 

entries in the two tables, we can find that the two operations can be made identical if 

we associate "-I" to "0". 

Suppose we redefine the function p as a {0,11 mapping function whose outputs axe either 

0 or 1 depending on the input phase difference I Zcj - Zc2 1. Then, the product (p - g) can 

be realized as a bitwise exclusive-nor operation, which can be implemented with very 

low complexity in hardware, Likewise, the mapping function p can be implemented 

easily using a look-up table stored in the read-only-memory (ROM). 
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p9 P-9 input I input 2 xor 
I YoUr 

0 0 0 1 

0 1 1 0 

0 1 0 

1 0 1 

Table 4.6: Multiplication table of (p - g) [left] and the truth-table of exclusive-nor [right] 

Figure 4.18 is a block diagram of an implementation of the proposed coarse frequency 

offset estimation algorithm in hardware. Here, we have assumed that the size of the 

IFFT is 64, which is a common value used in the standard for wireless network such as 

the IEEE 802.11a and the Hiperlan/2. In addition, the new two-symbol frame header 

is assumed. 

The outputs of the FFT pass through a two-level pipeline buffer before they are sent to 

the data decoding unit for further processing. If we are at the beginning of a frame, the 

frame header will be captured in the two buffers, Symbol 1 and Symbol 2. Whenever 

a frame header is captured, the amplitude of the odd frequency subcarriers in both 

Symbol I and Symbol 2 will be zero, or in a very low value in practice. Therefore, it 

is simple to build a frame header detection unit by comparing the power sum of all 

odd subcarriers with a predefined threshold. The frame detection signal can be used 

to reset the internal state of the estimator and kick start the estimation process. For 

clarity, the frame header detection unit is drawn by a box in broken lines enclosing the 

two buffers without the full internal details. 

Since the frame header and the payload data have identical symbol structure, we do 

not have to handle these two types of data separately. Otherwise, we have to build 

two separate data buses to pass the outputs of the FFT to the data decoding unit and 

the synchronization unit. With the expense of additional delay in propagating data 

through the pipeline, this reduce the hardware complexity and the cost. This is one of 

the merit of including an intersymbol guard interval in the frame header. 

Since the sequence g is known already, it can be pre-loaded to the internal 26-bit 

registers. The correlation can be carried out quickly using an array of exclusive-nor 
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Figure 4.18: Block diagrwn of the implementation of the proposed coarse frequency offset esti- 

mator in hardware 

gates and an adder. Since the maximum output of the adder is 26, only a simple 5-bit 

adder is required. The current output of the adder is then compared with the previous 

stored one. If the current sum is larger than the previous one, it will replace the one 
in the buffer and the current running index m is saved. At last, the index ffi that 

corresponds to the largest output of the adder is the estimated coarse frequency offset. 



Chapter 5 

Synchronization Pilots Pattern 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we have discussed the technique to estimate the coarse fre- 

quency offset in an OFDM system by exploiting the noncoherent autocorrelation fanc- 

tion of pilot carriers. We have pointed out that the sidelobes of the noncoherent au- 

tocorrelation function affects the performance of the proposed pilots-power-detection 

coarse frequency offset estimator. Therefore, the pilots pattern should be designed 

properly to reduce the sidelobes. 

In this chapter, we will study the effects of the pilots pattern to the performance of the 

proposed coarse frequency estimator using computer simulations. The OFDM system 

model is based on the terrestrial digital television (DVB-T) standard. The European 

Telecommunication Standards Institute (ETSI) has adopted OFDM as the standard 

transmission scheme for terrestrial digital television broadcasting (DVB-T) in Europe. 

Two modes of operation have been defined in the DVB-T standard, namely 2k mode and 

A mode. Parameters such as the total number of carriers, frequency spacing between 

carriers and symbol duration axe different in these two modes. The parameters used in 

the simulations are based on the 2k mode. 

This chapter is axranged as follows. At first, we will describe the OFDM symbol struc- 

ture in the DVB-T system and the characteristics of the original pilots pattern. After 

118 
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a brief review on the properties of binary sequences, some aperiodic binary sequences 

with good autocorrelation properties are given. Usually, the number and power of in- 

terferers as well as their time of appears are unknown during the design of the system. 
It will be shown that the robustness of the coarse frequency estimator can be improved 

by one-sided trimming in order to reject the outliers. Then, an algorithm to detect 

the failure of the coarse frequency offset estimator is proposed. Finally, we present the 

simulation results in the performance of the estimator using the original pilots pattern 
in DVB-T 2k system and a proposed pilots pattern. 

5.2 DVB-T System 

5.2.1 Prame Structure 

The OFDM transmitted signal is organized in frames [25,761. As shown in Figure 5.1, 

each frame has a duration of TF seconds, and consists of 68 OFDM symbols. Four 

consecutive frames form one super-frame. The DVB-T standard defines two modes of 

operation, namely 2k mode and 8k mode. Each mode has different sets of operating 

parameters as shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. Each symbol is constituted by a set 

of 1705 carriers in 2k mode and 6817 carriers in 8k mode, and is transmitted with a 

duration T. A symbol is built up by two parts: a useful part with duration T. and 
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Mud. 8k mode 2k mod. 
Guard Interval T, 1T. 1/4 1 1/8 1 1/16 1 1/32 1/4 1 1/8 11 

Duration of 

symbol part 

8192-T. 

8961'. 

2048*T. 

2241- 

Duration of guard 

- 
interval T, 

2048-T. 

224 j. 

1024*T. 

1121,. 

512*T. 

56P. 

2567*T. 

281- 

512*T. 

561- 

256*T. 

28jAs 

128*T. 

141- 

64*T. 

7ý- 

Symbol duration 

- Tg + T. 

20240*T. 

11201As 

9216-T. 

10081- 

8740*T. 

9521m 

S448*T. 

9241. 

2560*T. 

280p. 

2304*T. 

252jAs 

2176*T. 

2381m 

2112*T. 

23ljA. 

Frame duration Tp 76.160ma 68.544- 64.736-s 62.832ma 
1 

19.040- 17.136ma 16.194- 
: 

ýH 

El. -. nt-y period T. 7/64 1- 

Table 5.1: Timing specification in the DVB-T system [25] 

Parameter 8k mode 2k mode 
Number of carriers K 6817 1705 

Value of carrier number K .. j,, 0 0 

Value of c ier number K,,. 6816 1704 

Duration T,, 896 ps 224 ps 
Carrier spacing 11T. 1116 Hz 4464 Hz 

Spacing between carriers K .. j,, and K.,,. 7.61 MHz 7.61 MHz 

Table 5.2: Numerical values of the OFDM parameters in DVB-T system [25] 

a guard interval with a duration Tg. The guard interval is a cyclic extension of the 

useful part and is inserted before it. Four values of guard intervals are defined in the 

standard. 

In addition to transmitting data, some frequency carriers axe modulated with reference 

information whose transmitted value is known to the receiver. They axe scattered 

pilot carTiers, continual pilot ca"iers and transmission parameter signalling (TPS) 

cariiers. The TPS carriers are used for the purpose of signalling parameters related 

to the channel coding and modulation. Only continual pilots and scattered pilots axe 

transmitted at boosted power level, but not TPS carriers. 

Since the average transmitted power of TPS carriers is equal to that of the data carriers, 

the statistical behavior of TPS carriers is identical to that of data carriers from the 

point of view of the pilots-power-detection algorithm proposed in Chapter 3. Therefore, 

TPS carriers are modelled as data carriers throughout the discussion in this chapter. 
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Figure 5.2: Location of scattered pilots in DVB-T A systern ý251 

5.2.2 Location of Scattered Pilots 

The frequency indices f Kv I of scattered pilots for symbol IC 10 
... 671 is given by 

f Kp I=Ik: k=K,,, i,, +3* (I mod 4) + 12p, p>0, K,, i,, ý> k>K,,,,, 1 (5.1) 

where p is an integer that makes k all possible values greater than or equal to zero 

provided that the resulting value for k does not exceed the valid range [Ki,, K,,,,,, ] as 

defined in Table. 5.2. There is one scattered pilot every twelve carriers. The insertion 

pattern is periodic within a symbol and the pattern repeats every four symbols. In 

other words, there are four different ways to assign the scattered pilots in an OFDM 

symbol as shown in Figure 5.2. In this chapter, these scattered pilots pattern will 

be referred as symbol 0, symbol 1, symbol 2 and symbol 3 that are corresponding to 

I=O, 1,2 and 3 respectively. 

5.2.3 Location of Continual Pilots 

The "continual" means that the pilots occur on all symbols [25] and each continual 

pilot coincides with a scattered pilot every fourth symbol. Unlike scattered pilots, the 

locations of continual pilots on all symbols are identical. The frequency indices are 

given in Table. 5.3. The first 45 continual pilots in A mode is just the duplication of 

those in 2k mode. 
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2k mode 
0 48 54 87 141 156 192 201 255 279 282 333 432 450 483 

525 531 618 636 714 759 765 780 804 873 888 918 939 942 969 

984 1050 1101 1107 1110 1137 1140 1146 1206 1269 1323 1377 1491 1683 1704 

8k mode 
0 48 54 87 141 156 192 201 255 279 282 333 432 450 483 

525 531 618 636 714 759 765 780 804 873 888 918 939 942 969 

984 1050 1101 1107 1110 1137 1140 1146 1206 1269 1323 1377 1491 1683 1704 

1752 1758 1791 1845 1860 1896 1905 1959 1983 1986 2037 2136 2154 2187 2229 

2235 2322 2340 2418 2463 2469 2484 2508 2577 2592 2622 2643 2646 2673 2688 

2754 2805 2811 2814 2841 2844 2850 2910 2973 3027 3081 3195 3387 3408 3456 

3462 3495 3549 3564 3600 3609 3663 3687 3690 3741 3840 3858 3891 3933 3939 

4026 4044 4122 4167 4173 4188 4212 4281 4296 4326 4347 4350 4377 4392 4458 

4509 4515 4518 4545 4548 4554 4614 4677 4731 4785 4899 5091 5112 5160 5166 

5199 5253 5268 5304 5313 5367 5391 5394 5445 5544 5562 5595 5637 5643 5730 

5748 5826 5871 5877 5892 5916 5985 6000 6030 6051 6054 6081 6096 6162 6213 

6219 6222 6249 6252 6258 6318 6381 6435 6489 6603 6795 6816 

Table 5.3: Frequency indices of continual pilots in DVB-T system [25] 

5.2.4 Power Level of Pilots 

Scattered pilots and continual pilots are transmitted at boosted power with respect to 

that of the data carriers. The corresponding normalized modulation level is given by 

12ýk 1 
34 (5.2) 

jYkj 0 

and the normalized power level of pilots and data carriers axe 16/9 and 1, respectively. 

5.3 Characteristics of the pilots pattern in DVB-T 

Since the DVB-T system has built-in boosted power continual pilots in every symbols, 
it will be a good candidate to implement the proposed pilots-power-detection algorithm 

to estimate the coarse frequency offset. The continual pilots pattern will be used as 

the framework of the search window that slides along the shifted frequency spectrum. 
In this section, we will study the characteristic of the pilots pattern in two steps. At 

first, we will study the intrinsic property of the continual pilots pattern by evaluating 

its autocorrelation function. Secondly, we will evaluate the cross-correlation function 
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between the continual pilots pattern and the combined patterns of the scattered pilots 

and the continual pilots. The latter case applies to the real applications in which a 

symbol in the DVB-T system consists of both continual pilots and scattered pilots. 
Since both of them are transmitted at the same power, we axe interested in studying 

the joint effect of these two types of pilot subcarriers. 

5.3.1 Continual Pilots Only 

Let Kp be the set of frequency indices of continual pilots in 2k mode as shown in 

Table. 5.3. The continual pilots pattern is a {O, II sequence S, such that V c(i) E Sr, 

C(i) 
1 if icK,, 

(5.3) 
0 otherwise 

Then, we can define the autocorrelation function of the continual pilots pattern in A 

mode as 1704 
E[c(i)c(i + m)] 

E c(i)c(i + in) (5.4) 

i0 

where mEZ is equivalent to a shift in frequency. 

The autocorrelation function of the continual pilots pattern is plotted in Figure 5.3. 

Since the autocorrelation function is symmetric about the zero-shift position, only the 
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Figure 5.4: Autocorrelation function of the continual pilots pattern in DVB-T A mode with 

shift =± 20 

positive region is shown for clarity. It is also assumed that the maximum amount of 

coarse frequency offset is less than 2048 - 1705 = 343 so that the complete set of pilots 

is always covered by the 2048-point FFT window. Otherwise, the excess frequency 

components will be filtered out by the channel selection bandpass filter leading to 

unrecoverable errors. 

As shown in Figure 5.3, the autocorrelation function of the pilots pattern achieves its 

maximum at the zero shift position and is equal to 45, which is equal to the total 

number of the continual pilots. In an ideal situation, the pattern should be designed 

in such a way that the level of sidelobes are either zero or unity so that the stray 

pilots will not contribute additional interference to the estimator. However, as shown 

in Figure 5.3, the autocorrelation function has many sidelobes and their magnitudes 

art' much larger than unity. For an example, the sidelobe level is equal to 9 (20% of 

the. maximum level at the zero shift position) when the amount of shift is equal to 168. 

The distribution of the sidelobes level is summarized in Table 5.4. 

On the other hand, we found that the autocorrelation function of the pilots pattern 

lim an "almost" periodic structure. We plot the autocorrelation function again in 

Figure 5.4 with the amount of shift varies only from 0 to ±20 for a higher display 

retiolution. The autocorrelation function is non-zero whenever the amount of shift is 
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Sidelobe level 0123456789 

Counts 234 11 18 31 22 16 8201 

Total counts = 343 

Table 5.4: Number of sidelobes of the autocorrelation function of the continual pilots pattern 
(shifts ranges from 1 to 343) 

0 16 18 29 47 52 64 67 85 93 

94 Ill 144 150 161 175 177 206 212 238 

253 255 260 268 291 296 306 313 314 323 

328 350 367 369 370 379 380 382 402 423 

441 459 497 561 568 

Table 5.5: Internal structure of continual pilot carriers in DVB-T 2k mode 

an integer multiple of 3. In other words, the sidelobes are non-zero for every three 

shifts in position towards either direction starting from the center with exceptions in 

only few places. This periodic structure accounts for the high sidelobe level of the 

autocorrelation function of the pilots pattern. 

This periodic structure can be explained by looking into the structure of the pilots pat- 
tern. Although the construction method of the continual pilots has not been explained 
in the DVB-T standard document [25], we found that the pattern has an internal 

structure as shown in Table 5.5. The frequency indices of the continual pilots can be 

generated by multiplying each element in Table 5.5 by 3. It follows that the continual 

pilots pattern has "1" only at the positions whose corresponding frequency indices are 
integer multiple of 3, and has 110" elsewhere. This explain the phenomenon that there 

are high level sidelobes at the points where the amount of shift is the integer multiple 

of 3, but zero-level sidelobe elsewhere. Similax periodic structure can also be found in 

the continual pilots pattern defined for the 8k mode. 

In conclusion, the continual pilots patterns specified in the DVB-T standard is not 

optimum for noncoherent coarse frequency offset estimation because of their poor au- 

tocorrelation property. 
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5.4 Joint Effect of Continual Pilots and Scattered Pilots 

Since scattered pilots and continual pilots are tran mitted at the same power level, the 

scattered pilots behave as if the stray continual pilots during the search of the shifted 

continual pilots pattern. Therefore, the inclusion of scattered pilots in the data window 

can be modelled as an increase in the number of stray pilots. The joint effects of the 

continual pilots and scattered pilots can be examined by studying the cross-correlation 
function between the continual pilots pattern and the combination of both patterns. 

Because of the modulus operation in the generation of the scattered Pilots indices in 

Equation 5.1, the scattered pilots pattern repeats every four symbols. Therefore, the 

cross-correlation function has four different forms depending on the symbol index. Let 

K. p (j) be the sets of carrier indices of scattered pilots in either symbol {O, 1,2,31 

and 6j(i) be an element of a {0,11 sequence such that 

ZVO 
I if iE Kep U Kjp(j) (5.5) 
0 otherwise 

Then the required cross-correlation function for symbol j in 2k mode can be defined as 

follows: 
ITU 

E[c(i) 6j(i + m)] E c(i) 2! j(i + m) (5.6) 
i-O 

where mE {-343,3431 is equivalent to a shift in frequency. 

The cross-correlation functions for all four symbols axe plotted in Figure 5.5. The 

zoom-in versions with shift vaxying in the range f -20, - - -, 201 are given in Figure 5.6. 

We have determined the distribution of the sidelobe level from these plots and the 

results are summarized in Table. 5.6. 

As seen, the cross-correlation functions for all symbols have the similar profile. The 

maximum value of the cross-correlation function is still 45 at the zero-shift position. 

However, the cross-correlation function is now asymmetric about the zero-shift position. 

In addition, the sidelobe levels are increased. In particular, the maximum of the sidelobe 

level is increased from 9 to 19. 
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Sidelobe level 0 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Symbol 0 458 1 10 15 31 48 48 44 14 12 3 1 1 

Symbol 1 458 2 5 16 28 49 45 45 25 10 2 1 0 

Symbol 2 458 0 9 13 41 45 47 42 23 5 3 0 0 

Symbol 3 458 0 5 17 34 51 50 46 16 7 1 1 0 

Total counts 343x2+1 687 
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- shifts limited in Table 5.6: Distribution of the sidelobe level of the cross-correlation functions, 

the range ±343 

(a) symbol 0 (b) symbol I 

--l 
(c) symbol 2 (d) symbol 3 

Figure 5.5: Noncoherent cross-correlation function for (a)symbol 0 (b)symbol I (c)symbol 2 and 

(d) symbol 3 
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Figure 5.6: Noncoherent cross-correlation functions between the continual pilots and combina- 

tions of continual pilots mid scattered pilots in (a) symbol 0 (b) symbol I (c) syrnbK)l 2 mid 

(d)mytnbol 3 (shift = -20,49, ... '20) 

N Barker Sequence 

2 +1 +1 

11 +1 +1 -1 
4+1 +1 +1 -1 or +1 +1 -1 +1 

5 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 

7 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -+ 1 -1 
11 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 
1.1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 

Table 5.7: Binary Barker mluences with length equal to 2,3,4,5,7,11. and 13 

sNQ or@qLmmy indox) 

(a) symix)] 0 

wo tk. *-. v WA-) .mM. %, -. y W-§--) 
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5.5 Binary Sequences 

Binary sequences with good autocorrelation properties have found applications in radar, 

sonax and digital connnunications. Following the definitions given in [78], binary se- 

quences can be classified into four classes: 

* Coherent Binary Periodic Sequences: {ai : ai = ai+L E (- 1,1) ,i 

-A sequence of binary digits with period L; each digit is either +1 or -1. 

- It is called perfect if its autocorrelation function is equal to 

LILk=0, ±L, ±2L, --- R(k) =E aa,, +k = (5.7) 

n=l -1 otherwise 
Sequences with the period L= 213-1, nE Z+ are called maximal length sequences 

and can be generated by a linear shift register [32,78,82]. 

Coherent Binary Words (Non-periodic): jai: ai E (- 1,1), i=1, NJ 

-A finite sequence of N binaxy digits; each digit is either -1 or +1. 

- It is called perfect if its autocorrelation function is equal to 

N-k 
Nk0 

IZ(k) E anan+k 0 or ±Ik1,2, ---, N- 1 (5.8) 

n=l 0 k>N 

Perfect coherent binary words are only known for N=I, 2,3,4,5,7,11 and 13. 

They axe all listed in Table. 5.7. These perfect words are often called Barker 

Sequence- 

4l, Incoherent Binary Periodic Sequences: {aj : ai = ai+L E (0,1) ,iE Z) 

A sequence of binary digits with period L; each digit is either 0 or +1. 

It is called perfect if its autocorrelation function is equal to 

vk=0, ±L, -+2L,... IZ(k) =E anan+k = (5.9) 

n=l 

fI 

otherwise 

where V is the number of +1 digits per period. 

Such sequences exist for L= p2l' + p; I + 1, where p is a prime number. For a 

given period L, the maximum number of ones are limited to V= p" + 1. For 
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example, each codeword of optical orthogonal codes (OOC) [101 belongs to this 

class of sequences. 

9 Incoherent Binary Words (Non-periodic): jai: ai E (0,1) ,i=1,2, ---, NJ 

-A finite sequence of N binary digits; each digit is either 0 or +1. 

- The number of +1 digits is equal to V. 

- It is called perfect if its autocorrelation function is equal to 

N-k k=O 
R(k) = F, aa. +k 

0 or± 1 otherwise 

(5.10) 

where V is the total number +1 digits. 
The pilots pattern can be viewed as a non-periodic binary sequence consisting Of 
bits equal to either zero or one. An incoherent binary word can be used as the 

pattern to assign pilot carriers in an OFDM symbol. For optimum performance, 
the pattern should be a perfect word in order to minimize the effects of the 

sidelobes. Examples of generating perfect incoherent binaxy words can be found 

in [46,78,851, which axe based on the theory of perfect difference sets [1,28,78] or 
least residues modulo a prime number [85]. Alternatively, the sequences can also 
be generated by punctuating optical orthogonal codes [101 or perfect incoherent 

binaxy periodic sequences. 

A sequence is represented by a series of numbers that define the positions with one in the 

sequence. For example, a sequence 11010010001 
... I is represented by J0,2,5,9,... J- 

When the sequence is used as the pilots pattern, pilots are assigned at the positions with 

one. We have generated twelve perfect 10,11-binary incoherent words. They axe listed 

in Table 5.8 in the increasing order of the sequence length. The off-peak autocorrelation 

outputs of all these sequences axe either 0 or 1. At first, we generate twelve periodic 

sequences using the procedures outlined in [78] that is based on the theory of finite 

projective planes [78,97]. The sequences axe then truncated to a shorter length. The 

first six sequences axe truncated in such a way that all of them start at 0 and stop 

at 51. Therefore, these sequences can be used as the pilots pattern for the standard 
IEEE 802.11a and Hiperlan/2. On the other hand, the last element in the remaining six 

sequences has to be less than 1M5 so that they can be used in the DVB-T 2k system. 
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[Length Ip In I Positions with Ones 

3 3 3 10 8 51 

4 2 4 0 14 23 51 

8 3 2 0 10 13 24 25 29 31 51 

9 2 3 0 16 17 28 36 42 46 49 51 

9 2 3 0 2 5 9 15 23 34 35 51 

9 3 2 0 4 12 14 17 35 36 42 51 

35 7 2 7 2 0 10 15 47 128 190 341 342 

462 487 562 585 598 715 761 810 876 945 

967 1061 1099 1117 1126 1138 1209 1321 1418 1517 

1559 1619 1626 1683 1699 

36 7 2 0 50 102 125 244 284 398 427 436 539 

637 716 736 810 851 882 943 959 973 1008 

1019 1021 1026 1029 1063 1179 1250 1267 1289 1378 

1384 1429 1502 1514 1529 1698 

37 7 2 0 17 19 139 149 178 199 214 227 284 

293 324 380 461 484 487 491 535 618 634 

707 727 739 830 855 863 897 932 1116 1228 

1229 1281 1287 1292 1509 1610 1692 

40 7 2 0 3 24 53 69 95 107 134 170 171 

193 201 365 374 408 486 490 616 668 673 

719 752 796 893 941 954 982 1001 1050 1120 

1138 1193 1200 1210 1225 1352 1354 1410 1573 1688 

40 7 2 0 90 114 130 151 159 182 195 248 327 

359 361 381 436 439 469 487 586 642 659 

MI 702 729 803 822 885 894 1031 1134 1169 

1180 1218 1265 1304 1387 1562 1568 1572 1666 1691 

41 7 2 0 10 56 59 82 97 98 159 216 224 

230 248 252 261 315 368 452 580 597 599 

649 693 766 824 888 928 939 1009 1034 1064 

1069 1241 1319 1331 1352 1399 1513 1542 1618 1625 

1652 

Table 5.8: Perfect binary incoherent words with elements defined over Galois field GF(p") 
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5.6 Robustness Improvement 

We have shown that the performance of the non-coherent coarse frequency estimator 

can be increased by using a better pilots pattern. In this section, we will discuss an 

enhancement of the coarse frequency estimator by employing the technique of one- 

sided trimming to remove the effect of strong tonal interference, and an error detection 

method by exploiting the data after coherent demodulation. If the receiver knows that 

the output of the estimator is incorrect, it can either determine the parameters again 

using the enhanced method, or discard the current data and ask for retransmission. As 

a result, the robustness of the system can be improved. 

5.6.1 One-sided Trimmed Sum 

necall that the coarse frequency estimator is the summation of instantaneous power of 

a set of carriers. Therefore, it would be very sensitive to strong tonal interferences that 

would bring up the outputs of the estimator at incorrect positions leading to wrong 

synchronization. 

If the frequencies of interferences are static and known to the system, the jammed car- 

riers can be switched off for transmission in an OFDM system. However, the number 

and the power of interferers are usually unknown in practical applications. In addition, 

dynamic allocation of pilot carriers is not applicable because there is still frequency 

ambiguity before the frequency offset has been estimated and it will increase the com- 

plexity of the receiver. The robustness of the estimator can be improved by one-side 

trimming to reduce the effect of outliers. 

Let the observed power UIiU2, -*, U44, U45 be ordered as follows 

"(I) "ýý U(2) "- *-< U(44) < U(45) 

where u(j) is the smallest and u(45) is the largest. Again, we assume that there are 

total 45 pilots as defined in the DVB-T standard. The sum trimmed at \ is defined by 

U('k) "-ý (5.12) ý U(I) + U(2) +-+ U(45-A) 
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For example, when trimming level A is 3, the three largest observations, U(45), u(44) and 

u(43), axe discarded. 

Interferers with power much less than the nominal value have a small contribution 
to the final summation output and hence have little effect on the performance of the 

estimator. Therefore, one-side trimming, and not the conventional two-side trimming, is 

recommended [105]. Monte Carol simulations have been carried out to study the effect 

of trimming and determine the optimal level of trimming by exploiting the distance 

criterion. 

In particular, we measure the distance between the following two cases 

45 
HI : U(O) =E (pilots only) 

9 ni 36-nj 
Ho : U(O) =E (pilots) +E (interferers) +E (data carriers) 

In case HO, we arbitrary assume that the contaminated data has 9 stray pilots and 

ni = 1,2,. - -, 6 interferers. The total number of carriers in either case is identical and 

equal to 45. As in DVB-T 2k mode, the transmission power of the pilot carriers is 

boosted at a ratio of 1.78. On the other hand, all interferers are assumed to have 

identical power which is 3 dB larger than those of the pilot carriers. The observed 
subcarriers are axranged in ascending order of power and the largest \ observations are 
discarded to form the one-side trimmed sum U(A). The Rayleigh fading channel model 
is assumed. 

Following the definition in Section 3.4.1, the distance D(A) can be determined by 

E[U(A)IHII-E[U(A)lHol 
Vv-a-r[-U-nA -IH-1] + Vv-ar[-UTAýjHOj 

The simulation results are plotted in Figure 5-7. As shown, the distance is bounded 

by the composition of HO. The distance achieves the largest value when there is only 

one interferer and decreases with the number of interferers. While moderate trimming 

increases the distance, it reaches a plateau and the maximum is rather flat. The range 

of flatness increases with the number of interferers. Any value of A between 3 and 8 

can be used in this particulax example. 
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Figure 5.7: Effects of one-sided trimming on the statistics distance; there are 9 pilots, ni inter- 

feres and 36 - ni data carriers; total 45 carriers. 

5.6.2 Error Detection (Coherent Demodulation) 

In the tracking phase, the receiver has corrected the effects due to the propagation 

channel and synchronization defects. Therefore, the data transmitted through each 

carrier can be recovered by coherent demodulation. We can determine the coarse 

frequency offset again by exploiting the data recovered from the pilot carriers and 

compare the new result with the one determined in the acquisition phase. An error is 

detected if they axe different. 

Pilot carriers are usually modulated with values generated by a fixed sequence which 

is known to the receiver. For example, the continual pilots in DVB-T system axe 

modulated with values generated by a pseudo-random binary sequence (PRBS), whose 

generator polynomial is XII (E) X2 @1 as shown schematically in Figure 5.8. 

Suppose there are total N carriers per OFDM symbol in which L carriers are pilots and 

the pilots are modulated with values generated by a pseudo-random sequence g(n). The 

sequence g(n) should be chosen so that its aperiodic: autocorrelation function 'Rgg(a) 
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Figure 5.8: Structure of a linear feedback shift register that generate data to modulate pilot 
carriers in DVB-T 2k mode; all flip-flops are initially set to one and a new value is generated 
on every used carrier whether it is a pilot or not. 

has only one dominant peak at zero shift and very small sidelobes elsewhere. That is 

L-a-I 
E g(n+a)g*(n) 
n=O 

L a=O 

<L otherwise 

Let K= fko=O, kj, k2,... 'kL-j I be the pilots pattern and ih be the number of shifts in 
intercarrier spacing due to the coarse frequency offset. Then, the shifted pilot carriers 
can be found at subcarriers with frequency indices kEf IC + in-J. 

Define R"(m) as the sum of the products of the recovered data p(k) at the k-th 

subcarrier and the sequence g(n). That is 

L-1 
E p(kn + m)g* (n) 

n---O 

where kn E IC and rn = 0, (N -I- kL-I). 

The recovered data p(k) can be modelled as discrete zero-mean random variables and 
are uniformly distributed among the constellation points defined by the corresponding 
modulation scheme. Theoretically, if p(k) = c(k), then 7?,, (m) = Rgg (m). In general, 
J1Zp, (m)j will achieve a maximum value at m= th where p(k,, + Y^n) and g(n) are 

closely matched. The starting position of the shifted pilots pattern can be determined 

by locating the peak of the R.. 

We have verified this statement by computer simulations. Two sequences gl(n) and 

92(n) with length equal to 45 and 13 respectively are used. The elements in sequence 

gi(n) axe those used to modulate the continual pilots in DVB-T 2k mode and 92(n) is a 
Barker sequence with 13 elements as given in Table. 5.7. The aperiodic autocorrelation 
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functions of gl(n) and g2(n) are shown in Figure 5.9. The data p(n) are assumed to 

be complex random variables with values defined by the constellation points of various 

modulation schemes including QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM. Two special cases have 

been also tested in which the data are either zero-mean complex Gaussian random 

variables or constant amplitude random variables with phases uniformly distributed in 

the range [-7r, 7r]. In all the cases., the average power of p(n) is normalized so that 

E[p - p*j = 1. 
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Figure 5.9: Autocorrelation function of (A) gi (n), sequence to nx)dulate continual Pilots in 

DVB-2k mode and (B) g2(n), 13-element Baker sequence. 

Define the test statistic U(i, p) as 
LI 

U (i, p) =Ig p(n)gi (n) (5.17) 

nýo 

I 

where i=1,2 and Li is the length of gi(n). The mean and variance of U(i, p) have 

been determined and they are given in Table 5.9. The histograms of the distributions 

of U(i, p) are plotted in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11. Total 106 trials are used for each 

case. 

The statistical distance V(i, p), where i=I or 2, is defined as 

V (i, P) = 
E[U(i, gi)] - E[U(i, p)] (5.18) 

V/ý--w[U(i, gi)] + Vrv--ar[U(i, p)] 

where 
(E[U(I, 

gi)], varýU(1, gl)]) and 
(E[U(2, 

g2)], var[U(2,92)1) are equal to (45,0) 

and (13,0), respectively. 
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91(n) = continual pilots (2k mode) 92(n) = Barker sequence (13 elements) 

p(n) E[U(I, p)] 
I 

var[U(I, p)] 
I V(lp)_ I E[U(2, p)] 

I 
var[U(2, p)] V(2, p) 

g(n) 45 0 0 13 0 0 

QPSK 5.96 9.54 12.64 3.21 2.65 6.01 

16-QAM 5.94 9.62 12.59 3.20 2.73 5.93 

64-QAM 5.95 9.61 12.60 3.21 2.73 5.93 

Gaussian 9.65 12.58 3.20 2.78 5.88 

uniform phase 9.56 12.63 3.21 2.69 5.97 

Table 5.9: Mean E[U(i, p)] variance var[U(i, P)l and distance V(i, p) of U for different types of 

P(n), where i=1 or i=2 

If p(n) is equal to g(n), the distribution of U(i, p) will be a straight line at the right 

margin of each graphs in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11. As seen, the distributions of an 
U(i, P) are "fax wW from the right margins. The observation agrees with the large 

distance values as shown in Table. 5.9. In addition, this scheme is also robust to the 

modulation sequence g(n) and the actual payload data because an distributions have 

similar profile irrespective to the difference in these two parameters. 

Therefore, the test statistic U can differentiate pilots from data and noise easily. In 

fact, no error has been detected in the simulations. It follows that the position of the 

shifted pilots can be determined easily by locating the maximum of the cross-correlation 
between the known sequence g(n) and the recovered data. Then the coarse frequency 

offset is given by the amount of shifts of the pilots pattern. 

In acquisition mode, this algorithm can be used to verify the coaxse frequency offset 

obtained by other methods. An out-of-sync is detected if the receiver is operating in 

tracking mode and the current estimate rh is different from the one obtained before 

the synchronization errors have been corrected. The receiver may have to abort the 

tracking mode and restart the whole process of synchronization again. 
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Figure 5.10: Histogram of the distribution of U(I, gi), where g, (n) is equal to the values used 

to modulate continual pilots in DVB-T 2k mode. The x-axis is the output of the estimator 
U(I, gj) and y-axis is the corresponding counts. (106 runs in each case) 
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corresponding counts. (106 runs in each case) 
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5.7 Simulations and Results 

In the previous sections, we have stated that the original continual pilots pattern in 

the DVB-T standard is not well-designed for the non-coherent estimation of the coarse 
frequency offset with reference to the received pilots power. In this section, we will 
verify this by simulations in a multipath environment. The performance of the original 
continual pilots pattern is compared with the longest binary sequence given in Table 5.8. 
Apart from the positions of the continual pilots, the system models in both cases are 
identical and are equal to those specified for the DVB-T 2k-mode standard [251 in order 
to have a fair comparison. 

The performance is simulated in a static Rayleigh channel and a Ricean channel that 

are defined in the DVB-T standard document [25]. The received signal is given by 

20 

p. -j27rOi (t o- 8(t) + pi 

r(t) 

where r(t) and s(t) axe the output and the input signals respectively. The parameters 
pi, 7-i and Oi are the attenuation, relative delay and the phase shift from scattering 
of the i-th path respectively. The numerical values of these parameters are listed in 
Table 5.10. In the simulations, a 10 dB Ricean factor 1 and the QPSK modulation 
scheme axe assumed. The first term po represents the attenuation of the direct line-of- 

sight path and is given by 
r 

0 Rayleigh channel 

po (5.20) 
0 Ricean channel 

Figure 5.12 illustrates the effects of the pilots pattern in the performance of the pro- 

posed pilots-power-detection coarse frequency estimator. Here, a simplified OFDM 

symbol structure is assumed in which only the subcarriers defined in the pilots pat- 
tern are transmitted in boosted power and the scattered pilots are replaced with data 

'Ile Ricean factor is the ratio of the power of the direct path to the reflected paths. 
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subcarriers. This simplified model allows us to compare the intrinsic properties of the 

continual pilots pattern only and avoids any complication in the results due to the scat- 
tered pilots. As verified with the simulation results shown in Figure 5.12, the original 

pilots pattern defined in the DVB-T standard [25] has poorer performance. 

In DVB-T system, not only the continual pilots are transmitted in boosted power, but 

also the scattered pilots. There are four different ways to assigned the scattered Pilots 
in the DVB-T system, namely symbol 0, symbol 1, symbol 2 and symbol 3. The joint 

effects of the continual pilots and the scattered pilots are illustrated in Figure 5.13 and 
Figure 5.14. The positions of the scattered pilots are assigned as in the symbol 1. 

We can see that the inclusion of the scattered pilots increases the error rate. This is 

because the additional scattered pilots will increase the sidelobes level. In addition, 

the new pilots pattern is not always better than the original one. The performance 

of the simplified system using the original pilots pattern is now better than the "com- 

plete" system using the new pilots pattern. Here, we named a system as "complete" if 

scattered pilots are used in every OFDM symbols as in the DVB-T standard. In other 

words, the scattered pilots degrade the performance of the new pilots pattern. This 

suggest that more future works have to be done to design the pilots pattern jointly with 

the scattered pilots in order to further increase the performance of the coarse frequency 

offset estimator. 

However, if we limit our scope of comparison in the DVB-T system only, the new pilots 

pattern is always better than the original pilots pattern as shown in Figure 5.15 and 

Figure 5.16. In conclusion, the original continual pilots pattern in the DVB-T standard 

is not well-designed for the non-coherent estimation of the coarse frequency offset with 

reference to the received pilots power. 
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i 
1 

pi 1 
7-i[ps] 

1 Oi[radj 1 1i 1 
pi 

1 
7-i [48] 

1 
Oi 

1 0.057662 1.003019 4.855121 11 0.295723 0.429948 5.928383 

2 0.176809 5.422019 3.419109 12 0.350825 3.228872 3.053023 

3 0.407163 0.518650 5. ffl470 13 0.262909 0.848831 0.628578 

4 0.303585 2.751772 2.215894 14 0.225894 0.073883 2.128544 

5 0.258782 0.602895 3.758058 15 0.170996 0.203952 1.099463 

6 0.061831 1.016585 5.430202 16 0.149723 0.194207 3.462951 

7 0.150340 0.143556 3.952093 17 0.240140 0.924450 3.664773 

8 0.051534 0.153832 1.093586 18 0.116587 1.381320 2.833799 

9 0.185074 3.324866 5.775198 19 0.221155 0.640512 3.334290 

10 0.400967 1.935570 0.154459 20 0.259730 1.368671 0.393889 
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Table 5.10: Attenuation (pi), phase(0j) and delay values (7-j) of the i-th path for the simulation 

of the multipath fading channels in the DVB-T system [25] 
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Figure 5.12: Effects of the pilots pattern in the performance of the proposed pilots-power- 

detection coarse frequency estimator in the DVB-T A system 
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Figure 5.13: Effects of the scattered pilots to the continual pilots pattern in the Rayleigh fading 

channel with AWGN 
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Figure 5.14: Effects of the scattered pilots to the continual pilots pattern in the Ricean fading 

channel with AWGN 
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of the performance of the new pilots pattern and the original pilots 

pattern of the DVB-T 2k system in Ricean fading channel 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Works 

6.1 Conclusions 

The general principles and properties of the OFDM modulation scheme have been dis- 

cussed. Comparing with the single carrier systems, the symbol rate in OFDM systems 

is reduced by multiplexing high-speed data over multiple carriers. Whenever the in- 

tercarrier frequency spacing is the reciprocal of the symbol period, the subcarriers are 

orthogonal and there is no intercarrier interference. The OFDM modulation scheme 

allows efficient use of frequency spectrum by allowing spectral overlapping. If the mod- 

ulation constellation on each subcarrier is identical and has 2q points, the spectral 

efficiency will approach q bit(sHz)-1 asymptotically. The OFDM modulation scheme 

also enables the implementation of a single frequency network and only a low complexity 

channel equalizer is required. 

We have also shown that an OFDM system is sensitive to synchronization defects. A 

literature review on algorithms to estimate the symbol timing and the frequency offset 

has been given. The symbol timing can be determined by looking for the known data 

structures within the received time-domain signal. The symbol timing estimation al- 

gorithms have been discussed in groups with reference to these known data structures 
including the null symbol, cyclic prefix and training lymbols. Similarly, we have cat- 

egorized the frequency offset estimation algorithms into groups according to the data 

144 
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sources which include the repeated training symbols, cyclic prefix and virtual subcarri- 

ers. The frequency offset estimators can also be classified into either data-aided/blind 

or time-domain based/frequency-domain based. 

The effects of synchronization defects including the symbol timing error, phase offset, 
frequency offset and sampling clock errors have been studied analytically and the re- 

sults are supported by computer simulations. The symbol timing error will lead to 

intersymbol interference, which will affect the performance of the estimators that make 

use of the demodulated data. The coarse frequency offset does not cause intercarrier in- 

terference, but shifts the frequency spectrum of the signal. In addition, we have shown 

that the intercarrier interference caused by the fine frequency offset decreases the noise 

margin between the data subcarriers and pilots. This will degrade the performance of 

the proposed pilots-power-detection coarse frequency offset estimator under very noisy 

conditions. 

Two coarse frequency synchronization algorithms have been proposed. Both of these 

algorithms axe frequency-domain based and some of the subcarriers are required to be 

assigned as pilots without carrying the payload data. However, different properties 

of the pilots are exploited in each algorithm. The first algorithm ignores the phase 

of the subcarriers and only makes use of their instantaneous power, while the second 

one exploits a pseudo-random sequence differentially modulated across subcarriers in a 
two-symbol frame header. 

In the first algorithm, it is assumed that the effects of fading have not been corrected and 
hence magnitude and phase errors are expected to occur at all frequencies. Therefore, 

phase modulation of the pilots is disregarded and only their power is exploited for 

non-coherent detection. A maximum likelihood estimator for the coarse frequency 

offset estimation is proposed. We have shown that the test statistic is simply the 

sum of instantaneous power of subcarriers taken from a shifted pilots pattern, and 
hence we name it as the 'pilots-power-detection' algorithm in the context. A statistical 
distance is defined with respect to the two conditional probability density functions of 

which the selected subcarriers are either all pilots, or a combination of pilots and data 

subcarriers. It corresponds to the geometric distance between the conditional means 
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when the conditional standard deviations are used as the units of length. With the 

help of this statistical distance, we have shown that the performance of the proposed 

estimator increases with the total number of pilots and the boosted power ratio, and 

decreases with the sidelobes level of the autocorrelation function of the pilots pattern. 

As a rule of thumb, the total number of pilots should be more than ten. 

We have shown using computer simulations that the performance of the proposed pilots- 

power-detection algorithm is better than that of the maximum correlation methods 

and the guard-band power detection algorithm in a highly frequency selective fading 

channel. On the other hand, the complexity of the proposed algorithm is similax to that 

of the guard-band power detection algorithm while the maximum correlation algorithm 
has the highest complexity. The major drawback of the proposed algorithm is a possible 
degradation of the system throughput because pilots subcarriers axe not used for data 

transmission. However, if boosted pilots have already been used as in the DVB-T 

system, the application of the algorithm has no effect on the data throughput. 

Secondly, a low-complexity coarse frequency offset estimator for a frame-based OFDM 

system has been proposed. The coarse frequency offset is determined by locating the 

maximum of the cross-correlation between the known pilots sequence and the recovered 
data. The data is recovered by taking differential demodulation on pairs of subcarri- 

ers between the two adjacent symbols in a two-symbol frame header. A new frame 

header has been proposed. Compared with the conventional frame header, there is an 

additional guard interval between the useful parts of the two symbols. Supported with 

computer simulations in two-path fading channels, the proposed algorithm is robust 

against the selection of the pseudo-random sequence used to generate the frame header 

and the performance of the new estimator is similar to those used in the conventional 

system. With the expenses of minor reduction in the data throughput and slightly 

increase in the system response time, the additional guard interval improves the per- 

formance of the coarse frequency estimator. Since all OFDM symbols have identical 

structure now, the complexity in hardware implementation is reduced. Another major 

reduction in the complexity is due to the introduction of the mapping function which 

convert the phase difference from a real number into a two-level integer, either 1 or -1. 

Then the correlation can be carried out using a combination of exclusive-nor logic gates 
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and a simple binary adder without the needs of complex multiplier and accumulator. 
Finally, an architecture for the implementation of the estimator in hardware has been 

proposed. 

A case study in the DVB-T system reviews that the frequency indices of the existing 

pilots pattern have a common factor 3 leading to many sidelobes in the autocorre- 
lation function of the pilots pattern. We have shown that by replacing the existing 

pilots pattern in the DVB-T 2k system with a sequence having better autocorrelation 

properties, the performance of the proposed pilots-power-detection algorithm can be 

increased. Total 12 perfect binary {0,11 incoherent words based on the finite projective 

plain geometry are generated. Half of them can be used as the pilots pattern in the 
Hiperlan/2 while the other six longer sequences can be used for the DV13-T 2k sys- 
tem. Since DVB-T is in operation now, it is unUely that the current standard will 
be changed. However, the proposed schemes can be used as a reference for any new 
designs that use similar OFDM parameters. On the other hand, we have also shown 
that the robustness of the system can be improved by using one-sided trimming to re- 

move strong tonal interference and an algorithm to verify the correctness of the coarse 
frequency offset estimator after all synchronization errors have been corrected. 

6.2 F%iture Works 

It has been shown that the number of pilot carriers should be greater than ten. This 

may limit the use of the proposed pilots-power-detection algorithm in the OFDM sys- 
tems that have a small total number of subcarriers. Although the pilots are usually 

modulated with a pseudo-random sequence, this information has not been used in the 

proposed pilots-power-detection algorithm. Therefore, the estimator could be modified 

to incorporate both the instantaneous power and the phase of the pilots subcarriers. 
Thereafter, it may be possible to reduce the required number of pilots and increase the 

overall estimation accuracy. 

Both the guard-band power detection algorithm and the proposed pilots-power detec- 

tion algorithm work on the sum of the instantaneous power of the received subcarriers. 
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An ad-hoc estimator could be constructed by sliding a searching window in the Ere- 

quency spectrum so that the sum of instantaneous power from one set of subcarriers 
(guard-band) reaches a minimum while the corresponding sum taken from the other set 
(pilots pattern) reaches the maximum. More research work has to be done to obtain an 

optimum fusion rule in combining the test statistics from these two different estimation 

algorithms. 

It has been suggested in [17,30,57,991 that using multiple frames of received data can 

refine the carrier offset. Similarly, the error rate of the proposed estimators may be 

reduced by averaging the test statistics over multiple frames. More work can be done 

to determine the optimum number of frames in various conditions. 

In the proposed pilots-power-detection algorithm, the spacing between pilots should 
be all different so that the maximum sidelobe level of the autocorrelation of the pi- 
lots pattern will be limited to one. However, it has been proposed in [94] that the 

pilots subcarriers should be equally spaced if they are used for channel estimation in 

a frequency-selective time-invariant channel. There is a conflict and hence more future 

work could be carried out to determine the optimum pilots placing scheme, and the 

corresponding joint algorithm to estimate both the propagation channel and the coaxse 
frequency offset simultaneously. 

On the other hand, the performance of the low-complexity estimator that exploits the 

phases of the pilots has only been studied using computer simulations. More research 

work on the theoretical analysis about the characteristics of the quantizer, which con- 

verts the phase difference from a real number to a two-level integer, could be done in 

the future. 

Although we have only concentrated in the synchronization problems of the OFDM Sys- 

tems, some future works could also be done to analysis the performance degradation 

due to the non-linearity of mixers and determine the techniques to minimize the effects. 
Throughout the discussions, it is assumed that the transmission model is linear and 

the effects of nonlinear distortion have been ignored. However, in practical implemen- 

tation, an OFDM system may suffer from nonlinear distortion due to the nonlinearlY Of 

components such as power amplifiers and frequency mixers. Although some researchers 
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have named the component "mixer" in the literatures, their studies are limited to the 

clipping distortion due to the high peak-to-average power ratio of OFDM at the output 

power amplifier only. In principle, a mixer is a nonlineax device and generates harmon- 

ics of the input signal. In single carrier system, these out-of-band harmonics can be 

easily removed by filtering with careful selection of the mixing frequency. However, an 
OFDM signal has a wider bandwidth and it is dffficult to ensure wide-band impedance 

matching between mixers and the following stages of a pre-amplifier. The reflected 

signal will mixed up again with the input signal causing intermodulation distortion. 

Since OFDM is a multicarrier system in which difference in frequency between any 
two carriers is an integer multiple of the subcarrier spacing, the harmonics generated 
by intermodulation at the mixer will coincide with the original spectrum and cannot 
be removed by simple filtering. Thus, more future works could be done to develop 

techniques to minimize these effects. 
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A. 1 Proof of Equation (2.3) 

Given that the captured samples jr(n) :nE [-Ng ... N,, - 1]1 of an OFDM symbol 
have the following characteristics: 

o Eree from ISI: {r(--rgd + 1), r(-7gd + 2),..., r(Nu - 1)1 

* corrupted by ISI: jr(-7-. ), r(-7-. + I), 
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Recall that 'Tgd =- Ng -, rd +1 and r,, is the offset from the optimum position of the 

starting position of the data window at position C (Fig. 2.1). Then the fourier transform 

of the samples taken from the data window is given by 
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Notice that by construction, VnE {-Tgd + r(n) =- r(N. + n) and these 

values are ISI free. Therefore 

-1 2, kn 
_j2ykn E r(n)e-i NU =E r(N, +n)e -Nu-- 

n=-7�d+l n=--r�d+l 

N. -1 
_j2wk(N. +") E r(n)e N7 

fb7--Nu-'rgd+l 

N. -1 
z2ýkn Z 

r(n)e--' N- 

n=N. -r, d+I 

It follows that the first term in Equation A. 2 is equal to 

N. --r, d 
Aýkn 

n=-Tgd+l 

N. --rgd -1 
_j2. 

kn 

=Z r(n)e Nu- +E r(n)e-i" 
n=O n=-, rd+l 

-j 
2. kn 

r(n)e N- 
2wkn 

+ r(n)e-j-ff-- 
n--0 nýNs-rud+l 

N. -1 2. kn 
E r(n)e-j-Y«- 
n=o 

c(k) (A. 3) 

Finally, we can get Equation 2.3 by substituting all these values into Equation A. 2. 

That is 
-Zpn -2. kr 

NU E r(n - r. )e- c(k)e--? + Arm (A. 4) 
n=O 

where 
-(N, -'rd+l) 

Misi = e-j-2irk-mL 
F 

, 
(r(n) 

- r(N,, + n))e-J". (A. 5) 
n=-re 

A. 2 Proof of Equations (2.15) and (2.16) 

Prom Equation 2.13 and Equation 2.14, we have 

ejo 
N-' 2r(k + 6)[n(I - c)] 

r(n) 7E ckH(k) exp N 
(A. 6) 

k=O 
N-1 

j 27rin 1: r(n) exp N 
(A. 7) 

n--o 
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Substitute Equation A. 6 into Equation A. 7, 

i5(j) ejo 
N-lN-1 

2r(k + 6)[n(I - c)] 27rln 
NEE c(k)H(k) exp jN exp N 

n=O k=O 

II 

ejo 
N=O N-1 

2r[(k + 6)(1 - c) - I]n E c(k)H(k) E exp jN (A. 8) 
k--O n==O 

II 

Notice that for a power series {1, eja, ei2a,..., eja(N-I)j, the summation is given by 

Putting 

N-1 .N 
. an 

(e. 74) 
eJ 

ej4 

n=O 
JýN -jaN jaN 

e2 ke 2 -e 2 

is F 
e2(. 

4a- 
- ej2-) 

N 
L'(N-I)! ljnL2 

e2 (A. 9) 
sin 2 

2r[(k + 6) (1 - 1] (A. 10) 
N 

we have 
N-1 2w[(k + 6)(1 - 11 

exp 
7r[(k+J)(I-e)-ý(N-1) sin7r[(k+b)(1-e)-lj E exp NN 

n-0 sin 

In addition, if k=1, 

(k+5)(1-c)-Z = (l+ö)(1-ö)-l 

= 

= 6-c(1+6) (A. 12) 

Finally, substitute Equation A. 11 and Equation A. 12 into Equation AS and rearrange 

the term ejOIN, the received signal c(l) at the 1-th carrier can be represented by 

(, )=C(I)H(I)ejoexpfj7r[J-c(1+6)](N-1) sin7r[6-c(1+6) 
N ir[S-0+01 

+ ICI(I) (A. 13) 
INsin 

N 

where 
N-I 

ICI(I) = 
1: c(k)H(k)ejoexp iN [(k+8W-e)-q] 
ho N sin 
k7l 

(A. 14) 
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A. 3 Proof of Equation (2.21) 

Given by Equation 2.15 

Z(I) = c(I)H(I)ejo expjj7r[J-c(1+6)](N-1) 
sin7r[J-c(l+j)l + ICI(I) (A. 15) 

N 

INsin 
[71[8- v +6)] 1 

By L'Hbspital rule, if aER, 

sin(va) 7rcos(7ra) 
lim lim 

7ra 
a---o N sin(7r) a-o N cos IV 

cy) 

Putting a=8- c(l + 6), we have 

lim 
sin 7r[8 - c(l + 6) 

=1 (A. 17) 
"Nsin c ýo 

11, 

In addition, the ICI term is zero if 6=0 and c=0 from Equation 2.20; that is, 

ICI(liä = 0, c= 0) =0 

Therefore 

lim dE(I) 6-0 
cýO 

C(l)H(I)eýo lM Sin 7rf8 - IC(I + 6)1 

'-0 Nsin +J)i 1 
c *o 

c(1)H(I)eý'9 (A. 19) 
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B. 1 Calculation of E[uk] and var[Uk] 

2). Suppose Xk and yk are independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables 'ý*f(ol 
12 O'i 

That is 

E[x2k] = E[yk2j a2 (B. 1) 
2k 

The even n-th moment E[g"] of a Gaussian random variable g_ A((O, ag2) is [79]: 

E[gn] = 1-3.5... (n - 1), gn 
(B. 2) 

Therefore 

E[X41 3(__Lok)4 k 
vf2- 

34 (B. 3) 
4 ai 

and 

3 (B. 4) E[yk4] 
4 ak 

Let Uk be the sum of the square of xk and yk 

22 (B. 5) Uk ` Xk + Yk 
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B. I. 1 Mean 

[X2 + y2l E[Uk] =Ek Ic 

= E[xk2l + E[yk2l 

= 
lor. 2 + 

ýa2 
i2k 

= 0,2 k 

B. I. 2 Variance 

From Eq. B. 2 and Eq. B-5 

E [U21 (X2 + 2j2 
k=Ek Yk 

+ Yk4 + 2X2yk2j = E[x4k k 

= 
3ork4 

+ 
3ak4 

+ 2(lork2)(I ork2) ii2 

= 2ork4 

Therefore 

var[Uk] = E[uk2j - 
E2[uk] 

44 
= 2ori -, 7i 

4 
6i 

B. 2 Calculation of E[u,,, k] and var[u,, k] 

(*-' Xk and yk are uncorrelated) 

(B-6) 

(B. 7) 

(B. 8) 

Let Xk , Ar(O, 11 ork2), yk , Ar(O, 21 o-k2) and nk ' -IV(Op 21 O'n2)1 where Ar(p, o, 2) denotes 

Gaussian random variables with mean 1A and variance o, 3. Define xnk, ynk and unk as 

follows 

Xnk " Xk + nk (B. 9) 

ynk = yk + nk 

-2 2k Unk ý X; ik + Ki 
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Then 
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E[Xnk] = E[Ynk] =0 (B. 12) 

var[Xnk) = var[Xk + nk) 

= var[xk]+var[nk] ('. *xA; andnkareuncorrelated) 
12+ 

On2) (B. 13) 
2 

(O'i 

Therefore 

E[xn2k] varfxk] - 
E[Xnk]2 

12+ 
orn2) (B. 14) 

2(0" 

Similarly 

1 
ElYn2k] ý ý(ak' + an') 

Since x,, k is the sum of two independent Gaussian random variables, its distribution is 

also Gaussian [791. From Eq. B. 2 and Eq. B. 14 

E[X4 
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nk 
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3( 2+2 )2 
4 ork arn 
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E[yn4k] =ý 

(B. 16) 

(B. 17) 

B. 2.1 Mean 

E[Unk] = E[X2 
nk + Yn2k] 

= E[x, 2A; l + E[yn2A; ] 

2+ or2 ak ng 

('. ' x,, k and y,, k are independent) 

(B. 18) 
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B. 2.2 Variance 

Ik]2 
[U2 [X2 +2 E 

nk] 
E 

nk Yn 

E[X4 + Efyn4k] + 2E[X2 ]E[yn2k] 
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Therefore, the variance of u,, k is 

Var[unk] = E[u, 2, E[unk]2 
nk 

= 
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+, 72 n 
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